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Executive Summary
Mobility4EU is a Coordination and Support Action of the European Commission that
started in January 2016 and lasts for 3 years, until 31 December 2018. The project is
working on delivering a vision for a user-centered and cross-modal European transport
system in 2030 and an action plan to implement that vision. The work started with the
identification and formulation of 9 trends that are projected to have relevance in shaping
the future European transport system in 2030. Furthermore, based on project results 15
user needs setting the requirements for mobility and transport in Europe have been
identified:
1. Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
2. Enable meaningful spending of travel time
3. Real-time travel information and travel planning services including cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
4. Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
5. Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
6. Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats
7. Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers especially
targeting vulnerable and excluded groups
8. Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of data
9. Transport protecting climate, environment and health
10. Support for local solutions through transparent, democratic, participative planning
11. Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
12. Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
13. Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
14. (Cost-) efficient maintenance and upgrade of resilient infrastructures
15. Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models
Together with European experts from all fields in transport of passengers and freight, a
portfolio of 93 promising and innovative transport solutions across all modes answering
the identified trends and user needs has been composed. Scenarios for the development
of future transport in Europe have been co-created using these solutions as building
blocks. The scenarios, and thus also the underlying solutions, have been ranked within a
structured stakeholder consultation, the Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis (MAMCA). A
further prioritization of solutions was done through an adapted extended Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FMEA). Recently, the work on the Vision and Action Plan for
Transport in Europe in 2030 concentrating on interactions, combinations and interfaces
between prioritized solutions started.
An analysis of topics and challenges in the individual modes as well as in horizontal
categories as urban mobility and freight, delivers insight on potential for cross-modal
collaborations. In a general view, cross-modal approaches can enhance the impact of all
solutions listed in the opportunity maps in view of a user-centered multimodal transport
system. This is the case, since solutions were already identified having trends and user
needs in mind. Nevertheless, for the development and implementation of specific
solutions, cross modal approaches are even a strong enabler or they open opportunities
for high additional benefits. These are mainly solutions that are enabled or greatly benefit
from interoperability, standardization or technology transfer across modes which applies
especially to solutions in the urban or freight context or addressing horizontal issues as
e.g. safety, (cyber-)security, advanced driver assistance and automation, testing,
standardization, universal design etc.
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Four major clusters for cooperation and collaboration have been identified:
Digitalization, new services and data
Issues of digitalization and especially data sharing and data availability are common to all
modes and especially important for delivering novel services that better serve users of
passenger and freight transport, create synergies between electrification, automation and
sharing as well as individual and public transport. Data needs to be turned into actable
knowledge. Thus, also new business models as well as local solutions tailored to citizens’
needs are enabled. Cross modal approaches will be urgently needed to address the issues
of enabling and intelligently managing flows of passengers, freight and data across
modes or across borders providing real time information and services and interoperable
seamless journeys. The same applies to personalized mobility offers and shared models.
Automation, IoT, Big data, ICT, crowdsourcing and sharing are key technologies enabling
integration, efficiency and sustainability in passenger as well as in freight transport which
calls for a broader cooperation strategy beyond the traditional transport sector.
Safety, security and beyond
Solutions for safety, security, but also within the individual modes strongly rely on similar
technologies and concepts that potentially can be accelerated in their development and
implementation through technology and knowledge transfer between modes. Here again
automation, IoT, AI, ICT, Big Data are key technologies that need cooperation and
collaboration also with actors from outside the traditional transport sector. The
opportunities of emerging technologies as e.g. blockchain have to be explored and
utilized. Last not least, the deployment of these new technologies raises issues regarding
liability and ethical questions that need to be solved. Especially in view of solutions that
touch questions of privacy and cybersecurity, the user needs to be taken into account
from the start.
Low-/Zero-emission mobility
Technology transfer is further especially relevant for technologies advancing efficiency
and lowering emissions and noise of vehicles and thus contributing to protecting climate,
environment and health. Moving towards sustainability drives efficiency in passenger and
freight transport. Tools and business models are needed that enable the individual
stakeholders to tap this potential. Risks and uncertainties lie in the implementation of
renewable and alternative fuels infrastructure in all modes. Unclear situations regarding
incentives/restrictions for low emission vehicles and fuels in all modes need to be
countered.
Putting the user in the center
Consequent inclusion of the user in the entire innovation and development process will
be imperative to achieve the goals of a sustainable and integrated transport system. At
the same time, user-centric approaches have the potentially to also act as a driver for the
successful development and implementation of new technologies and services. For
instance, universal design putting the user in the center delivers not only inclusive
transport but improves mobility offers for all. To implement user-centric approaches,
methodologies, tools as well as impact assessments have to be developed. This includes
models for collaboration of users and the R&D&I community, the development of digital
co-creation tools to enable broad collaborations etc.
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1 The project Mobility4EU – introduction and first
results
Mobility4EU is a Coordination and Support Action of the European Commission started in
January 2016 and lasting for 3 years, until 31 December 2018. The project is working on
delivering a vision for the European transport system in 2030 and an action plan
including a roadmap to implement that vision. Recommendations for tangible measures
in research, innovation and implementation targeted towards various stakeholder groups
are being derived. Furthermore, a European Transport and Mobility Forum is being
initiated. This forum intends to bring together stakeholders from supply and demand
side in passenger and freight transport to discuss and collaborate on topics of crossmodal and user centered transport.
The entire process from studying trends and options for solutions, developing a vision
and finally the action plan is organized within a structured participatory approach that
aims to engage a broad stakeholder community into the consultation processes (Figure
1). This is achieved by employing a structured tool, the Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis
(MAMCA) (Macharis), and an accompanying story mapping process that supports the
process in a more creative and interactive way.
Trends and user needs for transport in Europe in 2030
The work towards the vision and action plan for the future of transport in Europe in 2030
is based on the identification and assessment of societal challenges that will influence
future transport demand and supply. This lead within the first phase of the project to the
formulation of 9 trends that are projected to have relevance in shaping the future
European transport system in 2030 (Mobility4EU 2016a). They were used as a starting
point to represent the Mobility4EU context map, a map created based on the results of
the first M4EU workshop on “Societal requirements and challenges for transport”
(Mobility4EU 2016b). This map builds one part of the story mapping process.
The research on trends and their impact on mobility, the structured participative
discussions with stakeholders on needs for European transport in 2030 and the
investigation of stakeholder objectives within the MAMCA led to the definition of 15 user
needs setting the requirements in mobility and transport in Europe in 2030. They are
described in detail within the next chapter.
The portfolio of solutions and opportunity map
Together with European experts from all fields in transport of passengers and freight, a
portfolio of 93 promising and innovative transport solutions across all modes answering
the identified user needs has been composed. These include solutions in concept or
research stage but also recently implemented ones that need to be supported for
advancing technologies or products for wider deployment. These solutions are being
described in detail within this document. The links from the solutions to the user
demands are made within an opportunity map (Mobility4EU 2017). This opportunity map
composes the second part of the story mapping process.
Process towards vision and action plan for transport in Europe in 2030
The portfolios of solutions have been the foundation for building scenarios for the
development of future transport in Europe within the Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis
(MAMCA). Within this structured stakeholder consultation process, these scenarios and
the included solutions are being ranked by a broad stakeholder community coming from
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all fields of transport. A further prioritization of solutions will be done through an
adapted extended Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). The solutions coming out of
these rankings will be taken into a creative process of vision building that will be
undertaken together with stakeholders from all fields of transport. This will lead to the
Vision for Transport in Europe in 2030 which will concentrate on interactions,
combinations and interfaces between prioritized solutions. Finally, an action plan to
implement that vision will be drafted and put into a broad stakeholder consultation.

Figure 1 Mobility4EU process towards vision and action plan for transport in 2030.
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2 Formulation of user needs for transport in
Europe in 2030
Within Mobility4EU user demands are understood as implicit or explicit aims of users to
be fulfilled. As in the work on trends, the term “user” in this context includes end users as
well as transport operators and service providers or governmental institutions, cities etc.
The aims of users are developed by individual or segmental attitudes and their
interrelation with trends. The interaction of user demands and trends is bilateral. Trends
shape or influence demand and vice versa. However, user demand in the case here is not
equated with product or service functionality. Users may be demanding freedom of choice
of a transport mode, whereas the translated product solution could be for example
Mobility as a Service. User demands hence provide the motivation for investigating the
solutions that are described in detail in the following chapters of this document.
Derivation of user needs
The work of the first phase in the project was to identify trends and drivers that impact
transport and mobility in Europe in 2030. As result of this work, 9 main trends that itself
divide into several sub-trends have been derived:
1. Distribution of wealth and labour market developments
2. Inclusive society, personalization, accessibility
3. Urbanization and smart cities
4. Environmental protection
5. Digital society and internet of things
6. Novel Business models and innovation in transport
7. Safety in transport
8. Security in transport
9. Legislative framework
From the interaction of the identified trends with mobility, impacts on future mobility
have been deduced. The detailed description of these trends and impacts can be found in
the respective report (Mobility4EU 2016a). An overview can also be found in Annex 1.
Those derived impacts on mobility and transport have been the foundation for
formulating user needs. Table 1 in Annex 1 provides a short reference for this work from
trends to impacts to user needs. Further input for user needs formulation was gathered
within the structured participative discussions with stakeholders within the first
Mobility4EU workshop that dealt with trends and led to the compilation of the context
map (Mobility4EU 2016b). There, among other issues, stakeholder needs have been
interactively collected. Also, the collection of stakeholder objectives which is one of the
first steps within the Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Analysis (MAMCA) contributed to the
derivation of user needs as they are presented in the following. Finally, the results of
similar research within other European projects such as FUTRE or METRIC as well as in
Mind-Sets have been investigated.
The 15 user needs
Considering all research and external input gathered in the project as described above,
15 user needs have been formulated for the transport of passengers and freight in all
transport modes. The analyzed user needs are rather complex and incorporate different
aspects for passenger and freight users and for different user segments as well as
Mobility4EU – Action Plan for the Future Mobility in Europe - EC contract 690732.
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specifics regarding certain transport modes. The user needs as listed in the following
have been formulated on a higher level to provide a means of classification of solutions.
At the same time, it has been aimed to formulate user needs that have as little overlap
between each other as possible without losing important aspects by reducing complexity.
The following list presents the defined user needs with a short description that is not
detailing the user need in every aspect but is meant to cover ideas in a comprehensive
and concise way. Thus, the user needs can be used as a means for categorizing solutions
and to identify gaps:
1. Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
are needed to meet private or commercial timetables and to enable efficient freight
and logistics and decrease non-productive time in all applications and for all users.
This applies within modes but also cross-modal with special emphasis for modal
interfaces, within member states and across inner-European borders as well as
beyond Europe. Intelligent solutions are needed i.e. for managing complex traffic,
logistics planning and efficiently addressing critical situations in real-time.
2. Enable meaningful spending of travel time comprises e.g. the need of being
chauffeured or the possibility to carry out activities normally done at home or at
the office by using digital connected devices in the transport vehicle. Nevertheless,
this demand also relates to enabling new uses of travel time as e.g. physical
activity, engaging in games, creating new social spaces during travel. This may
ultimately not only apply to passengers but also to truck drivers, train operators
etc. especially when roles change due to automation.
3. Real-time travel information and travel planning services including crossborder & affordable data connectivity serve an accelerated society, enable
denser time schedules, shorter connection times etc. These services are in demand
for passenger as well as for freight transport. This applies especially to the
interfaces between modes and to inter-city or inter-regional travel as well as travel
between member states and internationally. Affordable data connectivity during
travel is required to stay informed without limitations.
4. Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel is required from all passengers
including vulnerable and excluded citizens and across modes. Services as e.g.
renting and ticketing etc., multimodal interfaces and hubs should be easily
understandable and useable without comprehensive tutoring/instructions.
Comfortable refers to the need of convenient interior within the transport mode
used, i.e. accessibility, enough private, flexibly usable space. Flexible travel
planning and modal choice is especially important to enable spontaneous travel
and serve new trends in travel profiles as e.g sharing vs. owning a car.
5. Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless
end-to-end-journeys will provide individually adaptable intermodal transport with
less transfers and good last mile services. Interoperability and reliability of
transport vehicles and infrastructure in all modes and between modes is key to
provide better transport services for transport of people and goods. Confidence of
passengers but also shippers in on-time and efficient transport of people and
goods needs to be enabled. Seamless journeys of people and goods require the
fine tuning of connections as well as services provided before and during the
journey, reliable and well-functioning intermodal hubs. Passengers experience a
difference of absolute and relative time depending on factors such as the amount
of waiting time between connections, the hurdle to find the connective transport
solution or the movement of and storage of luggage.
6. Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats is a demand
of both, end users and governmental stakeholders. While security at hubs should
be increased the measures taken should be seamless and non-embarrassing.
Seamless refers to the need of non-intrusive security checks, especially for
travelers with heavy luggage, larger groups of travelers, people with special needs
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or disabilities, etc. Also for freight transport this demand needs to be answered
increasing security while avoiding delays, bottlenecks and selecting the most cost
effective security measures.
7. Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers
especially targeting vulnerable and excluded groups will enable the usage of
transport means and services by all users without the need for adaptation or
specialized design. An inclusively designed transport system works for all and
should by the goal of all transport systems. Inclusive design should be prioritised
above the creation of specialist services for different groups of the population.
Affordability of offers for all citizens is a further important requirement.
8. Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of data is a demand of all
types of users although interests may very regarding the type of data that shall be
protected or exploited for service providers, cities, end users and others. This
demand applies to existing and novel data based services, to data collected by
sensors while traveling (cameras etc.), data related to shipped goods, data
collected and shared in relation to security measures and more. Besides securing
data and guaranteeing privacy, the transparency of which data is used and for what
needs to be provided.
9. Transport protecting climate, environment and health demands to fulfill EUobjectives for GHG emissions, to use all possibilities for higher efficiencies of
energy and resources in the transport of goods and passenger system, to reduce
noise and noxious emissions, to minimize the impact on animals and environment
in general. This demand is shared as well by citizen that are more and more
conscious of these issues and also by political stakeholders that intend to follow
up these issues through policies and regulations.
10. Support for local solutions through transparent, democratic, participative
planning is demanded by citizens, political and economic stakeholders in order to
find suitable local solutions that serve the specified local needs. Citizens know the
issues within their city by experiencing transport problems every day. If transport
providers implement new solutions, lack of consulting the end users can lead to
low utilization and unfavorable return of investment. Citizens more and more wish
to participate in co-creating solutions. New methods of participation often enabled
by technological solutions can enable citizens to be part of a transparent and
democratic passenger and goods transport planning process.
11. Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
takes into account the travel and transport that will is needed or will be created
through urban design into every design process. Urban settlement should be
created to save trips needed to do daily errands. Furthermore, urban design
considers space for people and aims for public spaces and urban design that not
only supports walking and cycling but motivates active modes.
12. Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes is continuously
asked for by all types of users and can be considered as one of the top priorities.
Safety systems have to be affordable for all users of individual and public transport
of people and goods ranging from cities to operators and service providers in
passenger and freight transport, end-users and so on. Safety systems and
measures need to be designed for special accessibility needs.
13. Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems is needed to
use the potential of the rising start-up and spin-off scene, shaping the more and
more digital-based and service-oriented transport system. New players need to be
provided with a vibrant innovation system, also helping small firms to break
through. This concerns economic support as well as the promotion of solutions
that provide space for new ideas and novel players.
14. (Cost-) efficient maintenance and upgrade of resilient infrastructures is
required in order to gain a positive return of investments. Transport and
infrastructure providers require a resilient infrastructure that is long lasting but
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can be updated to new developments. Efficient maintenance is needed for flawless
operation.
15. Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models are called for to
answer the demand for new forms of mobility that adapt to the individual needs
and preferences of users. This requires business models and concepts for new
services as well as technologies that enable personalization. A bigger trend in this
domain is the sharing of cars and bikes vs. buying them which may in future
develop beyond cars and bikes.
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3 Portfolio of promising and novel innovative
solutions
As explained in the previous section from the study of trends and drivers for the future
mobility, user needs have been derived that call for solutions. Hence, the next step is to
compile a portfolio of promising recent and novel innovative transport and mobility
solutions answering these user needs. The focus is on solutions that are either in
research or concept state or have just been recently implemented but did not yet reach
wide deployment. The solutions that are described in this portfolio have been collected
through the input of experts and additional desk research. Many solutions were gathered
within the second interactive workshop of the project, the “Workshop on Novel and
Innovative Mobility Solutions” (Mobility4EU 2016c). Further solutions were received by
interviewing experts and also within the expert review of this document. The portfolio
intends to give concise information on these solutions with the following format:
Title of solution/innovative concept
Category:
 policy
 technology
 infrastructure
 other: …..
Transport mode(s)
Description:
 Main features/technical description
 Advantages/disadvantages
User needs that the solution responds to (reference to user needs listed in chapter 2)
In the following the solutions are listed in subchapters according to the transport modes
air, rail, road, and waterborne as well as for the multimodal fields urban mobility and
freight transport. One chapter also shows solutions that deal with more than one or all
transport modes. Within the subchapters, the solutions are ordered alphabetically. In
Annex a table is given that links the individual solution that is described within the
chapter to the user demands.
A concise overview of the portfolio of solutions is provided within the opportunity map
that contains a summary of all results detailed here. The definition of user needs, tables
categorizing solutions according to user needs, short descriptions of all solutions as well
as a short summary on conclusions can be found in the opportunity map (Mobility4EU
2017).
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3.1 Novel and innovative solutions relating to more than
one or all modes
3.1.1
Advanced cyber-security for in-vehicle systems,
intelligent infrastructure & data privacy
Category:
 Technology
Transport mode(s)
 All modes including freight and urban
Description:
Along with advances in communication technology the vulnerability of transport systems
towards cyber-threats increases. Current technology trends in all modes, such as
automation, connectivity, personalization as well as the increasing complexity of
electrical and/or electronic systems additionally open weak spots for cybercrimes.
Disruptions of air traffic management systems due to cyber threats increase in frequency
(SITA 2017). At the same time the level of vulnerability of the air traffic systems towards
cyber threats depends on the degree of automation – the higher the automation level the
higher the vulnerability. “Weapons” required for the attack do no longer need to be
located directly at the target. This increases the difficulty to find the perpetrator. Also in
the realm of automotive transport, the threat of cybercrimes is growing along with the
ongoing technology developments such as road vehicle automation, connectivity and
personalisation, the influence of the sharing culture as well as the increasing complexity
of electrical and/or electronic systems. This does not only impact owners/users, but also
OEMs, suppliers, infrastructure operators, insurance companies and many other
stakeholders. In consideration of the rail industry cybersecurity plays an important role in
advanced traffic management and control systems (Shift2Rail 2015). In waterborne
transport, cyber security has long been rather neglected. Nevertheless, with the rise of
smart and connected ships and ports, also the stakeholders in waterborne transport need
to implement new strategies and processes to ensure cybersecurity (IMO 2016).
Technologies are required that detect cyber-crime in real time, and mechanisms must be
developed that ensure that basic and important vehicle functions continue to work
reliably. Cyber-security has to be implemented holistically on a systemic (rather than
component) level including hardware, software, communication (channels), interfaces and
infrastructure. To establish a holistic approach co-design of solutions for security, safety
and reliability is called for in vehicles and infrastructures components and systems and
their interfaces. Furthermore, cyber-security has to cover the entire supply chain taking
into consideration not only the manufacturer but also suppliers, the globalized logistics
industry, infrastructure providers, related service providers, e.g. maintenance, as well as
the users. For the customer issues of data privacy become ever more important since
many applications and services require them to provide personal data. Security and safety
applications in turn also may increase the user vulnerability since user’s data becomes
available to security operators. Privacy has to be ensured through methods of data
protection and avoidance of user identification and traceability (e.g. through data
randomization/anonymization).
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Integration and synthesis of existing and established results between all industries
could advance the improvement of cybersecurity
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Security measures might negatively influence performance. Therefore, the goal is to
find a balanced trade-off between functionality and cybersecurity.

User




needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats
Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of data
Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all travellers
including vulnerable to exclusion citizens and also for supply chains

3.1.2
Blockchain for data security
passenger and freight transport

and

privacy

in

Category
 Technology
Transport mode(s)
 All modes including freight and urban
Description
A blockchain database is a decentralized system enabling users to carry-out digital
transaction such as authentication in a secure-by-design system. Due to its decentralized
setup, the system cannot be manipulated, privacy is ensured through cryptography. The
blockchain is best known as the backbone of the crypto currency Bitcoin. The database
consists of a list of blocks, which contain a timestamp, a link to the previous block and
requested data. The list can grow continuously and is ordered by time of creation. The
blockchain technology abandons a central server, but uses a peer-to-peer network.
Accordingly, no centralized point of vulnerability exists, that can be attacked by computer
hackers. The blockchain can be summed up as a tool that operates transactions of
currency, records, contracts or other information in a secure and transparent manner and
without the use of a central operator. The described applications of the blockchain
technology can also be realized with other technologies such as central client server.
However, the blockchain technology has a huge potential to improve these applications,
especially in security, privacy and costs.
This method can be used to handle complex processes in the transport sector, especially
for all applications where trust and data security and/or privacy are required. Examples
for recently developed applications are the monitoring of containers throughout the
entire logistics chain and the e-wallet for payment of highway tolls, parking fees, electric
charging and car-sharing.
Advantages/ Disadvantages
 Increase in security and privacy standards
 Reduction of administrative expenses
 Intelligent and transparent monitoring system since data transmitted by
blockchains is consistent, timely, accurate, and widely available.
 Lower transaction fees, by eliminating third party intermediaries and overhead
costs for exchanging assets.
 Uncertain government regulatory status
 Substantial amount of computer power and therefore also energy is needed
 High initial capital cost for implementation
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References:
(Burgwinkel 2016)
(Morrison und Sinha 2016)
(Mattke 2017)
(Karstelein 2017)
(Deloitte Services LP 2017)
User




needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats
Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of data
Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all travellers
including vulnerable and excluded citizens and also for supply chains

3.1.3

Game changers in materials for transport

Category
 Technology
Transport mode(s)
 Automotive
 Train
 Aviation
Description
Advanced materials are key for the development of safe, more efficient, more durable and
easier to serve personal and public transportation systems across the different modes.
Future materials will be designed to reduce emissions (CO2, noxious emissions, noise)
and life cycle impact of vehicles and infrastructure on the environment as well as to
improve the safety, performance, functionality, comfort and perceived quality. With
respect to environmental impact, it is important to consider the entire life cycle (cradle-tograve), including production, usage and end of life (recycling, remanufacturing,
refurbish). Finally, reducing the dependency on critical raw materials (such as Gallium,
Neodymium, Indium, Germanium, Platinum, Tantalum, Cobalt, Palladium, Niobium and
Antimony) that are either dominated by third countries that monopolize the commercial
networks, or have through mining and refining operations and enormous environmental
impact, or are highly contaminant and poisonous, is a main target in the development of
new materials. It is hence important that the minimization of replacement and
maximization of recovery and reuse of materials is taken into account during the design
and development of the transport system. A large variety of components systems and
subsystems including mechanical parts, electric- and electro-mechanical devices, sensors
and energy storage will be redesigned and improved spurred by enhanced materials.
Within this context, advanced lightweight materials play a crucial role, and e.g. for cars, a
vehicle mass improvement of 38% versus a conventional mainstream vehicle can be
achieved at only 3% cost (Lotus Engineering). Currently the Transportation sector already
contributed to >85% of lightweight materials market. (LA Center for Manufacturing
Science)Efforts are carried out to lighter new grades of steels and alloys and replace steel
with aluminium- and magnesium alloys. (Lotus Engineering) Further development will
involve hybrid material solutions, reinforced polymers and composites, thermoplastics,
functionalized materials and nano-materials. (Chiaberge 2011) For the latter, noteworthy
is the implementation of graphene that will not only have a growing number of
applications in lightweight materials (Elmarakbi und Azoti 2015), but will also be applied
in coatings, lubricants, oils and functional fluids, capacitors and batteries and thermal
management applications. Recently the potential of reducing the production cost with a
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factor 100 has been shown (Bec Crew 2016). Finally, further integration of natural and
bio-based materials in light weight structures such as kenaf, hemp, flax, jute, and sisal as
materials will be seen.
Progressing electrification will be sustained by improved energy storage with increased
energy- and power capacity. Batteries based on new materials and post- lithium
chemistries as silicon anodes, metal air and redox-flow will be available, making use of
ores of more abundant elements such as zinc, sulphur and tin, what will result in
affordable electric ranges above 400km in 2030.
Further, automatization and progressing implementation of vehicle-2-vehicle and vehicle2-infrastructure applications will increase the number of advanced sensors and actuators
used in vehicles and infrastructure. Future sensor will have a lower use of critical raw
materials or will use recycled materials (as e.g. the platinum group metals effectively
recovered from catalysers and electronic scrap). In addition, the application of smart
materials will lead to integration of sensors-, actuator- electronic- and wiring
functionalities in components and e.g. plastic ‘intelligent’ surfaces would move the
“sensor” function from the electronic devices to the plastic perimeter. This progressive
integration of smart materials will involve the implementation of piezoelectric ceramic
and-polymers or electroactive polymers for electromechanically transduction, magnetocaloric and thermos-electrical materials for Thermal-magnetic or thermal-electric energy
conversion, advanced polymeric materials with special magnetic, electrical (i.e.
conductors) or optical properties, materials for thermomechanical coupling, new
materials for transduction between different types of energy or signals, as well as the
integration of these materials in MEMS or NEMs. (EARPA Position Paper 2014)
There are also a multitude of further applications for novel chemicals. For example, in the
air transport sector recently a new wing coating for aircrafts making the current de-icing
procedures obsolete has been reported. SLUGs is a substance in form of a gel, which can
be applied to the wing encapsulated in a film coating. The substance has thermoresponsive properties at temperatures below the freezing point of water. These
properties prevent adherence of ice on the wing so that ice, which can still occur at these
low temperatures, slips off the wing. At temperatures above freezing, the substance
appears in a solid form, bounded within the coating. (American Chemical Society)
Advantages/ Disadvantages
 A 10% reduction in vehicle weight can result in a 6%-8% fuel economy improvement
since 75% of the average motor vehicle’s fuel consumption is directly related to
factors associated with vehicle weight. (Energy.gov 2017) Lightweight alternatives
offer synergies with advanced powertrain / electric vehicles (Fine 2010).
Introducing lightweight structural materials is critical to the success of new, highly
efficient energy technologies such as hybrid vehicles.
 Decrease in train noise
 Reduction of fatal accidents
 By using lightweight structural materials, vehicles can carry additional ADAS
without increasing the overall weight of the vehicle.
 Significantly higher costs to purchase.
 Higher manufacturing costs.
 Difficult working conditions in production (toxicity)
 Introducing lightweight vehicles to market requires a redesign of the entire
automotive supply chain with regards to materials, product design, and process
design.
References:

(Beck, A. J. et al. 2008)
(McWilliams 2015)
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(ERTRAC 2013)
User needs/mobility demands




(Regulations on) energy efficient, CO2/NOX-poor transport
(Cost-) efficient maintenance and updating of resilient infrastructures
Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all passengers
including citizens vulnerable and excluded and also for supply chains

3.1.4 Incentivizing modal shift to public transport –
Personal Carbon Budget
Category:
 Policy
Transport mode(s)
 All modes
Description:
Incentives can be used to foster the societal transformation towards more sustainable
travel behaviour and reduce car ownership and use. Examples are tax reductions or
subsidies for supporting alternative modes of transport and especially the use of public
transport for commuters. Not only cities but also employers could foster the
transformation by offering credits for low carbon and healthy transport choices as well as
for kilometres travelled or by offering job tickets for public transport.
In order to reduce CO2 emissions, incentives at the level of households and individuals
are also important. Personal carbon budgets (PCB) provide such an instrument
incentivising the reduction of carbon emissions due to personal energy consumption of
mobility and household maintenance.
In a personal carbon budget scheme, all individuals receive a carbon budget of carbon
emissions covering household energy use and personal transport, including land
transport and aviation (Parag and Strickland, 2009). People would be able to sell their
surplus or purchase additional carbon credit. The credit would be administered through
an online system which is connected with sensors that register the travel behaviour of
individuals and automatically charge the carbon credits based on the distance,
consumption and transport mode used.
The carbon budget may encourage self-control over energy consumption and take
individual responsibility for carbon emissions. It may promote a modal shift towards
sustainable transport modes and energy use. In general, such a system would be a
progressive policy instrument redistributing wealth from the rich to the poor because
most poor people use less energy than the more affluent, therefore rich people would
buy credit from the poor (Ekins, 2004). Using tax as a policy instrument, the objective of
PCB to reallocate wealth from the rich to the poor cannot be as effectively reached as with
PCB itself. The scheme would allow governments to plan for achieving their national CO 2
reduction targets.
Acceptance of such a scheme may be difficult to reach. Therefore, it is important that the
caps of the carbon budget for each individual or family are set by a credible organisation.
The limits of carbon budget should be distinguished by location of the dwelling and
employment, accessibility by public transport as well as personal needs, otherwise the
impact on social equity may be negative especially for vulnerable groups. There would be
a sizeable part of the poor population who would be worse off with such a system
because they consume more energy than the rich (e.g. because they cannot afford new
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fuel-efficient or electric vehicles). In addition, a trading scheme may encourage fraud and
black market of carbon credits and the introduction and operation of such a scheme may
be quite costly (Parag and Eyre, 2010).
Advantages/Disadvantages
 The carbon budget may encourage self-control over energy consumption and take
individual responsibility for carbon emissions and, thus, it may promote a modal
shift towards sustainable transport modes and energy use
 The sponsorship model needs no physical infrastructure. Therefore, it can be
introduced fast and easily.
User




needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal choice
(Regulations on) energy efficient, low CO2/NOX transport
Economic/political enablement of local solutions, meeting local needs through
transparent, democratic, participative planning
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Eco-friendliness & livable environments for humans
 Personalized, accessible and inclusive (shared) ownership models

3.1.5
Intelligent and adaptive advisory and assistance
systems for operators/drivers of transport vehicles
Category: Technology
Transport mode(s):
 Road
 Rail
Description:
Intelligent and adaptive advisory and assistance systems are increasingly being deployed
in all transportation modes. In some modes (e.g. airborne and rail transport), they are
already routinely in use for specific applications. In other modes, as road transport they
are just recently being exploited to a higher degree. Intelligent and adaptive advisory and
assistance systems support the driver or vehicle operator in overseeing the increasingly
complex traffic environment. Based on different monitoring components the system gives
warning of potential collisions. Depending on the level of autonomy the system either
informs the driver/operator or acts independently. On a systemic level it allows for
predictive and dynamic traffic management. In all modes advanced driver assistance
systems are an intermediate step towards automation.
For road transport, current functions of advanced driver assistant systems feature e.g.
lane departure warning and adaptive cruise control with automated distance control,
using distance sensors, as well as eco driving support system, emergency breaking
system, blind spot monitoring, adaptive headlights and obstacle & collision warning.
Those features are defined as level 1 automation. More advanced features including
parking, traffic and lane keeping assistance are a further step towards partial automation
and can be referred to as level 2 automation. The higher the level of automation the safer
the driving gets, especially in complex situations. Therefore, Advanced Driver Assistant
Systems (ADAS) are essential stepstones on the road towards the full automation of
vehicles. Key technological requirements for ADAS are reliable sensors of external and
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internal nature. For example, accurate external, longitudinal and lateral distance sensing
is necessary to e.g. avoid collisions.
Today involved Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) are rather set up in on-off-mode,
however HMIs of 2025 may enable to understand the driver´s intention and driving style
and will work more like an advising or guiding assistance. Therefore they will e.g. enable
a better and smoother traffic flow by supporting soft breaking while distance-keeping
assistance will allow enough time to decide to either to take-over before the speed is
completely reduced, or to slow down, hence using an educative approach.
For further advancements in the future regarding more complex driving assistance such
as advanced lane-keeping and dynamic cruise control, predictive driving systems will
calculate the optimum of assistance for different driving behaviours. On the one hand
this could be defined by different modes chosen by the driver itself e.g. comfort, eco- or
sport mode, and on the other hand future solutions could analyse the conditions of the
driver and adapt the driving behaviour. Hence the vehicle will have to monitor and
characterise the driving style of its driver and personalize the assistance. This has to be
done on a constant basis including additional aspects such as the driver’s health- and
vigilance condition monitoring by in-vehicle sensors and modules, as well as monitoring
of environment and road conditions to make predictions. The advanced driver’s health
monitoring covers drowsiness detection, alcohol abuse, illegal drug use, medical drug
misuse, it measures fatigue and motivates vigilance by audio-visual signs.
Furthermore, with the increasing in-vehicle use of multi-media (e.g. information on headup display), the danger of distraction has to be kept low e.g. with the help of health and
environment monitoring.
Rail driver advisory systems (DAS) and appropriate automatic train operation (ATO)
functionalities in all rail transport market segments call for a common standard interface.
Through predictive and adaptive operational control of train movements, traffic
management is enhanced. This results in improved capacity, decreased traction energy
consumption and carbon emissions, reduced operational costs, enhanced security and
safety, as well as better customer information. It will be important to keep the “driver-inthe-loop” by employing a user-centred approach when designing the respective in-cabin
information systems for the train drivers. Furthermore, especially for light rail and tram
systems ADAS can help tram drivers to oversee the complex road environment and alert
the driver in case of probable impact with other road users such as pedestrians or bikes.
In advancing this technology there are strong opportunities for synergies and
collaborations with R&D&I of ADAS in the road sector.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 ADAS in any mode can support energy efficiency, safety and comfort of drivers and
passengers without going into fully automated systems. Thus, it functions as an
intermediate step towards automation and can support in building trust and
acquiring design and implementation experience for automated subsystems.
 Without standardisation the benefits of intelligent and advisory assistance systems
are not fully exploited. Therefore, along with technological progress the legal
framework has to be developed.
 The application of health monitoring devices within the road vehicle, but also the
application to monitor the outside environment (e.g. road) increase the workload
of drivers, since more information has to be processed and configurations have to
be done until the sensors work. However learning processes about the advantages
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of monitoring can lead to acceptance of their usage in vehicles. Though, if data
security scandals such as infringements on privacy occur, the application of these
technologies could be doubted seriously by the society. Furthermore, the storage
of user data can raise ethical questions.
Another challenge is related to high additional costs for the integration of health
monitoring modules, as well as external sensors (used for e.g. distance keeping)
may also lead to a slower diffusion of such systems in the general public. It is key
to develop affordable sensors, subsystems and systems that can be implemented
into a wide range of vehicle segments.

User needs/mobility demands:
 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all travelers
including citizens vulnerable to exclusion and also for supply chains
References:
(Shift2Rail 2015)
(Bombardier 2015)

3.1.6
Simplified testing, certification & authorization of
new mobility solutions
Category:
 Economic development
 Environment
Transport mode(s)
 All modes
Description:
In order to decrease development, production and system costs of transportation,
testing, certification and authorization processes need to be simplified. Therefore, virtual
certification is introduced to replace more costly on-track tests. Methods include
simulation tools and x-in the loop approaches as well as collaborative test environments.
A collaboration between R&D&I community and decision makers for legal and regulatory
frameworks is needed.
In rail mode for instance, standardised engineering and operational rules have to be
developed that contribute to an open standard interface and functional ETCS description
models. This will eventually lead to improved interoperability without extensive field
tests.
A reduction of the costs of developing, certifying and authorising new systems will not
only benefit the rail supply industry but also have a positive impact in terms of reduced
capital investment costs for the rail operating community, thereby contributing to
reduced system costs. Improvements can be achieved mainly through three elements:
harmonisation of specifications, improvement of the requirement process and the
simplification of the authorisation procedures, leading to reduced development and
production costs. These same principles apply in all modes.
A lot of public-private innovation organisations, programs and other collaborative
activities have been created to foster innovation and development ecosystems. In the
Netherlands government, industry and knowledge institutes successfully work together
on introducing cooperative ITS systems. In Finland, enabling rapid development cycles
and fast testing, and a culture of experimentation in general, is one of the key projects
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for the current government term. The Traffic Lab (https://www.trafficlab.fi/ ) project,
coordinated by the Finnish Transport Safety Agency, is an example in the transport sector
of bringing together different actors to collaborate in order to create new services. It aims
to enable the creation of an ecosystem of digital mobility services through test
environments.
One example of such test environments is the Living Lab Bus (http://livinglabbus.fi/ )
project which is the cooperation of public transport authorities, cities, vehicle
manufacturers, ICT companies, service developers and several research organisations
with the goal of creating an open environment that makes it easier for third parties to test
and validate their solutions in buses in real operation with real users. This project itself is
enabled by the innovative approach of the Helsinki Region Transport Authority that
started a project in which they – unlike their normal operation – purchased a small fleet of
electric buses to facilitate the development of the electric bus market by removing the
initial investment risk from the transport operators. The same fleet was then given the
opportunity to serve as a test environment that does not have to be exactly the same as
all the other buses, i.e. new services and equipment could be tested more freely without
affecting the usual production environment. (Helsinki Region Transport Authority 2017)
In rail mode for instance, standardised engineering and operational rules have to be
developed that contribute to an open standard interface and functional ETCS description
models. This will eventually lead to improved interoperability without extensive field
tests.
A reduction of the costs of developing, certifying and authorising new systems will not
only benefit the rail supply industry but also have a positive impact in terms of reduced
capital investment costs for the rail operating community, thereby contributing to
reduced system costs. Improvements can be achieved mainly through three elements:
harmonisation of specifications, improvement of the requirement process and the
simplification of the authorisation procedures, leading to reduced development and
production costs. These same principles apply in all modes.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 The support of collaborative innovation and test environments greatly enhances the
swift implementation of novel ideas for all players.
 Making testing, certification and authorisation processes easier will lead to improved
interoperability without extensive field tests. Simplification might reduce the degree
of reliability and accuracy. Therefore, it has be assured that there is no loss of these
in the continuous simplification process.
 Simplified testing, certification and authorisation require an evolution in the existing
regulatory framework
References:
(Shift2Rail 2015)
(LAMIH 2017)
(Acoutrain 2017)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Faster innovation deployment
 (small or new) companies’ need for (first) references
 Efficient procurement and risk sharing
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3.1.7

Smart technologies for threat prevention

Category:
 Technology
 Infrastructure
Transport mode(s):
 All Modes
Description:
Smart technologies for threat prevention describe technologies including a certain degree
of built-in intelligence that are useful to avoid threats appearing in all different kinds of
transportation modes. Those threats could be a lack of security for the general public
and/or special threats related to the transport mode operator (e.g. truck driver/company,
pilot, etc.). Furthermore, data collection and distribution is playing an increasing role also
in the public transport sector. Smart technologies might also help to prevent issues
related to data security in transport. Below 2 examples are given. Especially with the rise
of big data, IoT and artificial intelligence and the advancements in sensor technologies,
future systems will strongly enhance the described capacities.
One possibility to prevent threats with smart technologies is using biometrics to enhance
security. The two most common used physical identifiers are face and fingerprint
recognition (e.g. entry into the US). Since biometric identifiers are unique to individuals,
they are more reliable in verifying identity than for example token and knowledge-based
methods. In the transport sector that means by using face/fingerprint recognition drivers
can be identified faster and securely to ensure the right person is in action to prevent for
example hijacking of plane, but also hijacking of vehicles with either important goods
and/or money or even passengers, While driver-authentication systems are already
implemented in freight e.g. for access to ports, research for security in passenger
transport as described above is ongoing while we expect the first elements to be
implemented by 2025. Besides making the journeys safe, since biometric recognition
systems are more reliable compared to simply signing a paper form, they are also proven
to be a faster and therefore more efficient recognition method. In the Chicago O’Hare
electronic manifest pilot, biometrics-based driver-authentication systems were proved to
be two to four times faster than traditional paper based systems. In Rotterdam handrecognition systems are used to control truck driver that want to access the port area.
The system, which was installed in June 1999, expedites the movement of cargo from
marine vessels to trucks, verifies the identities of “known” or trusted drivers and provides
a detailed electronic audit trail.
Another example for smart threat prevention is the intelligent CCTV recognition
technology. This technology can be used for observation of public and private areas
mainly in the transport sector and around technical facilities of all kind. The term closed
circuit television is related to the fact that only a limited number of recipients have access
to data. Conventional monitoring systems consist of surveillance camera and a display.
With special video surveillance systems additional functions as for example motion
detection and face detection and the storage of data can be done. This addresses the
need for increased security against deliberate threats (terror, crime, riots) by automatic
detection of abnormal behaviour of people in all transportation modes and transport
hubs. Especially luggage and persons detection at train and metro station as well as
airports can prevent incidents by observing abnormal behaviour and/or abnormal objects
and reacting accordingly in real-time.
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Advantages/ Disadvantages
 Detecting threatening incidents while in progress or as they unfold.
 Manual control instead of automated systems allows for decisions and reaction
towards a threat “on-the-fly”.
 Questionable privacy and civil liberties (big brother effect).
 Potential for further research in this field, especially with regard to the
development of effective and robust algorithms allowing the sharing, categorizing
and utilizing of appearing objects.
References:
(CSES 2011)
User needs/mobility demands



Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all passengers,
including citizens vulnerable to exclusion
Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats

3.1.8
Smart traffic management and forecasting with big
data
Category:
 Policy
 Technology
 Infrastructure
Transport mode(s):
 All Modes
Description:
The smart-traffic decision support system is based on big data analytics. It integrates big
data from multiple sources (infrastructure and vehicle sensors, cameras, public transport
smartcard data and crowd-sourced data from users). Through the real-time analysis of the
data it is possible to forecast demand as well as incidents. A big data traffic management
system enables real-time traffic and fleet monitoring and control.
User behaviour analysis can be utilized to skim large amounts of data gathered from
smart cards to understand travel choices of citizens to optimally plan the public transport
supply. The goal is to understand choices and their effects, in order to better plan the
public transport systems and motivate citizens to use more sustainable modes. The
analysis reveals if certain bus lines are congested while the other lines may be driving
empty at the same time; or that in some areas more bikes are used while in the other
areas cars or public transport are mostly used. In addition to optimizing the schedules of
public transport operators, interoperability of schedules across multiple operators in
terms of connection times can be achieved.
In bike sharing systems, we can use advanced data analytics to get an insight into the
systems’ usage in order to plan it accordingly. Furthermore, we can investigate if citizens
from all residential areas, age groups and gender access the bike sharing systems to
address their needs. Bike sharing data include data about the stations such as their
location, number of bike stands, number of available bikes at the time, number of free
stands etc., data about the users such as the time and the station and where they drop
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off the bike, additionally their gender, age and residence area and data from the bikes if
they have GPS devices.
Big data analytics can also be deployed to carry out life cycle assessment (LCA). This is an
approach to quantify the environmental impacts throughout a product's life cycle from
raw material to obtaining the final products. The bill of material (BOM) and environmental
and societal impact of each component can be assessed.
Advantages/Disadvantages:
Firstly, big data analytics in transport support decision making processes towards
creating and implementing new solutions that work and thereby return investments of the
municipal or town as well as to fix existing weak points in systems (e.g. inadequate time
tables of public transports or exclusion of certain areas in towns).
Secondly, the benefits of data analysis are not limited to the companies and
municipalities, since they help users by enabling the continuous improvement of
personalized navigation and mobility information systems.
With respect to LCA, it is likely to happen that LCA will be automated to detect
components, which need to be redesigned and provide alternative solutions with less
human effort. The simplification of the LCA study might come at the cost of excluding
important environmental factors, thereby leading to uncertainties.
References
(Lathia et al. 2010)
(Morency et al. 2007)
(Pelletier et al. 2011 / 2007)
(BORGNAT et al. 2011)
(O’Brien et al. 2014)
(Chen et al. 2010)
(Kayikci 2010)
User





needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligent transport flows and (cross-border) networks
Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats
Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of data
Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems economic/political
enablement of local solutions, meeting local needs through transparent,
democratic, participative planning
 Resilient and practical urban design (ability to walk or cycle) & lowering number of
required trips
 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all travellers
including citizens vulnerable to exclusion and also for supply chains

3.1.9
Standardization and harmonization enabling EUwide interoperable transport within and across all
modes
Standardization is key to establish intermodal, cross-border transport. New solutions like
electric mobility, automated vehicles or high-speed trains and others require
infrastructure that does not end at the border of member states. The same applies for
data services that need appropriate infrastructure and data sharing protocols. Further,
legal and policy frameworks have to be harmonized.
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Standardization that encompasses a broad set of concerns including connectivity,
interoperability, security and privacy will play a key role in the implementation and uptake
of IoT based systems and services. Several IoT standardization initiatives currently coexist, including individual SDOs or partnerships (e.g. ETSI SmartM2M, ITU-T, ISO, IEC,
ISO/IEC JTC 1, oneM2M, W3C, IEEE, OASIS, IETF, 3GPP etc.) and a number of industrial
initiatives (e.g. AllSeen Alliance, Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC), Open Interconnect
Consortium (OIC), Platform Industrie 4.0, etc. In particular, the Alliance of Internet of
Things Innovation (AIOTI) was launched in March 2015, to create a vibrant IoT ecosystem
in Europe, and aims notably at breaking silos between leading vertical IoT application
areas. Similarly to IoT, also ITS standardization is carried out by several SDOs (e.g. ETSI
ITS, ISO TC204, CEN TC278, IEEE) and industrial initiatives (e.g. ITS Platform, C2C
Connectivity Consortium). It will be important to establish cooperation and exchange.
Also, the next generation of connected vehicles will not work without common technical
specifications, regarding radio frequencies and messaging formats for instance.
Therefore, in developing automation systems for M2M communication, the Release 1
specifications developed by CEN and ETSI, aiming at enabling vehicles made by different
manufacturers to communicate with each other and with the road infrastructure systems,
have to be taken into utmost count.
A further driver for smart transport services is Big Data. A major issue will be its
integration with existing EU privacy, anonymization and security laws as well as any
additional local regulations. In terms of information security and data protection in
connection to Smart City applications, there are already existing standards to which the
smart cities technologies will adhere to including (but not limited to) ISO/IEC 29100 –
privacy and risk management, PAS 181 – Smart City Framework Standard (in
development).
One key example for a cross-modal transport service especially in the urban environment
is Mobility as a Service (MaaS). As MaaS “ is enabled by combining transportation services
from public and private transportation providers through a unified gateway that creates
and manages the trip, which users can pay for with a single account”, the strong need for
standardization is evident. There are already some existing and emerging relevant
standards (i.e. TM2.0) that need to be extended in order to fit the needs of multimodal
services and MaaS. A joint effort of the different operators within a single mode would
help on this, since it would guarantee a smoother approach towards standardization of
APIs and a better understanding of use cases implying different business schemes. This
approach will provide better guarantee of keeping the system sustainable while offering
to all transport operators (bigger and smaller) a gate towards more innovative mobility
schemes.
Generally, a lack of standardization in regulations at local level may harm the exploiting
of innovative solutions on a broad scale. Issues for standardization in that regard arise
from complex regulation and authorization procedures that may
o not allow the implementation of innovative car sharing schemes (especially
based on peer-to-peer);
o reduce the potential for non-monetary incentives;
o harm the potential of service models that require availability of public
spaces.
Moreover, incomplete or extremely restrictive regulations on security and liability issues
are a barrier to competitiveness of car sharing schemes and in some cases to the
application of incentives and price segmentation for users.
User




needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient transport flows & networks
Real-time travel info & services
Easy-to-use and comfortable travel
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Interoperable seamless journeys (including ticketing)
Efficient and seamless threat prevention
Inclusive, accessible, affordable
Safety
Empower new players & innovations

3.1.10

Threat prevention and emergency measures

Category
 Policy
 Technology
Transport mode(s)
 Train
 Ship
 Automotive
Description
Threat prevention and emergency measures are getting more and more important
nowadays. There are several examples from all different transportation modes. Some of
them are discussed below in detail.
In aviation, for example, cabin crew training is of high importance and provides
additional safety features to the passengers since the crew is fully aware of the actions
that should be taken in all dangerous situations. Cabin safety goes beyond the safety
demonstration before a flight, by encompassing a range of different disciplines, topics
and processes, which are not always evident to airline customers. It is mainly about
preventing injury and preventing the escalation of an abnormality into an emergency.
This is a good example how it should be treated in all means of transport. Thus, the good
practices of the aviation domain should be transferred to rail and maritime transport. The
role of the crew should ensure that the mode and its services are designed and delivered
to the customer as safely as possible, by being trained in tasks related to risk
management, reporting, investigation, auditing, fatigue risk management, formulating
safety and emergency procedures and more.
Closely related are Hijack safe security protocols, which include the preparation of
emergency response plans, models and evacuation support system development, to avert
the consequences of a security-related event; in conformity with the ones designed for
metros, airports, tunnels and other transportation hubs. They also include the
development of simulation models for the analysis of the sensitivity of the transport chain
to piracy, terrorists, smuggling and stowaways. Hijack-safe security protocols already
exist for planes and ships. Their implementation to other modes and especially
infrastructure is ongoing (European Commission 2012).
A third example is nominative ticketing on all long-distance modes, which ensures endto-end security certifications and joint security assessment schemes, covering all modes
of transport towards building an “intermodal security chain”. By purchasing nominative
tickets, personal information has to be provided. By having nominative ticket to all
transport modes, we can make sure that the identified person is travelling and this
enhances security in the various transport modes. However, it might bring along privacy
concerns.
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Advantages/ Disadvantages
 Cabin crew training results in advanced safety with low cost. Preparation measures
can be taken on the backend of the whole transportation system, without
disturbing the passenger.
 Nominative ticketing provides the possibility to identify each passenger and, thus,
reduce hijacking episodes, prevent vandalism and provide identification in case of
an accident.
 Nominative ticketing may be hard to implement in all modes due to different policy
frameworks, contracts, laws, conventions, etc. Furthermore, broad implementation
of nominative ticketing may cause a great inconvenience to passengers and
considerably reduce their flexibility and may lead to high costs for carriers when
implementing control systems. Especially regarding cross-border Intercity trains.
Additionally, there are concerns regarding data privacy.
User needs/mobility demands
 Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of data
 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all travellers
including vulnerable to exclusion citizens and also for supply chains
 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all travellers, also
vulnerable to exclusion citizens.
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats

3.1.11

Universal design/design for all

Category:
 Technology
 Infrastructure
 other: design concept
Transport mode(s)
 All modes
Description:
Universal design is an innovative concept that aims
programmes and services to be usable by all people, to
without the need for adaptation or specialized design.
exclude assistive devices for particular groups of persons
needed. (United Nations)

for products, environments,
the greatest extent possible,
‘Universal design’ does not
with disabilities where this is

Universal design can apply to airports, train and bus stations, vehicles such as cars,
airplanes, buses and trains as well as information and communication systems in various
transport modes. Ideally, these will all be designed to be usable by everybody regardless
their age, gender or disability.
An example of universal design is an induction loop system that magnetically transmits
sound to hearing aids and eliminates unwanted background noise. To ensure
communication for passengers with hearing disabilities are equal to others, it is required
to equip trains, buses, taxis, trams, ferries, ships, airplanes and information booths at
the stations with an induction loop, so the passenger feels safe and secure because he or
she is able to communicate with the driver or other passengers and hear the public
announcement in the vehicles. Other examples include curb ramps and low-floor buses.
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It is important that the concept of universal design is imbedded from the start of the
project. It is also important that it is followed by all mobility providers, so that multimodal journeys can be completed (Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 2017).
Especially in times of digital mobility services, usability must be simple and selfexplanatory, especially regarding symbolic language of interfaces. Furthermore, taking
into account the digital divide, systems and service design needs to fully include digitally
illiterate or disadvantaged people.
This means that information systems or ticketing machines must be easy to understand.
Advantages/disadvantages
 promotes human rights since accessibility is a human rights issue, with the use of
universal design access to transport and its services are provided for everybody on
equal basis
 increases the quality of transport services (convenient for everybody, essential for
disabled people)
 no or few possible additional costs since needs of the widest possible users are
included from the onset of the design
 Universal design prepares for future demographic shifts, with more older
passengers who might be frail, have sensory impairments or have dementia. Good
design now might avoid further costs in the future.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility

3.2 Novel and
transport
3.2.1

innovative

solutions

relating

to

air

Advanced low-noise aircraft

Category:
 policy
 technology
 environment
Transport mode(s)
 Air transport

Description:
 DLR low-noise aircraft study
 aircraft design focussing on optimization of noise emissions
 canard wing located at the front end of the fuselage
 main wing and vertical stabilizers located at the aft of the fuselage, the vertical
stabilizers shield noise emissions from the two engines
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Source: (DLR)


SILENCER – EU project low-noise engines for Europe

References:
(Bertsch et al. 2010)
(Bertsch 2013)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to: environmental awareness
of passengers, urbanization and smart cities: aircraft technology solution for inner-city
operations
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.2.2
Air Traffic Control / Air Traffic Management
virtualization
Category:
 technology
 network
Transport mode(s)
 air transport mode
Description: DHL study on intra-city logistics
 Dependent on number of elements, including system-wide information
management (SWIM) principles of data exchange protocols and open serviceoriented architecture (SOA) (SESAR 2017)
 One solution is the remote tower replacing an actual tower with thermal-infraredcamera technologies, video-based monitoring and tracking functionality
technologies and transferring this data via the smartVISION development to a
random place
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User




Application case is the tower replacement in Saarbrücken, Erfurt and Dresden to
the remote tower center in Leipzig (DFS GmbH/Rheinmetall Defence Electronics
GmbH cooperation within SESAR project) (Frequentis 2015)
needs/mobility demands
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Easy-to-use, comfortable and flexible travel
Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of data

3.2.3

Central airport and inner-city air transport concept

Category:
 technology
 environment
 social
Transport mode(s)
 air transport mode
 intermodal transport
Description:
 concept study on a combined airport-aircraft concept for the operation of city-tocity flight connections
 CentAirStation
o airport concept located in the city centre
o utilization of “brown spaces” rail track systems which can be overbuild with
the airport building
o layout comparable to an aircraft carrier with the runway on the upper level,
the apron below the runway level, a public level and the rail track level as
connection point to other transport modes, e.g. trains, buses, cars, …, and
to the city
o capacity for up to 10.5 Mio annual passengers, 16-hour daily operations
with 30 movements per hour guaranteed
o building dimensions: 640m length, 90m width, approximate height up to
30m (10m per level)
o runway dimensions: 640m length
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Source: (Bauhaus Luftfahrt 2016)): CentAirStation // CityBird – a novel Air Transport
concept for inner-city operations
 CityBird
o regional aircraft configuration with a design range of 1500 NM and a
capacity for 60 passengers
o short take-off and landing capabilities (requirement from runway length of
640m)
o all-electric subsystem architecture
o ultra-high bypass ratio Composite Cycle Engine technology
o plasma actuators for increased high-lift performance
o advanced fly-by-light control system
o low noise optimized airframe and technologies
o high aspect ratio wings
o continuous window belt and four abreast seating

Source: BHL (2016): CityBird – Technical Datasheet
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Source: (Bauhaus Luftfahrt 2016) CentAirStation // CityBird – a novel Air Transport
concept for inner-city operations


further investigation of feasible business models and successful investment
strategies for implementation of this concept required

User needs/mobility demands
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
References
(Bauhaus Luftfahrt 2016)

3.2.4
Detailed monitoring of the environmental footprint
of aviation
Category:
 policy
 technology
 environment
 social
Transport mode(s)
 (air) transport mode
Description:
 collection of information on environmental performance of a flight or an airline
with regard to CO2 emissions
 opportunity to compare airlines with respect to their environmental performance
 data availability challenging: currently, only average values considering an aircraft
type, route distance, seat class and type of airline (charter or scheduled flight) can
be calculated
 ATMOSFAIR is an initiative where passengers can choose their flight features,
calculate the specific CO2 emission footprint, and pay the equivalent external cost
(atmosfair)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
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References:
(ENER/DG/UNIT4 2014)

3.2.5

Hybrid/All-electric aircraft

Category:
 technology
 environment
 social
Transport mode(s)
 air transport mode
Description:
 design study of an all-electric aircraft with a design range of 900 NM and a
capacity of 189 passengers
 SAFE propulsion system driven with High Temperature Superconducting (HTS)
electric motors
 HTS –– technology expected to deliver a high power-to-weight ratio by time of
entry-into-service of the aircraft concept
 thrust reversing through reverse motor rotation
 up to 3000 VDC propulsion operating voltage
 540 VDC subsystem voltage
 continuous window belt
 twin-aisle cabin layout with 5-abreast seating
 non-planar wing configuration, the c-wing concept, improving aerodynamic
efficiency
 power supply via unit load device-sized (ULD, common freight unit used in air
cargo, can be pallets or containers) battery packs (for the Ce-Liner, the batteries
have the dimensions of ULD containers)
 CO2 emission-free operations, reduction potential of CO2 emissions for ground
handling operations as well as battery charging processes depending on source of
energy (e.g. renewable energy sources and electric ground handling vehicles can
decrease CO2 emissions to a minimum)
 space for up to 16 battery packs supplying the two electric engines
 battery replacement instead of battery charging in order to meet time constraints
of the turnaround process
References:
(Hornung et al. 2013)
(Ploetner 2013)
(Schmidt et al. 2014)
(Bauhaus Luftfahrt 2012)
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Source: (Bauhaus Luftfahrt 2012) Ce-Liner – Technical Datasheet: Ce-Liner three-view and
cabin layout
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
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3.2.6
Differentiation of flight cabin classes and zones
according to individual needs
Category:
 technology
 social
Transport mode(s)
 Air transport
Description:
 Airbus Concept Cabin (Airbus n.a.a)
o economy, business and first class areas replaced by zones meeting the
individual needs of passengers, e.g. needs originating from someone’s
disability, small size or spine problems (e.g. various setting options of the
seats); business meetings; relaxing, …
o ticket fares would vary depending on the zones a passenger wants to use
during the flight
o disruptive technologies integrated in the cabin concept are: bionic
structures, biopolymer membrane, composite materials, integrated neural
network (smart materials, morphing materials, self-reliant materials,
ecological materials, 3D printing (for production), holographic technology,
energy harvesting
o increasing inclusion of health aspects: the vitalising zone comprises several
features, including organic grown intelligent seats which scan the needs of
the passengers and adapt the cabin atmosphere accordingly, e.g. sea
breeze, a special flavour, a massage function, and other features, panorama
windows enable a new passenger view (Airbus n.a.b)
 modular cabin design (FASCINATIONS2050 – BHL project)
o development of cabin modules which can be connected with different
transport modes
o small-sized passenger capacities
o concept well suited for connecting passengers which have to pass several
transport nodes
References:
(Plötner et al. 2014)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
 Personalized mobility offers and shared ownership models

3.2.7

Full automation of passenger baggage processes

Category:
 technology
 social
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
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Description:
 case study at Geneva Airport T1: Leo baggage robot (developed by SITA and
Bluebotics)
o fully autonomous, self-propelling baggage robot
o check-in, bag tag printing and bag transport capabilities

Source: (BlueBotics 2016)
 baggage tracking technologies already included:
o Lufthansa/RIMOWA: electronic tag and app-based baggage tracking (Future
Travel Experience 2016c)
o Delta Air Lines: RFID (radio-frequency identification) baggage tracking
technology, FlyDelta app sends push messages with information of status of
baggage (loaded on a/c, unloaded) to passenger (Future Travel Experience
2016b)
 overall passenger terminal processes
o Québec City airport: re-design of terminal and implementation of various
self-service technologies to disproportionately increase passenger capacity
(quadruple processing capacity at terminal size doubling) (Future Travel
Experience 2016d)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys

3.2.8

Flying communication networks

Category:
 technology
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
Description:
 Key drivers of airborne communication networks are the air passenger demand for
mobile communication as well as new challenges for air traffic related services
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due to increasing demand for air transport, airline communications, the increase of
unmanned aircraft systems and the collection of weather and scientific operational
data
one potential technology solution is the optical connection between aircraft
o large data transmission capacity over large distances expected
o data exchange between aircraft realized through high-rate directive links
based on photonic technology
o low interference potential with other radio frequency applications
the European project NEWSKY – Networking the sky for aeronautical
communications – within FP6 targeted to integration of all existing different
communication technologies into a heterogeneous global network meeting all
requirements of the different communication channels and prioritizing the data
transfer, e.g. ATC more critical than in-flight internet for the passengers
(COMM/RTD 2010)
Airborne communication networks shall be accessible for people with visual and
hearing disabilities. Airplanes need to be equipped with hearing loop systems,
which provides an electromagnetic, wireless signal that is picked up by the hearing
aid and shuts out unwanted background noise.

References:
(Büchter K.-D. et al. 2012)
(Büchter K.-D., Randt, N., et al. 2013)
(Büchter 2015)
(COMM/RTD 2010)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to the capacity constraints in
air traffic control communications due to the increasing air traffic as well as the air
passengers’ demand for internet connections and large-scale data communication during
the actual flight
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Enable meaningful spending of travel time
 Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.2.9
Global emissions trading & offsetting measures (to
decrease emissions from air transport)
Category:
 policy
 economic
 environmental
 social
Transport mode(s) the air transport mode, the European Emissions Trading System (EU
ETS) includes heavy-energy using industries, e.g. power stations and industrial plants,
besides airlines. (COMM/DG/UNIT 2017a)
Description:
 market-based measures (MBMs) were introduced by the ICAO Assembly Resolution
A38-18 (ICAO 2015b) in order to have methods available which help meeting the
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target of carbon neutral growth from 2020 on (see: IATA Technology Roadmap
2013 p. 8, figure 4) (IATA 2013b)


ICAO’s objective is to establish a global market-based measures scheme across all
participating aviation nations



Three different types of market-based measures in the context of aviation exist:
(ICAO 2015a)
o

Emissions trading: In the first stage, a system-wide cap is initially defined,
e.g. the maximum CO2 emissions emitted within Europe, and, then,
distributed to the originators which hold certificates for a certain amount of
emissions allowed to produce. In the second stage, certificates can be
traded among the originators automatically creating a market value for the
emissions for which one originator A can buy an additional amount of
emissions allowed to be generated from another originator B who, then,
reduces his emissions by the amount sold to A.

o

Offsetting: This is a concept to reduce CO2 emissions in another sector
rather than setting a cap for a maximum amount of emission production.
The origin of emissions is irrelevant but it is important to reduce the overall
amount of emissions.

o

Levies (taxes/charges): measure for collecting revenue arising from a
specific activity, it can either represent a tax generating revenue from an
activity and collecting this revenue into a general revenue pool or have
characteristics of a charge where the utilization of the gained revenue is
directly linked to the source activities, e.g. airport charges

Source: (ICAO 2015a)
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User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to environmental targets with
respect to CO2 emission reduction by aviation
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.2.10

Health monitoring of condition of aircraft

Category:
 technology
 policy
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
Description:


technologies and systems to identify actual damage events in the aircraft system in
real-time



fleet operations can be improved and maintenance cost can be reduced



Boeing Airplane Health Management: information management system on
condition of the aircraft operated within an airline fleet (Boeing 2012)
o

Real-time data is collected and provided to ground operations

o

Ground staff can process this data and derive decisions based on it

o

Three options can be chosen


Real-time fault management: real-time operational decisions
regarding maintenance and actions can be initiated while the
concerned aircraft is still flying



Customized alerting and analysis: customized monitoring and
alerting feature based on the specifications of a certain airline fleet;
data is transmitted using ACARS (Aircraft Communications
Addressing and Reporting System)



Performance monitoring: information collection regarding fuel
efficiency, emission levels, and other performance factors in order to
optimize flight operations and support fuel efficiency initiatives

User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes

3.2.11
Improved performance and integration with other
modes: 4-hour door-to-door journeys by airplane
Category:
 policy
 technology
 infrastructure
 economy
 environment
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
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Description:
 The Flightpath 2050 target to provide 90% of all intra-European journeys within
four hours from door to door in 2050 is an ambitious target which is addressed in
this topic
 the European coordination and support action DATASET2050 within H2020
addresses this target in its work and investigated the demand and supply side of
transport solutions within Europe including air transport at one point in the
transport chain (DataSet2050 Project)
 the European project DORA – Door to Door Information for Airports and Airlines –
develops an integrated information system from the origin to the aircraft at the
airport and from the destination airport to the final destination (DORA)
 the findings of this investigation will serve as the major input for the development
of intermodal transport solutions which are capable of overcoming capacity
shortages or other challenges in order to meet the 4h d2d target
 The CentAirStation concept study from BHL represents one potential intermodal
transport solution with focus on flight connections between city centres within
Europe (Bauhaus Luftfahrt 2016)
 Forms of cooperation between the different transport modes, e.g. between HSR
(High Speed Rail) and air transport, could improve the travel times and operational
efficiency of the European transport system (sustainably efficient distribution of
transport supply to the different transport modes)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity

3.2.12

Integrated security approach – “no borders”

Category:
 technology
 policy
 social
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
Description:


integrated approach of security checks towards travelling without any borders is
targeted



key enablers are sharing of personal information about every traveller, the
integration of different national or international databases containing this
information, and the processing of this data according to standardized criteria



Partnerships between global regions, e.g. specific “open skies” agreements are a
first touchdown point to integrate improved and integrated security check
approaches
o

Automated and biometrics-supported border controls (ABG) program in EU
linked to US’s Global Entry program since 2010
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o

Netherlands program Flux (https://www.flux-alliance.eu/home/)

o

Canada program CANPASS (http://www.cbsaasfc.gc.ca/prog/canpass/menu-eng.html)

o

Joint US/Canada program NEXUS (https://www.cbp.gov/travel/trustedtraveler-programs/nexus)

o



Expedited processing for pre-screened travellers at border controls



Applied for travel between the US and Canada

US program Global Entry (https://www.cbp.gov/travel/trusted-travelerprograms/global-entry)


o

Applied for international travel to move quickly through customs and
border protection

SmartGate System (Australia/New Zealand)



Integrated security check attempts could include the pre-scanning of passengers
prior to the journey based on personal data intelligence



Policies need to be developed for implementation of integrated security
approaches



“transnational security” attempts in order to react to transnational threats and
terrorist attacks targeted by European Commission within EPSC Strategic notes –
Towards a “Security Union” (EPSC)
o

Not only with respect to transportation!!!



Automated border clearance systems step towards international “no border” travel



E-Gates for border control at the airports (FastPass 2017):
o
o
o

Automated e-passport gates using biometrics (usually a facial scan) to
identify passengers
Self-service alternative to the conventional border control process where a
border guard checks the passports of passengers
Not many of these e-gates are currently accessible to people with disabilities
or reduced mobility with regard to e-gates, but the adaptation of these
additional requirements in order to enable all people regardless any kind of
disability the use of these e-gates is ongoing

References:
(Culhane und Hubbard 2014)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and (cross-border) networks
 Enable meaningful spending of travel time
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of transport and for all travelers
including vulnerable to exclusion citizens and also for supply chains
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3.2.13
Modernized air traffic management (automation,
robotics, big data analytics)
Category:
 policy
 technology
 infrastructure
 environment
Transport mode(s) air transport mode
Description:
 to improve the European Air Traffic Management (ATM) performance by
modernizing and harmonising the systems through the implementation of
innovative technological and operational ATM solutions, i.e. automation, robotics
and autonomy-related technologies, data science and information management,
improved high-performing airport operations, advanced air traffic services
 implementation of a cooperative approach to provide the optimal flight trajectory
for a scheduled flight
 benefits for the European ATM and aviation:
o air navigation service productivity improvement: reduction of costs per
flight
o operational efficiency for airspace users: reduction in fuel burn and flight
time
o potential cost reduction for ATM services to airspace by at least 50%
expected
o capacity increase: reduction in delays, increase in network throughput and
throughput at congested airports
o environmental improvements: reduction of CO2 emissions (10% reduction
potential of impact on environment)
o implementation of high safety and security standards with potential to
improve safety performance by factor of 10
 benefits for the EU economy and society
o industrial leadership in ATM and aviation
o more competitive EU aviation industry in global aviation landscape
o increase mobility with lower environmental impact with potential of 10%
reduction of impact on the environment
o significant contribution to EU GDP and job creation
o high standards in terms of safety, security and social standards with
potential to improve safety performance by factor of 10
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Source: (SESAR 2015)



today, the airspace above Europe is divided into nine functional airspace blocks
(FABs)
Single European Sky attempts to align standards and procedures between these
nine FABs in order to create one SES area over Europe

Status Quo: nine functional airspace blocks existing in Europe
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Target: implementation of standard procedures and regulations for a Single European
Sky Area over Europe
Source: (EC 2012), (Eurocontrol 2016)


difficulties in standardizing an EU-wide delivery of ATM services include the fact
that most EU Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs, e.g. Deutsche Flugsicherung)
continue with the development of their own air traffic management technologies
and services and proceed training their controllers according to these systems

References:
(SESAR 2015)
(IATA 2013a)
(Sciscio 2015)
(EC 2012)
(Eurocontrol 2016)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes

3.2.14
Personalized and individualized transportation
to/from and within airport and during air travel
Category:
 technology
 social
 policy
Transport mode(s)
 air transport mode
Description:
 ESPRIT: project on personal road transport (Factory 2017):
o modular, personal electric powered road vehicle with nesting capabilities
(single vehicles can be connected to a single one)
o prototype testing planned in three different European cities, Glasgow, Lyon
and L’Hospitalet de LLobregat near Barcelona
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implementation into existing transport portfolio through a sharing concept
or as additional public transport mode
SNOWSTORM (Science Daily 2015):
o development of a single-seat, electric powered aircraft with vertical take-off
capabilities by students of the National University of Singapore
o equipped with 24 propeller motors
o pilot seated in the middle of the vehicle
Airbus E-Fan electric aircraft (Airbus 2017):
o development of a twin-seat, electric powered aircraft with a potential flight
time of currently 40 minutes
o prototype for testing of electric propulsion systems
NIMBLE (FASCINATIONS – BHL project)
o self-driving, electric powered vehicle using roads and rail tracks for
passenger transport from the initial place of departure to the airport
o objective to minimize travel time to the airport where passengers leave the
vehicle close to their departure gate
o security check of passengers and luggage performed inside the vehicle on
the way to the airport gate
EHang 184: low altitude, autonomous aerial vehicle (EHang 2016)
o Electric powered, autonomous aerial vehicle with composite materials
installed
o 106KW, distributed onto 8 motors with two motors on each of four arms,
net weight of 200 kg, load weight capacity 100kg (1 passenger), average
cruising speed 100km/h, design altitude: < 500 meters, duration of flight at
sea level: 23 minutes
o Flight curve within an inverted u-shape, flight controls via a tablet
o No license needed to fly the vehicle since the systems are fully automated
o









Source: (EHang 2016)
Reference:
(Schmidt et al. 2014)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
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Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.2.15

Renewable fuel alternatives for air transport

Category:
 technology
 environmental
 social
 economic
Transport mode(s) the air transport mode, alternative fuels are also investigated for the
other transport modes, e.g. electrification of the automobile industry
Description:
 Air transport is likely to be the last to adopt alternative fuels in large-scale because
of e.g. limited selection of suitable alternatives and sector’s strict safety
regulation. Advanced liquid biofuels are the most promising option, but only after
lengthy technical assessments and approvals. The worldwide dimension of
acceptance of sustainability certification frameworks is especially important for
aviation sector. The European Advanced Biofuels Flightpath ambition is to achieve
2 million tons of sustainable biofuels in aviation (blended with kerosene) by 2020
and that biofuels would be available in most EU airports.


sustainable alternative fuels can be segmented into two different groups, drop-in
alternatives and non-drop-in alternatives
o

drop-in fuel alternatives exhibit the same characteristics with respect to
handling and integration in to existing processes, which allows an
immediate exchange with conventional fuel with no further adaptations
regarding fuel infrastructure or processes

o

non drop-in fuel alternatives, in turn, require adaptive changes in the
infrastructure and procedures of how to handle the fuel alternative, e.g. the
introduction of battery packs instead of Jet-A1 in the size of a unit load
device (ULD) as energy source requires a global infrastructure of supply of
such ULDs; furthermore, the fueling processes change since ground
handling has to load the ULDs instead of refuelling the aircraft in the wings
with a tube



drop-in alternative fuels exhibit capabilities and characteristics which are very
close to Jet A-1 and, thus, can be easily integrated into the existing infrastructure
and processes



fuels from biomass are the most prominent example for this group including fuels
produced from coal (coal-to-liquid), natural gas (gas-to-liquid) and plant oil or
animal fag (HEFA (hydro-processed esters and fatty acids)-SPK process)



alternative biomass source is the harvesting of microalgae, a procedure which is
currently at an experimental stage of development



another rather long-term drop-in solution is the
thermochemical fuels from water and CO2 (sun-to-liquid)



non-drop-in alternatives have a rather long-term scope for implementation and
proliferation because they require changes in the existing infrastructure as well as
in aircraft technologies

production
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the Ce-Liner concept is one example for the introduction of a non-drop-in fuel
alternative, batteries provide the required power for the aircraft operations

User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
References:
(IATA 2016)
(Roth und et al. 2015)

3.2.16

Seamless security checks at airports

Category:
 Policy
 Technology
 Infrastructure
 Society
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
Description:



improvement of state-of-the-art
processes through the airport
IATA Checkpoint of the future:

security

checks

towards

seamless

passenger

o

concept of three different security tunnels dividing passengers into three
different groups: “stranger”, “normal” and “unknown traveller”

o

reduction of process times through pre-selection and adapted security
check according to passenger security status

o

Big Data utilization to integrate additional information for the passenger
pre-selection process, e.g. biometrics, travel behaviour, etc.

o

passenger screening within a walk-through metal detector (WTMD)

o

physical search of persons causing alarm in WTMD and additional
percentage of randomly chosen persons not causing an alarm

o

x-ray scanning of all items including jackets and coats and separate x-ray
screening of shoes without taking off jackets, coats and shoes

o

screening equipment


cabin baggage x-ray equipment



trace detection equipment (ETD)



vapour detection equipment



walk through metal detectors



hand held metal detectors (HHMD)



security scanners
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Source: (IATA 2011)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to: seamless passenger
processes at the airport, reduction of cost per passenger, increase of throughput and
optimization of asset utilization
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes

3.2.17

Small on-demand aircraft

Category:
 policy
 technology
 infrastructure
 social
 economy
 environment
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
Description:
 NASA project Zip Aviation:
o establish on-demand mobility solutions, e.g. Uber or carsharing, in the air
transport sector
o the solution will be implemented at first in General Aviation sector
o the replacement of road vehicles with small aircraft in on-demand mobility
will increase the coverage
 “pay-your-own-price”: the passenger defines how much he wants to pay for a
certain flight connection (People´s Air Group St Gallen-Altenrhein 2017)
o very limited network of destinations today
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o focus on leisure passengers
Wingly – aircraft sharing concept (Wingly 2017)
o platform for demand and supply exchange on passenger capacities in small
propeller aircraft with up to 4 seats (Cessna, Cirrus)
o individual route offers by private pilots (PPL), no schedule, mostly
round/sightseeing flights
o difficult to transfer to business trips

References:
(Moore et al. 2013)
(ICAO 2013)
User needs/mobility demands: that the solution responds to:
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.2.18

Virtual reality in-flight entertainment

Category:
 technology
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
Description:


The SITA passenger IT trends survey reveals that up to 65% of all air passenger
tend to bring their own mobile device, e.g. laptop or tablet, on the flight to watch
movies, read or listen to music



In reaction to that, airlines have already started to invest in in-flight internet
connection



Qantas was the first airline who introduced virtual reality to its in-flight
entertainment portfolio in cooperation with Samsung Electronics Australia:
passengers can use a VR headset with 360 degree view to watch a movie or to get
provided with information on the flight status (altitude, speed, flight route, …)
(Quantas)



Further developments could help passengers which do not feel comfortable in an
aircraft cabin to create a virtual space in order to forget where they actually are
(Kharpal 2016)



Other attempts of virtual reality installation deal with the concept of “windowless
planes” where passengers will have a 360 degree view from their aircraft seat to
the outside of the aircraft, visualized through outside cameras along the aircraft
fuselage



Besides, the trend towards bringing the own mobile device on board has raised
attempts to cooperating with online streaming services, e.g. Virgin America and
Netflix will cooperate on the new A320, JetBlue will cooperate with Amazon Prime
(Future Travel Experience 2016a)

References:
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(SITA 2016b)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Enable meaningful spending of travel time
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity

3.2.19
Wide scale deployment of in-flight communication
for passengers (mobile phone, Wi-Fi)
Category:
 technology
 social
 infrastructure
 policy
Transport mode(s)
 air transport
Description:


AeroMobile
o

In-flight connection to the mobile phone networks on the ground via
satellite connections

o

Already 18 airlines provide this service

o

Passengers get charged by mobile home provider, comparable to roaming
charges overseas



The SITA “The Future is Connected” report reveals that 83% of all passengers bring
their smartphone as a mobile device, 46% have a laptop in their hand luggage and
39% bring their tablet. 15% of all air passengers take along all three devices on a
flight.



Air passengers desire to have information at the airport about flight updates (72%),
bag collection updates (63%) and airport maps and directions (57%)



With regard to unlimited connection, 67% of air passengers would access on-board
entertainment via their own tablet whereas 60% of air passengers would use the
ability of sending e-mails or text messages on-board, 60% are interested in live
flight information and 56% would like to access live streaming of music, videos or
other content in-flight.
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Source: (AeroMobile Communications Ltd n.a.)
References:
(SITA 2016a)
(AeroMobile Communications Ltd n.a.)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Enable meaningful spending of travel time
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity

3.3 Novel and innovative solutions relating to rail
3.3.1
Automated maintenance for railway infrastructure
and trains
Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Rail
Description:
Infrastructure accounts for approximately one third of the railway’s operating costs. A
significant part of these costs are related to labour-intensive maintenance. Taking into
account the ageing infrastructure and the expected growth in passenger and freight
volume, maintenance needs and costs are expected to increase significantly. Automation
of maintenance could help tackle this issue since it allows for improved strategies and
procedures that are built on predictive, risk-based and condition-based analytics such
that self-inspecting, self-adjusting and self-correcting concepts are being established.
Measurement and monitoring tools including drones and satellite technology that provide
static and dynamic data capture each infrastructure component’s current state. Received
data is analysed using data mining and analytics that are capable of advanced system
and degradation modelling for whole-life cost estimates.
The goal for automated strategies is to reach a failure rate that is smaller than humancentred maintenance procedures. It should be achieved for routine maintenance checks,
as well as for repetitive tasks, such as track relaying, ballast renewal, tamping and
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alignment. The details for a thorough maintenance on a multi-national grid should be
considered in these solutions to gain EU-wide effect.
The European project ACEM (7th Framework Program) developed an automated
maintenance system for consistent monitoring of track conditions via optical, acoustic,
ultrasonic, eddy current and thermographic systems. If defects are detected, warnings are
produced and sent to the Maintenance Planning module while predictive algorithms back
cast the evolution of the defect.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Automation allows for self-inspecting, self-adjusting and self-correcting concepts.
 The cost efficiency, thoroughness of results can be increased by condition-based
maintenance
 Risks are minimised and duration for safe use is enlarged
 In terms of Life Cycle Costing this could increment significant savings and
improvement in reliability of the service.
 On the downside, the solutions above address a general preliminary phase of the
maintenance, being necessary the intervention of experienced professionals in the
detected punctual failures.
 Whole tracks do not have to be closed for a longer period anymore. Most mending
can be done on the go.
User needs/mobility demands:
Safety in transport
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
 (Cost-) efficient maintenance and updating of resilient infrastructures
References:
(cordis.europa.eu 2017)
(uic.org 2015)
(Ensco n.a.)
(Shift2Rail 2015)

3.3.2
Automated
transport

trains

for

freight

and

passenger

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Rail
Description:
Automation requires systems to control the train which accelerate and decelerate the
train and operate the cabin functions (open/close doors, etc.). Further, navigation
systems provide location and destination data for each train. Today’s trains are integrated
in rail network software, observing the flawless operation of the rail transport system of a
city, region or country. In addition, machine visibility and object tracking systems via
sensors and stereo vision cameras are necessary to detect and deal with critical situations
autonomously.
The grade of automation (GOA, according to the International Electromechanical
Commission) defines four levels of locomotive automation. Today GOA 3-trains are in
serial production, meaning that the driver is on the train but merely acts as a system
supervisor while most driving situations are automated under certain conditions. The
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automation of trams and trains on high-automation level can be done already today in
closed systems, such as metro-lines, thanks to lower complexity. The future challenge is
to build driverless trains and trams with remote control possibility. Therefore control
rooms have to be designed to operate a train remotely by specially trained train drivers.
To advance the rail network, low price sensors have to build a network in order to locate
the trains even more accurate and let actuators throw the points and optimize traffic flow.
Technical standards and responsibilities have to be constituted for a European automated
rail network.
Especially as part of advanced traffic management systems in automated, interoperable
and inter-connected trains such system allows for predictive and dynamic traffic
management in regular and degraded situation. It integrates and uses real-time status
and performance data from the network and from the train, and uses on-board train
integrity solutions and network attached object control functions supported by wireless
network communication.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Automation of trams could increase operation capacity by 50% and energy savings
by 15%, such as in metro system in Nurnberg.
 Being more reliable than humans, automated systems are foreseen to decrease the
number of traffic fatalities since most accidents are based on human failure.
 Rail transport becomes safer through faster reaction times of machines.
 Human drivers, especially on freight trains running at night, can be relieved from
hard work.
 On the other hand, it may take time until machines can handle all tasks that
human drivers are doing.
 Human remote monitoring and intervention may still be necessary to meet the
high safety standards.
 For European automated rail network technical standards and responsibilities have
to be constituted.
 By utilizing advantages of smart cities and vehicle-to-infrastructure technology as
well as smaller components to increase space inside the tram, trams could cope
with more people to meet future requirements.
 Weather and lighting conditions can impact the sensor functionality.
User







needs/mobility demands:
Higher Safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.3.3

Energy efficient and reliable train

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Rail
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Description:
Holistic passenger train concepts that include the integration of higher-performance
technologies for traction and critical structural components, command-control and cabin
environment applications, as well as flexible, reliable and safe design and production
solutions are a more efficient alternative to current locomotives. Energy efficiency is
increased through improved traction and braking systems, higher aerodynamics
performance, reduced weight of train components and a reduction in thermal losses as
well as improved driver awareness of energy-saving driving techniques. Reliability is
improved through improvement and simplification of train subsystems that are more
prone to operational failure (Train Control and Monitoring System (TCMS), traction,
brakes, etc.) and improved resilience towards extreme environmental conditions. In
addition, more standardised and reliable system architectures and component
technologies contribute to lower investment, maintenance and retrofitting costs for
vehicles as well as more efficiency.
Next generation train systems increasing energy efficiency by inductive charging are
being researched. These future vehicles are designed to hold much more passengers. Its
technology is characterized by electric motors mounted closely to each wheel. The energy
is not aggregated by overhead lines but from the track itself via inductive charging, due
to light weight structure, aerodynamics, there is no more loss of energy along the
overhead lines. The train requires huge investments in infrastructure, such as tracks and
larger platform, coping with passenger flows beyond 1500 passengers.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Increase of efficiency and reliability through holistic train concepts that take software,
hardware and infrastructure into consideration.
 New technologies on system and component level increase both energy efficiency as
well as reliability of trains.
 New Silicon Carbide-based components lead to lower life cycle costs, for example, the
certification and validation cost can be reduced by around 40% according to Shift2Rail.
 Further, the in-service failures will shrink by 25%, so the reliability is higher.
 The reduction of energy consumption will also lower noise levels (estimated 5dB less).
Increasing use of lightweight materials in construction will decrease energy
consumption, too.
 Next generation train:
o The smaller traction system allows add space for passenger use.
o In-wheel electric motors and inductive charging additionally increase energy
efficiency because of improved aerodynamics based on overhead lines that
become obsolete.
o The trains can be 25% faster at the current safety standards but reduce
energy demand by 50% compared to ICE 3. Thus, the investment will be
amortized during the life cycle.
o However, it will take time until new trains are tested and mass-production is
possible. Thus, energy savings have to be achieved differently until then.
o

o

Furthermore, the concept of the train would only work in symbiosis
enlarged train stations and platforms with a capacity for higher passengers
that require huge investments.
Also boarding times may increase.
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References:
(Shift2Rail 2015)
User needs/mobility demands:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.3.4

Energy efficiency in electrical infrastructure

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Rail
Description:
With respect to electrical infrastructure different technologies promise to increase energy
efficiency. New smart AC power supply systems enable parallel operation of substations
feed from different phases, and load flow control for peaks and minimised losses. DC
integrated power supply concepts are based on wayside controlled equipment to reduce
the weight of braking resistors and distribution losses. Double catenary feeding systems
are integrated to reduce voltage drops along the railway, and controlled reversible
substations for traction with energy storage modules and converters are pushed forward
to provide complete flexibility to the energy network while allowing the implementation
of smart grids. Smart metering for a distributed energy resource management system is
foreseen to finely manage the different energy flows within the railway system as a whole.
Along with increasing energy efficiency smart energy storage systems are being
developed.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Parallel operation of substations is enabled.
 Weight of braking resistors and distribution losses are reduced.
 Voltage drops are reduced based on catenary feeding systems.
 Smart energy storage systems additionally increase resilience.
 High costs and long mounting/building/retrofitting duration leads to delayed
implementation.
References:
(Shift2Rail 2015)
User needs/mobility demands:
 Transport protection climate, environment and health
 (cost-) efficient maintenance and upgrading of resilient infrastructures

3.3.5
Higher safety and efficiency through advanced
train control and monitoring system (TCMS)
Category:
 Technology
Transport mode(s) Rail
Description:
New generation TCMS architectures and components with wireless capabilities, enhanced
throughput and safety and security functionalities shall push the development and
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demonstration of more reliable and safe train control systems. This is achieved by
reducing the number of components, optimizing the architecture and integrating safety
critical functions, developing signaling systems based on moving block principles and
exploring employing virtual coupling/uncoupling of trains instead of failsafe train
distance concepts.
moving blocks, virtual coupling
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Parallel operation of substations is enabled.
 Weight of braking resistors and distribution losses are reduced.
 Voltage drops are reduced based on catenary feeding systems.
 Smart energy storage systems additionally increase resilience.
 High costs and long mounting/building/retrofitting duration leads to delayed
implementation.
User




needs/mobility demands:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes

3.3.6

Flexible timetables following customer needs

Category:
 Infrastructure
 Technology
Transport mode(s) Rail
Description:
Passengers often decide against taking the train because of the inflexibility based on
fixed timetables. Rail utilization could be increased, if the possibilities of timetables
better met the needs of passengers. Flexible timetables could be such a solution. By
developing a software system that gathers the needs of potential passengers and
provides respective connections that meet the needs of as many persons as possible not
only perspectively increases the flexibility of rail transportation but also the flexibility.
This can be achieved through different online interfaces such as web browsers or
smartphone apps. Within an advanced solution, autonomous small scale trains or
individual autonomous vehicles using the railway network infrastructure would increase
the flexibility for passengers and use of existing capacity even further.
As for freight transportation based on flexible timetables, transportation could be
organised more efficiently, too. Not only could the freight load of different logistics
operators be consolidated, but also planned in real time dependent on the demand of
certain routes.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Such system reduces the rigid timetables of today’s train systems and better meets
passenger needs. The more flexible such a system the higher the attractiveness for
passengers.
 Due to this increased flexibility waiting time is reduced.
 Such system has the potential to increase the modal share of rail allowing for the
reduction of pollutant emissions.
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In freight transportation flexible timetables could reduce inefficiencies and plan
routes and times in real time depending on the demand.

User




needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and (cross-border) networks
Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.3.7
Modular trains and cabins to flexibly adapt to
passenger needs
Category: Technology
Transport mode(s) Rail
Description:
Over the past centuries train interiors were designed for standardized purposes with
furniture and materials to endure a life time of over 40 years of usage until costs were
amortized. Due to fast changing demand requirements the static train cabin no longer
fits the needs of passengers during travelling. Families, business travellers, singletravelling active tourists with sports equipment, e.g. bicycles, or large groups of tourists,
people with mobility impairs with scooters, increased size of wheelchairs put new
requirements on trains and cabins. In order not to lose segments, it is inevitable to
construct next-generation trains with a modularity concept. The existing modular train
concepts aim at providing a convenient atmosphere in the cabin at increased capacity
compared to conventional train interiors. Hence, the modularity leads to a reduction of
dwelling times caused by passengers entering or leaving the train by funnelling through
cabin corridors. The concepts foresee plug-and-play component features and
distinguishes modularity in design (MID), modularity in production (MIP) and modularity
in use (MIU). The train in case of MID would be made of small components which can be
fixed together to build the whole vehicle. MIP facilitates the production and service in
modules, used according to strict protocol of tasks in order to increase construction or
reparation times. MIU relates to the adaption of usage of certain modules in existing
structures (e.g. train used at day during the week are refurbished for long-distance overnight travelling with convertible seats; office-spaces are re-equipped for family
compartments with seats for children and areas to play to make trains more attractive to
bigger families).
Advantages/disadvantages:
 The modularity concept could not only be considered for new trains but for
existing trains as well even if it requires a general overhaul of trains in use.
 Modularity can attract new consumer segments and adapt trains to the needs of
customers.
 In terms of production, production times can be reduced, if components are
prepared from system providers at lower costs.
 The life-span of a train can be increased.
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On the other hand a modularity concept asks for new competences and requires a
shift for the whole production and rail service industry which is cost-intensive.
A further obstacle towards implementation is the concurrence between large
companies (e.g. train manufacturers, national depending companies) who tend to
protect their market share by forcing incompatibility between systems so as to
preserve their niche.

User needs/mobility demands:
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable and flexible travel
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
 Personalized mobility offers & (shared) ownership models

3.3.8

Reduction of noise and vibration in freight trains

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s) Rail
Description:
Noise and Vibration (N&V) is one of the major concerns in the rail sector. In light of the
EU's ambitious goals of increasing the capacity and competitiveness of rail, particularly in
the freight segment, this plays a major role. The overall impact on future railway systems
will be important to consider, since only a system approach taking into account the
combination of low noise rolling stock and low noise infrastructure will assure the
competitiveness of a green high capacity European railway system.
For interior N&V, the comfort and attractiveness for passengers as well as the working
conditions for on-board staff is a complex challenge. N&V performance is one important
feature to increase the market share compared to other transport modes. Activities
should also focus on further enhancing methods for predicting overall noise performance
on a system level as well as a break-down for each contributing source (with separation of
rolling stock noise from track noise during vehicle pass-by), so as to include different
combinations of entire vehicles and infrastructure. Noise and vibrations are additionally
reduced through new innovative design features for traction, brakes, running gear, car
body shell and doors.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Reduction of externality costs (such as noise and vibration) increase the attractiveness
of rail transportation.
 In-vehicle noise emission increases travel experience in passenger transport.
 Reduction of noise emission increases the well-being for residents.
 A reduction of noise will increase the share of rail transportation.
User needs/mobility demands:
 Protecting climate, environment & health
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3.3.9

Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) and Hyperloop

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s) Rail
Description:
Personal Rapid Transit Systems are based on automated, electric-driven pods (running on
batteries or current supply) operating on both, designated rail tracks and road wheels on
streets. They have to be equipped with SAE level 5 automation technology, i.e.
connectivity, automation, sensors for machine vision (especially for road use). Similar to
public transport, the pods require usage of steady material, due to high passenger
frequencies per hour. An interim solution before SAE level 4 and 5 are permitted on rail
and street would be platooning pods connecting to a leading manually driven vehicle.
One specific new mode of transport that related to the concept of PRT is the Hyperloop. It
is a pod-like vehicle that travels through a reduced-pressure almost-vacuum tube. R&D
suggests that the pods accelerate gradually using a linear electric motor and glide using
magnetic levitation or air bearings. The technology promises to be highly efficient and
silent and is designed for fully automated application scenarios. It has not yet left the
R&D phase.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 This solution opens up new business models for rail companies since PRTs on rails
require a new track network in designated areas (city centres, campuses, etc.).
 The business model would be a threat to traditional business models of public city
transport and regional train services, unless public transport and PRT and Hyperloop
are closely interwoven within an efficient system.
References:
(Kraft 2012)
(2getthere 2017)
User needs/mobility demands:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models
 Enable meaningful spending of travel time
 Real-time travel information and travel planning service incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity

3.3.10

Shared use of trains by multiple service providers

Category:
 Technology,
 infrastructure
Transport mode(s) Rail
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Description:
In order to improve rail utilization and to improve travel experience, within a shared use
concept, the train operator does not directly sell tickets to end-customers. Instead,
stakeholders like big corporate customers or travel agents may “rent” parts of a train.
“Parts” may be just seat quotas, individual compartments or even individual wagons.
These renters can personalize the respective parts of a train, e.g. by offering individual
services for corporate customers, better catering services or even new services like
healthcare, gyms etc.
In a more elaborated version, the “rented” wagons may also take individual routes. This
can be supported by suitable technological solutions like automatic railroad shunting
yards or driverless, automated wagons with in-wheel motors.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.3.11

Inclusive train design

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Rail
Description:
Often, the doors of trains of today do not allow people with reduced mobility to enter or
exit the train by themselves. Ramps or the assistance from the crew is required.
Additionally, different heights of platforms make it hard for people to access/exit trains
easily. Furthermore, today’s dining cars are not flexible enough to ensure comfort for
people with reduced mobility. Modularity concepts can help to enlarge the cabin way,
simplify the way to toilets and develop space for wheelchairs or easy-to-access chairs.
Door concepts of today leave out a lot of energy at train stations. Especially for people
sitting in the area of the doors, the journey can become quite uncomfortable. Thus, doors
have to be designed with better isolating materials on the one hand. On the other hand,
the zones of the doors must be designed as temperature boarders, e.g. by additional
warm air streams when they open.
Thus interactive door modular concepts are planned to (1) improve signal and display
concepts to guide handicapped people; (2) reduce threshold to the platform; (3) reach
higher thermal performance; and (4) smoothen passenger flows on and off the train.
Increasing city size leads to higher peaks in mass transit systems. On the one hand trams
become larger to cope with around 700 passengers per unit while remaining agile for
different urban structures as well as easy to access and detrain. That is why trams (and
buses as well) are designed increasingly as ultra-low-floor trams. The latter is achieved by
ultra-low access levels and wide opening doors with accessible entrance.
Activities should not only focus on new design concepts but also on new demands in
terms of information, capacity, train/platform interfaces, functionality, space
management, IT tools, lighting systems, and connections to other modes, including
solutions for a safe universal level track crossing, etc. These design concepts could be
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implemented in new stations or retrofitted in existing stations and be adaptable to large
and smaller stations. Improved station management concepts, based on a passengercentred approach balancing passenger satisfaction, commercial interest, rail operation,
heritage safekeeping and the environment, should also be examined and more efficient
and privacy-friendly technologies and processes for station security should be developed.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 The concept of communicating and technically assisting doors increase the
autonomy of people with reduced mobility.
 Possibilities to retrofit existing trains may be limited and cost extensive.
References:
(Shift2Rail 2015)
(Vedler 2014)
(Siemens 2014a)
(Siemens 2014b)
User needs/mobility demands:
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
 Real-time travel information and travel planning service incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity

3.4 Novel and innovative solutions relating to waterborne
3.4.1

Adaptable modular vessel design and construction

Category:
 Technology
 Infrastructure
Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport
Description:
Ships of today are built by assembling steel blocks in the drydock using a piece by piece
strategy. Then outfitting begins with cabling, components, systems, equipment being
brought onboard. This strategy is time consuming and cost inefficient. The more
activities are managed to do on land in the workshops, the more time and costs are
saved. This is where modularization comes into play, e.g. nowadays cabins for passenger
ships are prefabricated in the workshops and “inserted” in the hull with a kind of “plugand-play” approach. This approach taken further, whole building blocks can be premanufactured and put together in the drydocks or while the ship is being loaded.
Advantages/disadvantages:
There are benefits in two aspects. On the main systems of the power chain of the ship:,
reconfiguration of the power chain according to most updated technologies leads to a
greener route towards the decarbonisation of the transport sector by:
o Lower reconversion costs
o More environmental friendly ship
o Increased flexibility
o Increased competitiveness
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On public areas or passengers cabins the total reconfiguration during a ship’s lifecycle
with the upgrade of cabins / selected public space lead to:
o Easier refitting, at lower costs
o More flexibility
o Less operational costs
o Increased lifetime of the ship
o More competitive product
o More personalised and inclusive product
On the downside, the modular ship is more cost-saving when applied on new ship
building, rather than refitting old ones with new modules, because older vessels tend to
be built with a piece-by-piece structure.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems

3.4.2

Advanced docking systems – ship2shore and ship2ship

Category:
 technology
 infrastructure
 policy
 other: …
Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport
Description:
In order to save time and material for complicated tying as well as to reduce forces on the
quay, ship2shore solutions allow freight ships to dock tube-like docks that have quays
from both sides and thus allow gantry cranes to work from both sides.
Even though most of cargo operations take place between a ship and a land-based
terminal, it sometimes can be useful to transfer cargo from one ship to another in the
open sea (ship-to-ship or STS operation). Either the ships stop for the transfer or the STS
operation is performed underway.
A ship-to-ship automatic docking system provides a safe and reliable solution for docking
between two ships exchanging containers on the ocean. The first system developed
consists of vacuum pads, robot arms, cables, automatic winches and fenders. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the docking status is maintained by contact force of fenders and
cable tension controlled by automatic winches (Kim et al. 2014).
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Figure 2 Initial design ideas for ship-to-ship docking10

Advantages/disadvantages
 Ship2ship docking
o Lightening a vessel prior to harbour entering or for re-floating
o Bunkering operations
o Earning time in a very tight schedule
o Commercial reasons, i.e. the cargo changes ownership while the carrying vessel is
at sea
 Ship2shore docking
o Greater dock capacity since the cranes are smaller (33 metres) than the
conventional ones (44 metres)
o Lower cost of cranes
o Lower forces on the quay by 40 %.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks

3.4.3

Alternative fuels

Category:
 technology
 infrastructure
Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport
Description:
The use of alternative fuels decreases the emission of harmful pollutants of ships. Fuel
options range from low-sulphur fuels that are still fossil fuels, (Bio)methanol, dimethyl
ether, biodiesel, biomethane, algae biofuel, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), liquefied
natural gas (LNG) and some others. The actual emission reduction achievable through the
different fuels in water transport has to be assessed methodologically. Due to the
question of sustainable production of biofuels as well as according to current
consideration of efficiency, safety, availability etc., the use of LNG seems currently the
best option. An open issue still the availability of infrastructure for LNG. It is still low even
if many actions have been taken in order to increase the availability at ports. The EC
Directive 2014/94/EU (European Commission 2014) sets deadlines for a wider
implementation of the infrastructure in the EU for which member states will be
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responsible. Nevertheless, at the moment, the availability of LNG is inhomogeneous
across the EU.
Since fuels in use will probably change over the lifetime of a ship, there is a need for fuel
flexibility of engines, subsystems and port operations. Fuel-flexible vessels could adapt
to competitive market prices of certain fuels as well as availability, e.g. by hybrid engines
utilizing at least two different types of fuel.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 The use of alternative fuels decreases the emission of hazardous pollutants.
 However, the availability of necessary infrastructure remains an open issue, especially
for LNG
 Alternative fuels tend to be more expensive than conventional fuels
 Fuel-flexible engines, e.g. hybrid engines, subsystems and port operations could
adapt to volatile market prices and availabilities
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
References:
(European Commission 2014)
(COMM/DG/UNIT 2017b)
(Royal Academy of Engineering 2013)
(Vessels for the future)

3.4.4

Autonomous vessels for freight and passenger transport

As the automation on land proceeds, technical competences are transferred to ships and
vessels. The control of a huge ship may be complex, but given the rather clear
infrastructure compared to road transport lets ships become an optimal application field
for automation. Systems automation, the availability of smart sensors and global
networks for data transfer from ship to shore will promote remote controlled and semi or
fully autonomous operation of assets. Especially, automation of docking will provide for
better safety and synergies between automation and electrification will enhance the
performance of electrified ships (International Institute for Marine Surveying 2017).
Several technologies are required for Smart and Autonomous vessels. First, navigation
systems process the data for route and its optimization depending on weather and sea
conditions as well as traffic to the automation software, controlling all components of the
ship (technology is ready) as well as remote control in case of incidents. In the near
future, the ship control will be improved and applied to serial ship design. Furthermore,
autonomous vessels require remote control hubs for fleets, with monitoring rooms with
constant real-time monitoring technologies (such as 360°-cameras, radars), as well as
control rooms build like the bridged of vessels for manual control at same accuracy level
but further augmented information level (ship intelligence). But there are challenges to be
addressed by innovations and regulations regarding the cyber security, piracy, maritime
insurances and international legal implications.
Before autonomous ships will travel the oceans, robotic barges and automated ferries will
be employed in ports and rivers. In September 2016, the Amsterdam Institute for
Metropolitan Solutions (AMS) announced a new five-year initiative, under the name
'Roboat', to explore the possibility of autonomous self-driving boats (Fig. xxx). The boats
will:
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o
o
o
o
o

transport goods and people
make on-demand bridges and stages
gather data on water quality, air quality and noise
gathering data to help with public health issues
clear the canals from floating waste

Advantages/disadvantages:
 Due to the fact, that waterborne transport has a clear infrastructure compared to road
transport makes it an optimal application field for automation.
 A multitude of applications beyond transport of goods and people are imaginable for
smaller robotic boats/barges
 The time to serial roll-out will be quite long since only a very small failure rate may be
tolerated.
 The automation of waterborne transport asks for high investment since they require
remote control hubs for fleets with monitoring rooms with real-time monitoring
technologies.
 There are some major obstacles that need to be overcome, including unsolved
regulation on cyber security, piracy, maritime insurances and international legal
implications.
User





needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes

3.4.5

Blue Modal Shift bringing transport to the waterways

Category:
 technology
 infrastructure
Transport mode(s) Waterborne transport
Description:
A modal shift in freight transport from road to rail but also to waterborne transport can
efficiently lower CO2 emissions depending on the propulsion system and fuels of ships
also other pollutant emissions. Further, along with increased population on islands near
bigger cities the roads and car ferry systems are getting more and more congested. In
those cases where land based transport has reached its capacity, waterborne commuter
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solutions are the best answer. Examples for this can be found in Sweden. Inland and
inner-city waterways can also release road and rail routes effectively by taking the traffic
off coast streets which tend to have higher congestion. Passenger/car/bike transfer on
rivers in urban areas can shorten routes compared to bridges. Hence, inland waterways
have to be developed to provide an attractive transport alternative for passengers and
freight shippers.
The challenge with fast transport of people on the water is that they are usually carried
out with conventional catamaran or mono hull vessels with diesel propulsion. These use 3
– 10 times more fossil energy (diesel) /passenger, km compared to land based buses.
Hence, fast electrical ferry systems, as e.g. the green city ferry (Green City Ferries 2017),
are needed.
Further, in order to facilitate the blue modal shift, vessels have to be specialized for their
application in terms of load (cars, passengers) as well as ICT-connectivity for passengers
along the shuttle. Higher connectivity may also improve “syncromodality” thus enabling
for zero-wasted-time connection between modalities. Additionally, amphibian vehicles
with space for 2-4 people could cross waters and shuttle passengers to individual
destinations.
In the context of automation, platooning of vessels or ferries can be an interim step
towards autonomous ships, increasing the efficiency of the platoons by using the same
water stream of the group leader. At the same time this can make the usage of inland
waterways more attractive.
Advantages/Disadvantages:
 The blue modal shift utilizes and connects diverse transport modes without limiting
individual freedom in mobility, if coast shuttles run at higher frequencies than today.
 The platooning of vessels or ferries might accelerate the development towards
autonomous and connected ships.
 Higher connectivity may also improve “syncromodality”, enabling zero-wasted-time
connection between modalities.
 A blue modal shift can only be realised if vessels are re-designed in terms of load
(cars, passengers) as well as in view of ICT connectivity. Thus, high investments are
needed.
 On the down side, higher frequencies of coast shuttles could affect fish swarms and
fishing.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to: Environmental protection,
urbanisation and smart cities
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel

3.4.6 Decision support system for resilience management of
seaport supply chains
Category:
 technology
Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport
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Description:
The problems of vulnerability and resilience of maritime infrastructure systems, maritime
transportation systems and port logistic chains performance have received a growing
interest in recent years (John et al. 2014). The homogenisation of the way of shipping
companies operates and the sharing of best practices is a required step for the
enhancement of resilience of the overall maritime industry. Seaports have been forced to
make complex decisions in ways that will allow them to effectively respond to dynamic
environmental challenges, connected with e.g. intensive competition, port privatization,
intermodal transport performance, or piracy threats, while they and their logistic chains
may also be affected by externally (e.g. country, business related) or internally (e.g.
operational, organizational) driven sources of risk and uncertainties at any time
(Nowakowski et al. 2006). There is therefore, the necessity to develop the decision
support systems aimed at improvement of safety level of logistic support processes
carried out in the corridor to the seaport and in the seaport in the context of proper
performance of supply chain.
The R-DSS will represent a mean to connect all shipping companies to each other and lead
the overall harmonisation and enhancement process through the different type of
supports; it will provide:
o constant monitoring and analysis of safety performance at both company and
industrial levels;
o detection of risks and hazards at industrial level;
o performing a structured internal safety assessment which starts from the
operational needs by involving front-line staff;
o analysis of the companies’ resilience structure and identification of weakness
and/or non-compliances that may lead to errors and accidents;
o sharing of best practices throughout the overall industry;
o provision of a tailor-made and structured plan of interventions to put in place in
order to address weaknesses and operate in a preventive manner.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Company level: assist maritime companies in developing, assessing and maintaining a
resilience structure tailored to their particular needs and operational requirements.
 Industrial level: allow benchmarking among companies, enable and promote the
sharing of best practices to tackle common issues, also taken from other transport
domains.
 Such system allows the maritime industry to step up from the typical reactive safety
approach to a proactive one and thus to move towards a safer and more homogenous
way of operating.
 It will prospectively connect all shipping companies to each other and lead the overall
harmonisation and enhancement process
 Through such system it will be possible to effectively respond to dynamic
environmental challenges, connected with e.g. intensive competition, port
privatization, intermodal transport performance, or piracy threats
 However, it is also affected by externally or internally driven sources of risk and
uncertainties
 There is still some room for improvement of safety level of logistic support processes
carried out in the corridor to the seaport and in the seaport in the context of proper
performance of supply chain.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
 Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats
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3.4.7

Drones supporting ship supply and ship2shore loading

Category




Technology
Infrastructure

Transport mode(s)
 Waterborne transport
Description
The application of drones for delivering ship supply or load smaller items from one to
another ship is heralding a big cost and time-saving potential for vessels. All shipping
companies’ face high costs for onboard delivery of small parcels filled with urgent spare
parts, mail or medicine due to the need for a barge. It can be difficult to predict far in
advance which port will be called at next, and even when in port, it can be complicated
and expensive to deliver items to vessels as they are not necessarily docked alongside the
quay. Taken to the next level container transport via drones could enable ship2shore
loading.
Containership operator Maersk is already studying drones as a way to move smaller cargo
from shore to ship. In 2016 Maersk has complete the first drone delivery at sea. This
method is heralding a big cost and time-saving potential for vessels. All shipping
companies’ face high costs for onboard delivery of small parcels filled with urgent spare
parts, mail or medicine due to the need for a barge.
Also first explorations were made to use a drone and parafoil to unload containers from
container ships. The intended concrete application is the building of flexible floating
humanitarian stations or floating docks for humanitarian missions. Other applications can
be imagined in the future (Clay Dillow 2012).
Advantages/disadvantages.
 Drones deliver goods at lower cost and energy consumption and with higher
flexibility than a barge.
 Ships do not need to enter ports for refreshing goods of daily use on the ship.
 Ports save space.
 New jobs are created.
 Bad weather can be more critical to the operation of drones than for barges.
 Drone operation requires specially trained operators, that can land drones on
different ships and weather conditions.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.4.8

Energy efficient and low emission ship

Category




Technology
Infrastructure

Transport mode(s)
 Waterborne transport
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Description
Energy efficiency can be reached by increasing hydrodynamic performance, more efficient
propulsion systems and reducing the demand of on-board systems (e.g. HVAC systems,
lighting, working devices, etc.…) as well as through a “smarter” operation of the ship (e.
g. route optimization, etc.) and automation. Hydrodynamic performance can be enhanced
through hull design and hull appendages as well as hull coatings. There are different
propulsor designs used in waterborne transport that can be further enhanced through
energy saving devices that benefit the flow characteristics or recover energy in the hull
wakefield. Smart routings consider not only fastest route but also weather conditions,
adjustments of speed etc. that may be adversary to energy efficiency. (Royal Academy of
Engineering 2013).
Emissions from ships concern SOx and NOx into the air bit also the emission of
pollutants into the water. To reduce air pollutants, the use of alternative fuels is an
important step. Furthermore, the employment of scrubbers has to be considered.
Scrubbers are already available on the market, however, benefits and barriers for their
wider application have to be discussed. For many cases, scrubbers may, at least for the
short term, deliver a considerable cut in emissions. However, they only remove emissions
from the exhaust and store it in a fluid or paste which then has to be disposed of in a
sustainable way. Furthermore, scrubbers will not be able to deliver the long-term
emission goals. This can only be achieved by a change to alternative fuels and also by
higher energy efficiency (Schneider-Electric 2014). A specific Expert’s Working Group set
up by DGMOVE (European Maritime Safety Agency 2017c) was set up to identify a feasible
and sustainable route for the implementation of the so-called Sulphur Directive (European
Maritime Safety Agency 2017a) dealing with the reduction of SOx. Regarding pollutants
emission into the water, especially the effective management of ballast water, waste and
sewage management, oil and oily waters as well as the use of environmental friendly
paint coating has to be considered (European Maritime Safety Agency 2017b).
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Scrubbers can provide a cut in pollutant emissions but will not be able to meet
medium and long-term targets.
 Efficiency measures together with alternative fuel usage will bring the most
sustainable solutions.
 Efficiency measures, especially concerning those concerning hydrodynamic
performance may not work in combination. Careful design is necessary.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.4.9

Floating delivery hubs

Category:
 infrastructure
Transport mode(s) Urban transit, water
Description:
Floating delivery hubs are logistics platforms that consist of an offshore platform built on
concrete floor or on a novel floating platform. Being mounted with cranes, these maritime
hubs can be used as container storage and/or as transhipment terminals.
Such floating platforms are a promising new form for logistics hubs as high cost savings
are yielded compared to land hubs in terms of construction (2/3 cost savings compared
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to a 4-crane land hub) and operation. Moreover, compared to seaports, the planning is
much less extensive and the flexibility of application and location is much greater.
Based on a concept of modularity, the platforms are designed as a lego-like infrastructure
that is flexible and adaptable to the changing needs and purposes. Thus, for example, if
cities grow bigger and housing is scarce, such platforms could also serve for other
purposes, such as sports stadiums or entertainment facilities.
In StratMoS project, whose aim is to promote and facilitate a shift of cargo from road to
sea-based intermodal transport1, costs and environmental advantages of container
transhipment were analysed based on an innovative floating crane-barge system in the
North-sea region. As a result of the project, The Scottish Government included the
development of a container transhipment terminal at Scapa Flow as a strategic project of
national importance within its National Planning Framework.
Advantages/disadvantages
 Costs for transhipment services are much lower than for a comparable
conventional land-based terminal, leading to a multitude of mobility and planning
benefits.
 As a floating facility the offshore terminal is an easily transferable concept and
could be rapidly positioned wherever there is demand.
 The CO2 emission is reduced because of little manoeuvring
 The congestions, known from land hubs can be prevented by the crane and the
short ways of transhipment.
 Increased acceptability because of the decongestion of land infrastructure.
 The sea-line (instead of sky-line) modification may represent an issue instead. A
critical issue to be addressed is the interface between ship and platform and
between ship and land.
References:
(Linked In 2015)
(Baird)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys

3.4.10 Hybrid and electrified ferries and vessels in ports
Category:
 Technology
 other: Electro-mobility
Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport

1

http://www.stratmos.com
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Description:
Ferries are a lifeline for many communities in Europe. But especially waterborne transport
offers enormous potential for cutting emissions, saving energy and operational cost.
Hybridization and electrification of ferries and of vessels in ports is already ongoing.
Advancements are needed to enable longer electrified routes and higher loads. Examples
of ferries for different application cases with alternative power concepts are a sun
powered ferry operating in Berlin, the Siemens electric ferry “Ampere” in Norway and the
hybrid electric Scandlines ferries “Copenhagen” and “Berlin” as well as the E-Ferry project
and the Green Cities Ferry. Electric ferries may also reduce noise and will provide higher
potential speed but lower manning and maintenance requirements.
Successful application of battery storage systems for plug-in hybrid vessels will require
fast, safe and reliable power transfer from the onshore power system while the ship is
docked. Coastal transportation systems, and especially ferries, are operating on a fixed
schedule with short docking times. Therefore, maximum utilization of the time available
for charging will be important for effective utilization of the energy storage capacity.
Further, in cities with waterborne commuter systems it is normally so that one either has
a tide or other factors raising and lowering the water level. In this context, existing
solutions for high power electrical connections, with flexible cables and mechanical
contacts in the docking area, impose time and availability limitations. The time required
for connecting and disconnecting the power supply for on-board battery charging will
limit the energy transfer during docking. Direct electrical connection also causes
challenges related to safety and reliability in harsh environments.
A possible approach for overcoming the drawbacks of conventional electrical connections
for high-power battery charging, would be to apply technology for wireless, inductive
power transfer. In the past four years, the technology to charge ship batteries without
connecting cables has been developed and standardized. The technology is currently in
the prototyping phase in the Electrical and automation test center in Stord, Norway.
Another option that has been identified are pontoon based jetties where both the actual
charging station and connector (electric plug for the ship) is placed on the same pontoon
as is being used for passenger embarkation. The solution with integrating the charging
station on the same pontoon as for embarkation also enables easier utility and power
supply for the system. It naturally also reduces investment costs in harbor infrastructure
on shore and can be moved if the ferry stop needs to be changed/moved for some
reason.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 More energy efficient transport with less CO2 and pollutant emission
 Lower manning and maintenance requirements
 Electric propulsion system including battery has to be designed for purpose
 Solutions for efficient, safe and practical charging have to be further developed and
implemented.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.4.11 Low vibration/ waves vessels
Category:
 technology
 construction
 vibration and noise
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Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport
Description:
There are a number of sources of vibration and noise present in a ship or marine vehicle.
Typically these may include prime movers (typically diesel engines), shaft-line dynamics,
propeller-radiated pressures and bearing forces, air conditioning systems, manoeuvring
devices such as transverse propulsion units, cargo handling and mooring machinery,
vortex shedding mechanisms, intakes and exhausts, slamming phenomena, the propeller
(periodic vibration) (REX), engine and ancillary machinery (periodic vibration), and effects
of the sea (random vibration) (Schreiner).
The two major consequences are internal noise and vibration leading to discomfort and
external noise and vibration relevant to maritime (noise) pollution. So far, little has been
done to understand the impact of noise in the marine environment and standards for the
measurement of noise levels are not fully defined. Possible technologies vary e.g. from
the use of active material between engine structure and hull or the use of active noise
control.
Nonetheless, different mitigation strategies are followed spanning from the design phase
(prevention) over the instalment of noise absorptive materials (control at source) to
continuously maintain the vessel (maintenance) (Palfy 2014).
Advantages/disadvantages:
 The impact of noise in the marine environment and standards for the measurement of
noise levels are not yet fully defined.
 New active materials between engine structure and hull or the use of active noise
control can reduce the noise drastically.
 Noise reduction leads to more comfort for passengers, staff and port employees.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
References:
(REX)
(Schreiner)

3.4.12 Multi-skilling and competence-based port labour training
schemes
Category:
 Policy
 other: Training
Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport
Description:
All workers have a right to basic education and training. “Skills and training increase
productivity and incomes, and facilitate everybody’s participation in economic and social
life” and this is especially true for the port sector. In recent years, port sector has been
transformed by the introduction of new information and communication technologies
(ICT) to control and track the movement of goods throughout the transport chain, the
vertical integration of transport companies offering a “door-to-door” service to clients,
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and the increasing concentration of port activities under the control of just a handful of
global terminal operators (GTOs) (Turnbull 1962).
This changing pattern of labour supply has led to the demand for new and/ or combined
skills and thus, the training programmes in many ports have been adapted to this
change. There has been a shift in emphasis from “job analysis” being used to pinpoint the
skills needed for a particular job, to an identification of competencies required for a given
function.2 These competencies can be combined to create recognized qualifications for
port-workers as part of a national qualifications framework (Allais 2010).
The recent Communication from the Commission (COMMUNICATION FROM THE
COMMISSION 2013) has been published, identifying several actions to be pursued,
highlighting the issue of port work as an occupation with high risk of accidents and
health implications for workers. Thus, it calls for the launching of a concerted action to
examine health and safety, training and qualification challenges in EU port. The challenge
is to promote port workers training with respect to the national and European Context.
This has been initially done in the EU project EUPORTRAItS, which by having recognised
the particularities of port training ‘models’ within the national context both in terms of
key stakeholders, roles and responsibilities as well as associated processes, started from
a national level analysis to assess the training needs in the port sector. Through EUPORTRAItS’ approach a win-win situation is anticipated to be achieved managing to
respect the particularities of the different national training “models” while assessing the
current and future training needs in the port sector.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Training schemes increase productivity of the shipbuilding industry, ports and
operators.
 New information and communication technologies (ICT) enable the continuous and
remote training of employees.
 Training schemes can be set up for various fields, including knowledge on how to
avoid high risk accidents as well as health implications for workers.
 Competencies can be combined to create recognized qualifications for port workers
as part of a national or international qualifications framework.
User





needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Effective and seamless measures to identify and prevent threats
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes

3.4.13 Short Sea Shipping and multi-purpose vessels
Category:
 technology
 infrastructure

A national qualifications framework is an instrument for the development, classification and recognition of
skills, knowledge and competencies along a continuum of agreed levels (typically between eight and ten
levels). By providing clear statements of what the learner must know or be able to do, whether learned in a
classroom, on the job or less formally, national qualification frameworks allow qualifications to be related to
each other and placed at different levels. See R. Tuck: An introductory guide to national qualifications
frameworks: Conceptual and practical issues for policy makers (Truck 2007).
2
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policy

Description:
Since most trading hubs in Europe historically evolved with access to rivers, lakes or sea,
waterways are already used to take off the load of road transport onto water even for
short transport routes. Specialized ships manoeuvre very precisely close to the coast as
well as on rivers, which allows application in lower water. But, though the ease of use is
given, still many logistics service providers prefer road and rail cargo transports.
Therefore, it is a future challenge to increase the visibility and transparency of short sea
shipping on the freight market. An electronic market place to communicate, optimise and
trade shipping slots would help co-ordinate the use of free slots at competitive prices.
Short sea shipping has to be integrated in the early production-planning process in order
to guarantee on-time-delivery. Further challenges the technology has to overcome are
space optimization, safety of goods as well as the turnaround time in harbours. This
could be either done by shipping of MegaUnits or by using a specialized option of shortsea-shipping without containers. A so-called pallet shuttle barge for faster turnaround of
goods is a multimodal total-concept for door-to-door logistics of goods on pallets, in big
bags or roll-containers, structured on a new type of small barge, useful on short and
medium distances, complementary to road transport. To combine ship and road
transport, the multi-purpose vessel which can operate both at sea and inland waterways is
a good alternative.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Short-sea-shipping complements road and rail rolling stock sustainably
 Short sea shipping saves CO2-emissions compared to trucks as well as costs for
traders
 ‘Traffic jams’ occur rarely on waterways, thus the deliveries can take place on time
with greater stock transfer.
 Swimming storages enlarge the absolute storage volume of trade companies’ onshore depots.
 MegaUnits reduce turnaround times tremendously, because fewer containers have
to be loaded/unloaded (15-20min/MegaUnit).
 This is also true for pallet shuttling on barges. It is a price competitive logistics
solution compared to road transport. It combines ecology, safety, quality and
flexibility by integrated network of bi- and tri-modal logistics hubs with regional
coverage. Finally, new business models can be developed such as for electronic
market places.
References:
(Gruenderszene.de 2016)
(Gustafsson)
(Blue Line Logistics 2017)
User





needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
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3.4.14 Smart connected vessels and ports
Category:
 Technology
Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport
Description:
Key ICT innovations in systems and software will affect almost all aspects of maritime
transport processes. Connected vessels, hubs and third party on-shore logistic companies
will enable more efficient loading/unloading, route planning etc. More and more
container terminals are adopting automated solutions to meet the challenge of larger
ships, taller cranes and bigger call sizes. Automated systems enable remote operations,
i.e., remote control of the ship-to-shore (STS) and stacking cranes, container handling as
well as remote monitoring of automatic gates, where human intervention is the
exception. The efficiency of operations can be further increased through the horizontal
integration of these systems and equipment.
Automation also covers the integration of terminal equipment from ship to gate via
automated lorries and automated gates or through remote operations from a control
room. For remote control a number of key innovations, such as virtual reality simulations,
can be deployed. Augmented and virtual reality technologies have potential applications
in managing ship’s bridge operations, improved port and logistics infrastructure and
operations, planning new terminals or assessing existing ones as well as for training the
staff. Future applications will connect the virtual world with reality to assist in more
efficient decision-making, for instance navigation or improving the awareness of threats
from pirates.
As for automated vessels, remote monitoring is already possible, allowing for conditionbased monitoring. In order to operate the vessel remotely, all main systems on board
need to be automated and communicate through a single communication channel to
shore. An advanced navigation system becomes critical to enable this. Moving towards
full autonomy, the flexibility and energy efficiency of operations will be increased. Great
importance also needs to be put on the reliability and security of communication to
guarantee the success of such vessels. (Waterborne ETP)
On board, increased communication between systems, leading to ships becoming a
“system of systems”, together with critical infrastructures becoming ever more
interconnected, will require resilience to be built into those advanced technology
networks, to reduce the risk from cyber-crime etc. Low connectivity and fragmentation
within the supply chain have helped to protect shipping from cyber threats, but with a
fourfold increase in the adoption of satellite communication on board vessels over 10
years, the issue is becoming much more critical.
Further areas enabled by smart connected vessels and ports include on-demand
maintenance, big data applications, paperless check in etc.
Advantages/disadvantages:




Safer cargo transport on water and in port
Higher efficiency for cargo shipping due to improved (port) logistics
The solutions will be disruptive for the traditional industry as well as for job profiles.
To create a sustainable effect of the cost efficient, fuel saving solution, seafaring
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men, technicians and other job profiles have to be re-thought as well as educated on
new jobs.
Increased automation and connectivity requires resilience to be built into those
advanced technology networks to reduce the risk from cyber-crime.

References:
(MUNIN 2016b)
(MUNIN 2016a)
(AAWA 2017)
(Rolls Royce 2016b)
(Rolls Royce 2016a)
(offshoreenergytoday.com)
(Rolls Royce)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Enable meaningful spending of travel time
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services including cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
 (Cost-) efficient maintenance and upgrade of resilient infrastructures
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.4.15 Vessels exploiting wind and solar energy
Category:
 Technology
 Energy
 Policy
Transport mode(s) Waterborne Transport
Description:
Since the ship is on the water with long exhibit to the sun during the day and wind at all
times, energy for ship systems can be charged by alternative energies, such as from highaltitude winds that generate energy through large and fully automated kites, mounted,
solid solar sails as well as flexible solar panels on the surface of the ship.
The noticeable increase in the environmental legislation within the cargo shipping sector
has reawakened interest in the economic possibilities of wind, and a number of
companies are venturing to develop modern hybrid sail-powered cargo ships. Research
includes sails that utilize both wind and solar energy, towing kites, on-ship wind turbines
to produce electric power and Flettner rotors. These applications work mostly in a hybrid
setup with an alternative fuels propulsion system. Solar energy is mostly used to power
auxiliaries.
Advantages/disadvantages
 New propulsion systems based on renewable energy can save fuel and thus, reduce
hazardous emissions even when used in hybrid system or for powering auxiliaries.
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Dependent on availability of wind and sun and often novel systems also rely on
adequate smart control mechanisms.
Full powering with renewable energy seems to be only possible with significant
impacts on voyage times, ships needed etc.

References:
(Royal Academy of Engineering 2013)
(European Commission 2016b)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.5 Novel and innovative solutions relating to road
3.5.1

Automated and connected vehicles

Category:
 Policy/frameworks
 Technology
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
The automation of cars started with the first driving assistance systems such as adaptive
cruise control. Today, some European OEMs already offer level 2 automation in serial
production, i.e. steering and lane-keeping assistance. Vehicles with higher automation
levels are currently at a prototype and testing stage. From automation level 3, the driver
can focus on different tasks (e.g. work, have conference calls, read, or do leisure
activities) while driving for longer periods. Thus, the cars will be adjusted to the
individual needs of the driver (time schedule, preferences, and routines).
In general, automated vehicles rely on sensors and the data collected, analysed and
processed, enabling machine visions and predictions for the environment (e.g. road
conditions, road infrastructure, traffic) and using this to adapt the vehicle´s driving
behaviour. Future technical challenges are the required transfer from fail-safe to failoperational concepts for the overall system and its electrical components and power
supply. Furthermore, sensors have to work reliably also under harsh weather and/or road
conditions.
City traffic is much more complex compared to other driving environments, as e.g.
highways, and hence automated driving has to overcome bigger challenges. One mean to
achieve this are rich, high-definition digital maps that need to be updated regularly.
Furthermore, the recognition of pedestrians and bicyclists has to be improved to increase
the safety of all traffic participants. This could either be done via movement tracking by
visual sensors or with the help of the interconnectivity of gadgets such as smartphones or
GPS-sensors.
Furthermore, mixed traffic poses a communication problem to both, automated and
conventional cars in order to increase traffic flow. Visual signs on the vehicle´s bumper,
bonnet or lower wind screen or projections on the road as well as audio signals enable
communication with other road users.
Until Level 3 and 4 are proved to be safe, interim solutions such as designated lanes on
highways for automated cars can be installed. Thereby, a better flow of cars, less
breaking or unnecessary acceleration and consequently a decrease of CO2-emissions on
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those lanes can be achieved, when conventional cars do not interrupt the traffic flow of
this lane and vice versa.
Furthermore, for automation levels below full automation, advanced non-invasive realtime health monitoring and also learning processes to adapt to the drivers behaviour as
well as transfer mechanism from human to machine have to be implemented and further
improved.
To further promote automated vehicles the development or adaption of a legal framework
is in process. As a basis, the amendment of the Vienna Convention for road transport law
has already been adjusted, equalizing software/hardware systems with human drivers. In
the future EU-wide standards for certification will be needed.
Generally, cars will become a data hub, support the drivers in their driving tasks and
enabling passengers to use infotainment services on the one hand, but on the other hand
generating a huge amount of data regarding driving style (for lower automation levels),
directions, the vehicles environment, in-car activities etc. With this, legal concerns
regarding data security and privacy arise, which have to be clarified e.g. in form of legal
and political frameworks before mass implementation.
Advantages & Disadvantages:
 Increased safety
 Efficient driving reducing fuel/energy consumption and ride fares
 Coordinated traffic flow
 Increased comfort for drivers/passengers
 Effective use of travel time
 Accessible to anyone (children, older people, disabled people).






User









Loss of jobs (trucks, taxis)
Unclear liability in case of an accident.
Potentially, major upgrade of infrastructure necessary
Ethical challenges (data security, privacy concerns, decisions made by algorithms
of robotic cars)
Vulnerability to hacking
Cost of technology
needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
Enable meaningful spending of travel time
Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.5.2

Bus Rapid Transit corridors

Category:
 Technology
 Policy/frameworks
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Business models

Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) schemes, aim to combine the capacity and speed of light rail with
the flexibility, lower cost and simplicity of a bus system. According to the international
BRT standard last updated in 2014 bus systems qualify as BRT systems if (1) they run on
dedicated lanes (typically in the centre of the road); (2) there are stations with off-board
fare collection; (3) they allow for barrier-free boarding including station platforms
levelling with the bus floor and multiple bus doors for entry; and if (4) buses are
prioritized at intersections. In Europe, bus systems are also considered BRT systems if
they run on non-dedicated roads although they can rather be considered as Buses with
High Level of Services (BHLS).
Compared to South America and Asia, where BRT looks back on a long history, European
BRT systems are not that well developed yet. In 2015, there were 56 cities in 14 countries
in the European Union with Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) schemes in operation that carry a total
of 1.96 million passengers per day. This may be due to the fact that European
transportation has been mainly relying on individual transportation, heavy-rail and lightrail. Thus, in Europe BRT systems seem to be most attractive where they serve as a gapfiller between heavy-rail moving commuters in and out of cities and light-rail (incl. tram
and metro) systems for inner-city transportation or where they can replace those light-rail
systems. Existing systems include gasoline-powered, hybrid and also fully electric
vehicles. Given that future BRT systems would all run on fully electric vehicles they could
play a major role in cutting CO2 emissions in cities.
In Europe, there is not only one single solution to establish BRT systems due to cities
individual peculiarities. This makes widespread implementation even more difficult since
existing systems cannot just be copied and/or scaled and planning has to be done from
the beginning for every specific application (city). Furthermore, many European cities
have mainly narrow streets – at least in the city centre – not allowing infrastructural
change to build dedicated bus lanes.
Advantages & Disadvantages:
 Improved capacity and reliability of bus system.
 Higher comfort for passengers.
 Reduction of travel time.
 Higher flexibility, lower cost & simpler to realize compared to other public
transport modes.




Shorter lifetime compared to trains.
Specific bus lanes are lost for other traffic.
Complicated to implement in inner cities in Europe (small lanes).

User




needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Easy-to use, comfortable, and flexible travel
Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
 Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
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References:
(Metropolitan Transportation Authority n.a.)
(Graham 2015)
(Institute for Transportation & Development Policy)

3.5.3
V2X-communication to support safety and traffic
management
Category:
 Technology
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
Connected vehicles can refer to four types of wireless connectivity, such as vehicle-tosensor-on-board (V2S), vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-road-infrastructure (V2R), and
vehicle-to-internet (V2I). The two most obvious methods of establishing connectivity via
internet access are by accessing a cellular network or WiFi access point. The cellular
network provides two types of connection. Firstly, the connection can be made by
tethering a smartphone to the car and thereby making use of the smartphone’s cellular
network. This connection between the car and the smartphone can be made wireless, via
Bluetooth or WiFi, or wired (in the case of a USB-connection). Phone-centric car
connectivity solutions such as MirrorLink, Toyota Touch, GM OnStar and CarPlay for
iPhone-users ) already exist. The advantages of such systems are the operability in almost
any car without a pre-embedded infotainment system. Secondly, the car can also have
built-in connectivity features which replace the need for a smartphone in order to
establish connectivity. Examples of such built-in features can be found in BMW
ConnectedDrive and Audi Connect. The disadvantage might be that the cellular
connectivity cannot evolve because it is embedded in the car. The high penetration rate of
WiFi access points in urban areas (Bychkovsky et al., 2006) can provide a complementary
solution to the cellular network to establish a strong internet connection while driving.
This connection scheme is often referred to as the “drive-thru Internet”.
Connecting vehicles to the Internet by using WiFi access points however also imposes
several technical challenges, such as the short connection time between access points.
There are several reasons connecting a vehicle to the internet. One main reason is the
permanent accessibly and connectivity of today’s society (Balasubramanian et al., 2008).
Another more technical reason is the implementation of remote online diagnostic systems
for vehicles (Lin et al., 2009). Those systems can decrease the time for vehicle repair
substantially. Another reason is to implement an intelligent anti-theft and tracking system
(Ramadan et al., 2012).
Two very important function of V2X-communication is the support of safety on roads and
the support of traffic management. According to the European Commission’s report on
Mobility and transport, advanced safety infrastructure systems are a necessary condition
for the deployment of ITS services, providing relevant and high quality data from systems
that monitor the road situation. Additional infrastructure elements that would enhance
safety as well as support efficient traffic management are e.g. new sensors related to
road, traffic and weather conditions, as well as infrastructure control and charging points
(ERTRAC Strategic Research Agenda areas of priority). For the efficient utilization of V2X
communication interoperability and harmonization between sensors and communication
networks (i.e. for V2V communication, but also for I2C and C2I ones) as well as the
development of advanced traffic management systems using two way communications
between road and vehicle will allow real-time traffic monitoring and information spread to
road users and will consequently also lead to increased road safety. With smart sensors
the state of repair of roads and bridges can be assessed,
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By communicating the data, collected via smart sensors by the vehicles regarding the
road status, to the relevant stakeholders (traffic management companies, manufacturers),
the state of repair of roads and bridges and consequently the need of action can be
accessed and assessed.
Advantages & Disadvantages:
 Additional services.
 Efficient traffic management.
 Maintenance needs for cars can be monitored.
 Increased safety by alerting drivers to adverse road conditions using real time
information.
 Allow on-demand planning of repair.
 General increase in safety.
 Monitoring of air quality.
 Ethical & legal issues regarding data security and privacy.
References:
(Lu et al. 2014)
(Kutscher und Ott 2004)
User




needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Enable meaningful spending of travel time
Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes

3.5.4

Dynamic pricing of the use of road infrastructure

Category:
 Policy/frameworks
 Technology
 Business models
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
Until recently, the use of transport infrastructure and especially the use of public roads
were not charged to the user in most cases. Therefore very often road infrastructure use
is perceived as free. Although the use of some infrastructure networks or sections (toll
roads/highways, bridges, tunnels) or specific areas (congestion charging zones) as well as
parking zones requires payment, most of these tolls are based on fixed prices with only
minimal variation based on vehicle types.
New data collection and processing as well as mobile technologies allow real-time
calculation of user fees. With this the true cost of use can be reflected in the price and
will vary by demand to influence the utilisation of infrastructure networks. Such systems
allow differentiation by time of day, actual road congestion, average speed, vehicle
occupancy, fuel efficiency and carbon emissions. With real-time information about traffic
conditions and the calculation of charges based on real-time position, drivers can be
guided to cheaper and less congested routes. Such a system already works in Singapore,
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where road charges vary by location, time of day and vehicle type and follow the actual
level of congestion. Shoulder pricing is used, which means the charge is dynamically
increased every half an hour before the peak time and decreased in a similar manner
afterwards. This should lead to an overall increase of the efficiency of the transport
system in terms of management of peak-hour congestion and additionally contribute to a
more fair financing of transport infrastructure use.
In the future, drivers should be able to make informed decisions about their routes and
even the transport mode by considering and comparing different multimodal options that
also indicate the total cost of the journey including tolls and parking charges. Then,
dynamic pricing of the use of infrastructure would eventually converge into a pricing
system that encompasses the whole mobility system including public transport, bike
sharing, car-pooling and sharing.
Advantages & Disadvantages:
 Increase of efficiency of transport system.
 Fair financing of transport infrastructure use.
 More control over financing of operation, maintenance and construction of
transport infrastructure for public authorities.

 Users may resist dynamic pricing
 Overall travel cost may increase
 Issues of equity may arise
 Collection and use of personal data and related data security and privacy concerns.
References:
(Tiffany Dovery Fishman 2012)
(Stasio et al. 2012)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.5.5

Future generation of electric vehicles

Category:
 Technology
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
There are different types of electric vehicles; hybrids/plug-in hybrids, battery electric
vehicles and fuel cell electric vehicles. In theory, users of hybrid electric and plug-in
hybrids use electric drive for short city routes and the internal combustion engine (ICE)
for longer distances. In practice, this is possible with some models, but not with all, since
the battery for the electric range of full hybrids mostly cannot be charged up completely
by the traction or engine on short city tours. This is mainly caused by the heavy weight of
two motors in a conventional vehicle frame. Increasing the range of hybrids by using
light-weight structure and by lowering the costs of plug-in-hybrids can overcome the
aforementioned barrier. But ecologically, the plug-in-hybrid is manufactured with more
rare earth materials for the ICE and electric motor and needs more fuel to handle the
additional weight of two motors compared to single-engine vehicles.
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Future electric vehicles are either focussing on driving range improvements for BEV for a
wider spectrum of potential use scenarios or on special fields of application of electric
vehicles. Compared to hybrids, battery electric vehicles (BEV) suffer from a lower range
compared to conventional cars. But with increasing urbanization and decreasing travel
distances and after a learning process, customers usually find BEVs practical for the daily
city life. The increase of driving range can be achieved with improvements in battery
materials and technologies. This means simultaneous improvement of energy and power
density in parallel with reducing prices would be the goal. This also includes efficiency
improvement, high durability and optimized system performance. Furthermore, research
focuses on light, high density and post-Li batteries, as well as fast charging capabilities.
Further steps would be energy recovery and integration of electric vehicles into the grid
(V2G).
One future option is to create synergies between electrification, automation and
connectivity, e.g. within sharing concepts and dedicated applications. Services supporting
energy efficient routes and driving styles allow better facilitation of energy-use can
support the range indirectly and be greatly supported by connectivity and automation.
Cost poses another hurdle for wide adoption of electric vehicles. New modular platform
productions allow cost-efficient re-use of vehicle platforms for several alternative drive
trains, rather than building a single platform per vehicle segment. In the end, the lower
cost of production may balance the higher costs for battery research and next-generation
batteries. Further cost improvements will follow from economies of scale especially
regarding battery prices. The latter making up the main part of the initial cost of electric
vehicles may also be lowered due to advances in battery related R&D.
Fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) prove to reach same ranges as diesel or gasoline fuelled
cars. Unlike BEV, the recharging time is depending on user capability between 5 to 15
minutes. As with the introduction of all novel high-tech, the vehicles are expensive (even
compared to the price range of premium cars). The increase of FCEV models in the
portfolio of most OEMS is hindered by technical challenges. The storage and
transportation of hydrogen might be more difficult compared to conventional fuels The
gas should not leak since it is highly reactive with higher amounts of pure O 2. Expandable
tanks could be a solution as already done for fuel in today’s cars. In the meantime car
makers are working relentlessly on the development on new solutions to overcome
inherent weaknesses of FCEV technology. For instance, Nissan Motor Co. has recently
developed a new kind of e-bio fuel cell, offering potential advantages in terms of safety
and refuelling. Regarding the infrastructure, the development of network for fuel cell
charging points advances slowly within the EU, which is mainly due to low diffusion of
FCEVs in Europe, but also due to technical hurdles. New business models of mixed fuel
stations could increase the amount of hydrogen fuel stations. Under this light, assuming
DEFC (Direct Ethanol Fuel Cell) will prove to be effective, it could also be possible to
leverage on existing refuelling infrastructures.
With the development of new urban mobility concepts (also due to better connectivity and
potential automated driving) vehicles may be designed and built in a more specific way
for dedicated usage models. A certain degree of adaptability would be needed for cases
where the usage model would change, but also since the implementation of needed
infrastructure (for the optimal use of the specific vehicles) and smart technologies in the
urban areas might not be on the same time-plan everywhere. With this also lightweight
vehicles start to play a greater role.
A very special application would be solar roofs on vehicles, such as on the Fisker Karma
today, seem to be a gimmick to ventilate the cabin, but according to Fisker, the vehicle
can gain 200 extra miles on free-energy.
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Advantages & Disadvantages:
 Reduced emission
 Reduced noise pollution
 Low maintenance
 More efficient than gas-powered vehicles in urban mission
 Issues with driving range, recharging time, charging infrastructure and initial costs
References:
(Fraunhofer ISE 2013)
(Melissa McGlensey 2015)
(European Green Vehicle Initiative 2017)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.5.6

Urban electric buses

Category:
 Technology
 Business models
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
Electric vehicles are more and more entering the mobility market in general, but also the
sector of local public transport vehicles. All kind of types of hybrid- and full battery
electric buses are already available (e.g. mini buses, double-deckers, etc.) from several
manufacturers in Europe. Depending on the chosen model, charging is possible as fast
opportunity charging (wireless or conductive) on track. This takes at least 4-6 minutes.
With the slow overnight option the bus charges for several hours in the depot. However,
besides the additional vehicle costs, additional financial investments have to be made as
well as investments in know-how in the bus schedule planning, charging infrastructure,
construction measures, HV-vehicle maintenance, staff training and so on. Under the
current frame conditions (i.e. low and even decreasing diesel prices) these investments
are far from amortization during the operating life. Hence, the European electric bus
market is growing slowly which leads in turn to slow economy of scale effects. In order to
overcome these barriers, governmental initiatives are playing a pivotal role. Since public
transport operators are mostly organizations of the public domain that economize
without profit or even in planned loss monetary incentives, such as market support
programs or energy tax reductions, will have a short-term effect. Additional regulations
on a regional level can be implemented. This already happened in some cities to comply
with the NOX and PM air regulation limits in areas with high traffic density. Transport
operators in such cities have to adapt to diesel free city zones. Furthermore, regulatory
examples are the requirement to purchase a certain share of emission free transportation
and regulation on the exclusive use of emission free buses.
Advantages & Disadvantages:
 Reduced emission.
 Reduced noise pollution.
 Low maintenance.
 More efficient than gas-powered vehicles.
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Issues with driving range, recharging time, charging infrastructure and initial costs

User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.5.7

Adaptive safety systems

Category


Technology

Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
To allow a system to interpret the drivers’ behavior as well as the physical condition and
adapt their intervention accordingly is a major step towards increasing road safety.
Advanced driver assistant systems (ADAS), such as lane departure warning/lane keeping
systems, automated distance control, emergency brake systems, blind spot monitoring
and many more find access and expand in the mobility sector. But also passive safety
systems can benefit from the learning process of those systems to reducing the severity
of injuries during an accident. One example are intelligent systems for occupant
detection and according interior adjustments, e.g. in regard of airbags. Some of the
protective measures provided by airbags that have been designed for adults in a normal
seating position will pose a serious threat to rearward facing child seats and out-ofposition or small size adults. An intelligent system for occupant detection and interior
adjustments would minimize the damage caused by deploying airbags with smart airbags
adapting to actual position and characteristics of occupants.
Such adaptive systems for passive safety will in the future be enhanced by advanced
sensor technology, connectivity, machine learning and AI and also profit from synergies
with automation.
Advantages & Disadvantages:
 Reduced injury outcomes of accidents.
 Enhanced performance of current secondary safety systems in collisions.
 Increased road safety




Failure of sensing/monitoring.
User acceptance.
High additional costs.

References:
(European Commission 2016a)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
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3.5.8

Proliferation of car/ride/park sharing platforms

Category:
 Policy
 Technology
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
The ubiquity of smartphones and the ability to provide contextual, real-time services has
helped to boost peer-to-peer solutions for everyone. Furthermore, shared use of
resources and moving from ownership to user services is becoming more and more
common in the mobility and transport sector.
Ride-hailing and ride-sharing services for people (e.g. Uber, BlaBlaCar) and goods (e.g.
PiggyBaggy) allow connecting those with available resources (vehicle and time) with those
needing transport (persons or goods). Ride-sharing allows for sharing costs while
improving the occupancy rate of vehicles without adding additional traffic. In contrast
ride-hailing services, which operate more like taxis, create additional journeys. However,
the environmental record is still improved by combining taxi rides of different customers
compared to single occupancy rides. Such new business models raise questions in terms
of regulations, competition and public services (e.g. free market or subsidized services)
as well as impacts and political choices (e.g. effects of new services on taxi companies
and public transport, issues of labour conditions in sharing economy).
Besides providing a transport service for others, just the resource itself can also be
shared to utilize the otherwise idle time. For example, when going on a holiday, a person
might drive to the airport leaving the car at the airport parking lot while providing a free
personal parking spot unused at home (see also smart parking). To make use of the idle
resources – and responding to the parking and vehicle need of others – both could be
rented out (e.g. Park Circa for parking and FlightCar and Turo for cars).
Ridesharing services can provide a feasible solution to the first and last mile problem of
public transport, i.e. providing access to public transport hubs and stations by combining
ridesharing and public transport. This complementarity can be especially beneficial and
financially viable in sparsely populated or suburban areas where public transport
provision is more problematic due to lower demand than in densely-populated areas.
Such an integration can also provide a solution for periods when public transport is not
operational or the frequency is very low (late night and early morning) (American Public
Transportation Association, 2016; Spector, 2016). Replacing public transport services
through shared services in areas with low accessibility might disadvantage poor people,
for whom having to use the ridesharing services would increase the cost of mobility. This
threat becomes more and more pressing as ridesharing will most probably combined and
performed with autonomous vehicles (i.e. Uber). To counterpart this issue and safeguard
the mobility demands especially of the poor und underprivileged regulating policy
measures can be undertaken by the European Commission and/or national initiatives.
Advantages & Disadvantages:
 No costs related to car ownership.
 More efficient utilization.
 No car maintenance for individual user.
 Improved environmental record.
 More space related to less privately owned cars.
 Less fuel usage & less transport costs.
 Potentially less flexibility
 Inconclusive legal situation lacking adequate regulation, insurance, licensure.
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Concerns regarding data security & privacy.

User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Easy-to-use and
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.5.9

Small vehicles developed fit-for-urban-purpose

Category:
 Technology
 Business models
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
The mobility sector is getting more and more shaped by the special demands of different
user groups. One use-case is individual urban mobility. Driving around the city is not very
suitable with a big car, since streets might be narrow and the parking situation is usually
relatively insufficient. Small vehicles in turn need less space for parking and can be easier
navigated through the city (e.g. narrow streets, etc.). Furthermore, small vehicles usually
go along with less weight, which can lead to significantly reduced energy consumption of
the vehicle especially regarding the starts after a red traffic light.
A step further would be small and light-weight electric vehicles for urban purposes.
Having a light-weight electric vehicle would mean a smaller battery is affordable to keep
the same possible driving distance, which in turn reduces the overall costs of the car to
run the daily urban mission. Therefore, light-weight & highly efficient city vehicles
(passenger cars, L-category and commercial vehicles) with high impact on the reduction
of specific energy consumption per person/ton-kilometre and competitive cost can
promote the extensive introduction of electric vehicles in the market and contribute to
the success and rate of market penetration of EVs. Furthermore, low distances and a
relatively high density of charging points in cities additionally promote the introduction
and utilisation of small electric vehicles for urban purpose.
Small vehicles developed fit-for purpose that are also closely connected to solutions for
different user groups. One example is “Kenguru”, which is a light weight car that
wheelchair users can roll right into (Kenguru Professional 2017). Those vehicles feature a
unique rear-entry lift-gate and a ramp, making access convenient for members of the
wheelchair community. It is designed to go around 25 miles per hour, making it ideal for
getting around in an urban environment. The H2020 SilverStream project (“Social
innovation and light electric vehicle revolution on streets and ambient”,
www.silverstream-ev.eu ) is currently developing a LEV tailored to the needs of elderly
people. A multidisciplinary team involving automotive engineers and experts from other
domains (e.g. cognitive science, ergonomics, medicine, bio-medical) is working on several
details (e.g. HMI, seat, vehicle dynamic, etc..) to promote such a “human centric
approach” applied to the realization of new vehicles for urban mission.
Another example is a driverless electric small bus such as ParkShuttle in the Netherlands
(Capelle a.d. IJssel – a bus service between metro station and business park) on a special
purpose lane, driving 30 km/hr and with seats for 8 persons – 12 people are allowed to
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stand in this bus. On a daily basis, 2000 passengers use this small bus system (see:
https://www.2getthere.eu/driverless-parkshuttle/ )
Advantage & Disadvantages:
 Lower costs than big vehicles.
 Higher energy efficiency.
 Reduction of energy consumption.
 Only special use.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Easy-to-use, comfortable and flexible travel
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.5.10
Smart Parking (real-time occupancy and price
information & guidance) & dynamic park pricing
Category:
 Technology
 Policy/frameworks?
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
Urbanization and resulting lack of space create a need for more efficient land use and
solutions that improve traffic flow and ease congestion. Parking spaces in urban
environment are expensive and their availability affects nearby housing and business
activities. Occupancy of reserved parking spots varies based on the owners’ schedules.
One way to improve efficiency would be to rent out a personal parking spot when it is not
needed (e.g. while at work or travelling). Such peer-to-peer services (e.g. Park Circa) can
provide mutual benefits. The person offering his parking spot generates income, whereas
the person using the spot gets a place for the car. Furthermore, the city has one less
vehicle driving around while searching for a parking spot and additional parking space
can be created.
Furthermore, dynamic pricing can be applied through wireless parking sensors that
detect and transmit the occupancy of parking spaces to parking managers who can adjust
the prices and also transmit this information to drivers searching for parking places in
real-time. In general for road-side parking this can be done with additional sensors
installed in the road, e.g. City Park (PARKISSEO 2017), Nedap SENSIT, or with the help of
information detected by cars with their internal lidar, radar, infrared and/or camera
sensors while driving around, which can be distributed via V2X-communication to a
database, i.e. community-based parking (Bosch 2017), or directly to other stakeholders.
For parking facilities this might even be easier since parking facilities typically have at
least counters for entering and exiting vehicles in order to keep track and inform about
availability. In the future this information could be shared to all relevant stakeholders (i.e.
connected cars looking for a parking spot, smart infrastructure entities…) to realize
cooperative functions like a dynamic dispatching of vehicle routes and manage the overall
traffic flow more efficiently.
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For convenience, smartphone applications can be used for automatic location-based
payments while this information can simultaneously be used to monitor the parking
situations and for behaviour analytics e.g. Witrafi (Witrafi 2017), Fastprk (Fastprk 2017).
Better information and digital parking systems also allow for advanced, e.g. demandbased, pricing strategies to be applied, e.g. SFPark (SFpark 2017).
Advantage & Disadvantages:
 Better use of parking spots in urban areas or in car parks.
 Reduced traffic --> reduced pollution.
 New revenue streams.
 Integrated payment & cashless payment.
 Concerns regarding privacy & data security.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
 Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand

3.5.11

On-road charging for trucks

Category:
 Technology
Transport mode(s): Automotive
Description:
Electrification of transportation could be one pathway towards sustainable mobility since
the electricity production can originate from renewable and low carbon energy sources
and has therefore great potential for reducing the dependency on fossil fuels, reduced
greenhouse gas emissions and increased energy efficiency in the transport sector. The
challenge of carbon-neutral long distance road transport of mainly goods (medium and
heavy duty trucks and coaches) should be tackled in order to meet this goal. However
heavy-duty vehicles cannot simply be operated purely battery electric when off-grid since
the driving range would be reduced a lot with such heavy vehicles or a lot of additional
energy (additional batteries) need to be stored, which would increase the overall weight
even further. This shows that the energy density of batteries is not high enough for this
purpose, which will have a negative impact on the vehicles driving range. An alternative
solution would be to continuously transfer energy from the road to the vehicle both for
propulsion and charging of the battery. The development of an electrified road system
(ERS) between cities would mean that most of the route could be driven on electricity
from the road and the remaining distance can be driven on energy from potentially
smaller batteries optimized for city routes.
There are three possible solutions for on-road charging for trucks. First of all the
inductive power transfer describes the wireless and contactless charging through
electromagnetic fields Therefore, an electric alternating current generates a magnetic
field in a coil placed under the asphalt. This magnetic field leads to a current in a second
coil, which is place in the bottom of the electric car. Both coils build some kind of
antenna system for energy transmission.
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Secondly, conductive power transfer through overhead lines can be used for on-road
charging. This is already applied for trains, trams and trolleybuses, which move along a
predetermined path. The electricity is transferred from the overhead line to the vehicle
through a pantograph on the vehicle.
The third solution is conductive power transfer from rail in the road. One advantage of
having the power being supplied from below the vehicle instead of overhead lines is that
it has a minimized visual impact. With this, electricity is transmitted from the power grid
to rail in the road. An electricity pickup is the interface between the vehicle and the road.
More specifically the pickup is an arm that can move back and forth as long as the
contact is inside the width of the car. When the contact point in the road is outside the
arm goes up.
In general, electrifying the road could also reduce the battery dependence and further
increase vehicle efficiency. It would therefore be a very important step towards a greener
transportation. However, there are also concerns about consequences on safety,
environment and public acceptance. Furthermore, a lot of infrastructure investments have
to be done to implement those solutions.
Advantage & Disadvantages:
 Enabling electrification of trucks.
 Environmentally friendly road freight.
 Large infrastructure investments needed.
 Concerns about consequences on health, safety, environment.
 Public acceptance.
References:
(Andersson und Edfeldt 2013)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.6 Novel and innovative solutions relating to (peri-) urban
and rural mobility (including multimodality, walking,
cycling)
3.6.1

Chatbots exploiting artificial intelligence

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
Artificial intelligence enables chatbots to interact with users through natural languages
either via spoken word or text messages. Thus, they provide a conversational interface to
the user. Chatbots greatly vary in the degree of their intelligence. Independent, selflearning systems continuously develop through communicating – the more conversations
are undertaken, the more intelligent the AI-system becomes. The aim will be to enable the
chatbot to actually become aware of what the user currently needs and even what he may
need in the future. Ultimately, the screen and the need to touch or click will be
unnecessary.
The big advantage of AI-based chatbot systems is that they allow users to communicate
using their own language. By speaking or typing in your native language, users can
express their feelings in the best way (Shawar und Atwell 2007). In 2001, the research
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and demonstration Natural Language Sales Assistant (NLSA) was designed to assist users
in finding products and services in e-commerce websites (Chai et al. 2001). This research
demonstrated that users preferred the natural language for navigating to menu-driven
navigation. More present-day examples can be found in voice assistants such as Siri
(iPhone), Google Now (Android) and Cortana (Windows). These assistants answer almost
any typed or spoken question in real time if an internet connection is available.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Chatbots are easy to use for everyone and the system gets integrated in daily life.
 Chatbots can provide a powerful tool as a multimodal navigator by incorporating
real-time data concerning public transportation schedules, real-time traffic
information and weather forecasts.
 Taking into account the low threshold for interacting with such a program,
chatbots can become the next application software needed for developing a more
sustainable and flexible method of travel.
User needs/mobility demands:
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys

3.6.2
Co-Creation of urban mobility solutions based on citizen
involvement
Category: Policy framework
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
Urban and transport planners face many problems when it comes to implementing novel
infrastructure, mobility services or introduce new transport services because of the
manifold stakeholder needs and opinions. Especially, if people feel being left out of
public discussion, the resentment can lead to ignorance, unacceptance, public furore or
disuse of new solutions and infrastructure. Later rework to patch large projects is
extremely cost-intensive. Engagement in local planning often means town hall meetings
and other events that provide information to citizens without involving them in the whole
planning process. Thanks to digitalisation cities such as London, Barcelona and Hamburg
have successfully worked with methods of co-creation combing online and offline
collaboration of people involving them from the beginning of the planning process. Thus,
opinions are shared, risks and chances identified and mitigation strategies for
disadvantages are explored jointly. This increases the potential of the mobility solution to
be implemented and be successful. Online planning platforms provide opportunities for a
large number of people to directly influence planning decisions using simple tools,
discussion boards, or voting systems.
In the Netherlands, it is regulated by law that public transport companies every year are
obliged to discuss their plans for time tables, ticketing etc. with representatives of
different user groups such as public transport users, older people, disabled, students.
This is common in larger cities such as Amsterdam, Rotterdam and the Hague as well as
in the region. These platforms can also be used to discuss plans for newly built stations
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or test new rolling stock. Representatives of different user groups may ask their members
for their opinion on these matters.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 The fuzzy front end of innovation in cities can be simplified and planned with a
more comprehensive understanding of different opinions and creative methods to
find compromises.
 The co-creation-process is more cost-intensive at the front end of large
implementation projects but later the possible costs for amendments and rework
of the project are lower.
User needs/mobility demands:
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable to exclusion groups)
 Support for local solutions through transparent, democratic, participative planning
 Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems

3.6.3
Funding
efficiency

competitions

increasing

public

funding

Category: Policy framework
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
Best practices from the USA show that new models for funding yield higher efficiency and
may lead to leverage effects. In December 2015, the US Department of Transportation
(DOT) issued the Smart City Challenge to encourage cities to put forward their best and
most creative ideas to address the challenges they are facing in an innovative manner.
Out of 78 applications received, 7 Smart City Challenge finalists were shortlisted and
required to hand in detailed concepts for implementing a smart city. Eventually one
winner (Columbus, Ohio) was announced that received USD 40 million to implement their
vision.
In the Netherlands, every year the Cyclist’s Union organizes a competition for cities to
become a Cycle City Champion (Fietsstad van het jaar). Citizens are allowed to vote (fill in
a questionnaire on their city of choice) and cities may ask their citizens to vote in favour
of them. A jury will decide on 5 shortlisted cities (the ones with the most votes from
citizens).
This programme is in so far efficient, as it pushes many cities to participate because of
the competitive set-up. Additionally, the nudging effect is expected to be quite high since
the shortlisted cities have already delivered detailed concepts that they most likely will
implement at least to a certain degree.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Funding competitions have the power to generate a major push in transformational
processes
 The high leverage or nudging effect (e.g. as shown by the Smart City Challenge)
increases the spreading of the transformation beyond the winners of the
competition and the ones that eventually receive funding.
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User




needs/mobility demands:
Support for local solutions through transparent, democratic, participative planning
Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems

3.6.4

Gamification of urban mobility systems

Category: Technology, Policy framework
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
Gamification denotes the use of game design elements in non-game contexts, i.e. the
injection of game-typical mechanisms and elements such as points, badges, leader
boards, levels, challenges, user powers, etc. into a certain domain. In the context of
smart and sustainable urban mobility, gamification mechanisms help to incentivize
voluntary behavioural changes of citizens towards using sustainable and healthy mobility
solutions, on top of mobility policies and solutions introduced by cities. In addition,
games enhance the citizens’ awareness of existing and new sustainable mobility policies
and services in the city.
Gamification is based on challenges (individual or collective to motivate users to try a
certain behaviour), achievements (e.g. badges to indicate level of success), virtual or reallife rewards and scoreboards (e.g. top users for calories burned or CO2 saved).
The most used gamification incentive is the establishment of a community where users
can compare results (e.g. travel distance, use of sustainable travel modes, frequency of
data reporting, etc.) with other participants across the city, country or even the world.
Linking the reporting of the results to social media can further enhance the effect of
gamification.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Gamification has already proven successful in various domains and Smart City
concerns such as participatory governance, tourism, culture, education and
transport. The success is due to the introduction of fun, competition, rewards and
game mechanisms into everyday needs and demands to incentivize beneficial and
sustainable behavioural changes in society.
 In the context of urban transport, gamification leverages the use of sustainable
transport means and motivates citizens to walk or cycle instead of using a car.
 As with other solutions based on digitalisation, data security, privacy and data
abuse are an important issue to think of.
 The lack of transparency of the calculation of the points and the difficulty of
getting into the ‘top list’ of leaderboards might decrease the effectiveness of these
tools.
References:
(Kazhamiakin 2015)
User needs/mobility demands:
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services & affordable data
connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
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Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.6.5
Incentivizing active modes, reduced travel and lowemission vehicles through policies
Category: Policy framework
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
In view of the increasing urbanisation and the development towards a better city life for
each inhabitant, a multitude of European cities are already incentivizing active modes and
promote the reduction of overall travel as well as the implementation of low-emission
vehicles through policies. Policies differ widely across European cities, they comprise the
ban of conventional vehicles, the promotion of vehicles running with alternative energy,
car sharing concepts, tax reductions for alternative modes of transport, promotion of new
technologies, new concepts of bike sharing, etc. Apart from incentives, laws may be
necessary to effectively realize different concepts towards environmentally friendly innercity traffic such as zones with permissions or prohibition of conventional traffic and/or
low-emission zones. The ban of conventional private and delivery traffic in the city
centres has already been conceptually discussed for a few European metropoles such as
Paris (expected in 2018), Oslo (expected in 2019) and Amsterdam (expected in 2020).
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP) are a planning instrument dedicated to
promoting sustainable transport at the urban agglomeration scale. A Sustainable Urban
Mobility Plan is a strategic plan designed to satisfy the mobility needs of people and
businesses in cities and their surroundings for a better quality of life. It builds on existing
planning practices and takes due consideration of integration, participation, and
evaluation principles. As set out in the Urban Mobility Package (COMM/TREN 2016) the
European Commission has actively promoted the concept of sustainable urban mobility
planning for several years and is committed to supporting national, regional and local
authorities during the process of developing and implementing SUMPs, including funding
instruments. An appraisal is typically conducted during SUMP development to test
scenarios and assess options to understand whether potential measures will be effective
and represent value for money, or whether they may need to be enhanced or adapted in
some way. Appraisal methods typically include transport modelling, scenario building and
multi-criteria appraisal. Ex-post evaluation is also used to assess whether the SUMP or
measure has been effective and represents value for money, or whether it needs
modification or enhancement. Typical evaluation is based on travel surveys. According to
the ELTIS database 249 out of 695 European cities have already implemented or are
implementing a SUMP (based on Larger Urban Zones definition) (Eltis). The EltisPlus
European project identified a series of barriers in the implementation of SUMPs, such as:
Existing orientation towards car-infrastructure within the community (including strong
lobbies); lack of engagement and resistance from established planning and engineering
officials, and a lack of joint working between sectors, particularly transport and land use;
lack of relevant knowledge among officials; lack of funds for the preparation of SUMPs
and increasingly for infrastructure itself; lack of coordination between different levels of
government; the greater requirements for public participation compared to conventional
transport plans; adverse responses to EC-led initiatives; Political conservatism (Rupprecht
consult 2012, 19). One more barrier/shortcoming is that the SUMP usually covers the
administrative legal limits of the city, however the SUMP often includes a high number of
actions to implement where the city has no competence (for example, improve suburban
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rail network). Therefore, there are many SUMPs where the rate of actions implemented is
not very high because of this. In this sense,he SUMPs at more metropolitan/regional level
become more strategic and convenient to ensure that the administrations that have the
real competences are included within the SUMP. Furthermore, SUMPs are a planning
instrument and, despite the existence of a SUMP Action Plan, not an operational
implementation instrument. As is well known in urban development, the step from
planning to implementation is often problematic and it is frequently observed that
realisations depart from planning principles.
Advantages & Disadvantages:
 Foster progress towards sustainable transportation where market and industry
does not invest.
 Increase liveability in cities through emission reduction. The prohibition of
conventional cars would increase the liveability of cities tremendously, as well as
reduce CO2, NOx and noise pollution. Moreover, the ban would be an opportunity
to promote electric emission free individual mobility and public transport as well
as electrified delivery traffic. In combination with automated driving, cities become
safer (especially for pedestrians), with less congestion and higher air quality.
 Increase well-being and health of citizens by engaging them in physical activities
such as biking and walking
 A potential decrease of individuality and flexibility of mobility for the majority as
well as potentially increased transport costs of goods, which are transferred to
customers may lead to resistance among certain groups of citizens. Those
concerns also have to be taken seriously before passing laws in order to keep
cities liveable for all.
 When cities expand spatially, because of automobile driven urban sprawl, SUMPs
perimeters have to enlarge which weakens the case for public transport. Thus, it is
more suitable in denser areas.
 A relevant diagnostic for mobility needs a costly mobility survey is usually only
conducted every ten years.
User




needs/mobility demands:
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
A fluent urban transport system offering an alternative for private car use

3.6.6

Intermodal mega-hubs integrating new mobility services

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
In the future, it is expected that transport modes will converge and seamless multimodal
travel will become the backbone of mobility, especially in urban areas. Nevertheless,
seamless mobility will still involve transfer between modes. Airports and railway stations
will become the hubs of the future linking local, regional and long distance transport,
commerce, services, employment, recreation and living. The hubs will offer short transfer
routes, integration of all types of mobility services such as car-sharing, ride-sharing, bikesharing as well as charging facilities for electric vehicles. New "future station" design
concepts integrating universal accessibility, and responding to evolving passenger needs
in terms of information, multi-modality and security make it as easy as possible for
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passengers including persons with reduced mobility to transit busy stations and to switch
modes.
Activities should focus on new, modular, design concepts employing universal design
principles allowing for accessibility and taking into account the needs of an ageing
society, as well as new demands in terms of information, capacity, train/platform
interfaces, functionality, space management, IT tools, lighting systems, and connections
to other modes, including solutions for a safe universal level track crossing, etc. Realtime, multimodal information will be provided through multiple channels (smartphones,
smart displays, announcements) and luggage handling will be integrated for long
distance trips. These design concepts could be implemented in new stations or retrofitted
in existing stations and be adaptable to large and smaller stations.
In consideration of the increasing size of such hubs, indoor navigation systems become
more and more important. Global Positioning Systems (GPS) are ubiquitous and operate
well, except for the case of urban canyons and indoor environments (Bittins 2012).
Especially for indoor environments such as transit modes, shopping malls or public
buildings, there is a large group of potential users like visually impaired or blind people.
Practical solutions are scarce and proved to be bulky and expensive (Kim et al. 2016).
However, the spread of smartphones and the abundance of integrated sensors provide a
solution to these problems. Recent scientific research shows different methods for
establishing an indoor navigating system, such as the StaNavi (Kim et al. 2016), TraviNavi (Zheng et al.) and the NavPal Suite (Karimi 2015). The sensors used for each method
vary from Bluetooth sensors, WiFi access points and the integrated compass to the
recording of high quality pictures to reconstruct the walked path. There are multiple
advantages of an indoor navigation system, not only for the visually impaired such as
navigation through large and unfamiliar buildings, which can lead the user to the
information desk, toilet, a particular office etc. In shopping malls, it can navigate
shoppers to their desired stores or to the biggest discounts in the mall by comparing
different prices and products. The integration of indoor navigation with an outdoor
navigational system can help transport users to traverse large intermodal interchanges.
By combining different transport modes seamlessly through navigation information and
timetables, the use of public transport can be more convenient.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Megahubs will provide the infrastructure to connect transport modes and mobility
services in a seamless way minimising transfer time and maximising the utility of
passengers by providing additional services such as shopping and leisure.
 This will contribute to the development of a city-wide multimodal service offer, where
mobility services do not compete with each other but seamlessly integrate to offer the
most comfortable and affordable way of reaching one’s destination.
 The integration of long-distance, regional and local transport will extend this system
at the regional and international scale.
 Large hubs have a higher likelihood of crowding problems, they are more prone to be
targets of terrorist attacks and any disturbance may have an impact on the whole
transport system. Therefore, appropriate measures for crowd and crisis management
and security have to be introduced that increase the cost of operation and
management.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable and flexible travel
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Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys

3.6.7

Mobility-as-a-Service

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
Emerging service models, where mobility services can be ordered on demand via a single
platform may enable the shift from privately owned cars to public integrated transport
offers. Such services need to also incorporate car rentals, urban car and bike sharing and
taxis besides public transport options in order to provide for the first-and-last mile as
well as to add flexibility to the public transport offer.
One existing though limited implementation of such a service are smart travel cards.
They are a good example of widely used identification and ticketing solutions that
support political goals (e.g. increased use of sustainable transport modes) and of a
“membership card” that provides other benefits related to mobility. For example, besides
applying to all regional public transport, the local travel card – for instance in the Helsinki
Region and in Rotterdam - also provides discounts for e.g. car rental, attractions, festivals
and restaurants. Another example is the MOBIB contactless card used in Belgium that can
store tickets from multiple transport operators as well as car sharing and bike-sharing
subscriptions.
Also, integrated payment and ticketing systems exist allowing a range of services to be
fully accessible through a single service provider or application. PayiQ (PayiQ 2017b)
payment and ticket solution, for example, enables the City of Turku’s mobile application
Föli (PayiQ 2017a) to not only cover mobile tickets for public transport but also e.g.
museums. The same payment interfaces are used for various solutions by different third
parties that cover information, payment and ticketing solutions for different transport
modes, e.g. SkedGo (SkedGo 2017), Tuup (Tuup 2017) and … for business travellers in
the Netherlands, providing end users the choice of using the preferred application to
available access the transport options. Similarly, National Mobile Payment (National
Mobile Payment Service 2017), for example, integrates parking solutions across all of
Hungary by providing an interoperable interface so that any parking application can pay
for parking at another operator’s spot.
Ultimately, such services need to enable traveling, booking and payments across all these
services preferably all across Europe through a one-stop-shop. Thus, users can seamlessly
move between countries and modalities. A further added benefit of such systems is that
providers can gain more insights into the users’ needs and travel patterns.
Integrating services across operators, modes and regions requires the different providers
to have technical interfaces available to be accessed. The more standardised, the easier it
is to scale up. The Helsinki Region Transport Authority and the Finnish Transport Agency,
for example, have developed an open source journey planner, Digitransit (Digitransit
2017), that provides an application for real-time public transport information across
Finland. In the Netherlands such a journey planner is called 9292 (https://9292.nl/en ),
which is a website, an app and a telephone service. By law, every transport company is
oblidged to give information about their timetable to this company. Passengers can use
this service for free (except telephone costs). Being based on common data standards,
the finnish solution applies anywhere with the appropriate data available (the prototype
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was implemented for Berlin, Manchester and Amsterdam, for example) and can be used,
re-used and modified by anyone as it is developed as an open source code.
Combining intercity and international travel or the offering of independent, commercial
transport providers with the local public transport systems is a challenge that has
increasingly gained visibility and activity around it. Since the approach is rather radical,
many transport companies which were competitors so far, will have to be brought
together in future. The Mobility as a Service Alliance (MaaS 2017), a European PrivatePublic-Partnership, is promoting the concept in Europe to motivate more entrepreneurs
and transport providers to establish mobility as a service. The MaaS Alliance is building
an open market in seamless, demand-based travel in which the user is in the centre with a
range of transport services available through one provider. UbiGo (UbiGo 2017) and MaaS
Global (MaaS Global 2017) are examples of combined mobility services attempting to
provide the opportunity to use different transport options (e.g. public transport, taxis,
bicycles) with a fixed package price, tailor-based on user needs or profile. Payment
models foresee either a monthly package including public transport with additional
limited days of car rental use or taxi transport or payment on the go methods without a
monthly subscription. (Whim App 2017)
Advantages/disadvantages:
 The overall concept is to simplify intermodal transport, where people usually face
planning complexity and non-transparency of pricing or would need an app for
each mode per city they travel through.
 There is no need to own a car for people for some segments anymore with this
pricing scheme.
 Most pricing schemes contain a minimum of journeys via taxi or rented cars, thus
such offers would not fit the demand of people with families. As a solution testing
the service in a first stage other segments can be attracted and later on a suitable
pricing scheme can be installed for different customer profiles.
 Questions concerning data security and privacy are not solved and still of big
concern for the general public as well as the government.
 Different laws might be an obstacle for the interoperability and cross-border
implementation.
 Another obstacle for implementation is the level of cooperation required by private
companies that are often competing with each other in terms of data collection,
technology and costs, as well as different municipalities.
User needs/mobility demands:
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable and flexible travel
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable and excluded groups)
 Support for local solutions through transparent, democratic, participative planning
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models
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3.6.8

Novel concepts for bike-sharing

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
New forms of bike sharing are growing very fast in European cities. They include stationbased offers (such as Vienna City Bike, OV-Fiets in the Netherlands (nearly every train
station) or nextbike in several European cities) as well as free-floating bike sharing (such
as Lidl bikes in Berlin) etc. The latter works like free floating car sharing and makes it
possible to pick up and leave bicycles wherever wanted. Being equipped with various
smart devices such as a GPS tracker, each bike can easily be located in a smartphone-app.
This not only gives the operator the possibility to keep track of its bikes but also enables
users to locate the bikes closest to their current location. This function can be especially
helpful in the case of theft and ideally have a preventive or deterrent effect. Other smart
devices now associated with bike sharing serve a similar purpose, such as movementsensitive alarms, connected warning horns and push notification alerts. Other aspects of
safety measures directly affect the users, including things such as holistic urban transport
concepts, safe cycle paths and the availability of bicycle helmets and child seats. More
and more providers are now trying to integrate these features into existing bike sharing
concepts (e.g. the foldable and recyclable EcoHelmet) making it accessible and interesting
for a wider range of possible customers.
To make bike sharing systems widely successful, bikes with low maintenance needs as
well as a good management of bike maintenance are needed. Furthermore, the
distribution and re-distribution of bikes according to customer demand needs to be
intelligently planned and implemented. Both will be enabled through big data, IoT and AI.
In order to promote and support bike sharing, cycling in a city needs to be made
comfortable and safe. The expansion and improvement of the cycling infrastructure
ranges from cycling highways to safe, easy to access and purposeful parking spaces for
bicycles. Designated bicycle parking spaces could offer extra security measures, such as
special locks, lifts and security cameras for an extra charge. The bicycle lifts utilize
vertical space to economize space. In the future automated lifts for underground bike
storages could work with ticketing systems. Given the increasing electrification of
bicycles, the need for ideally comprehensively spread charging stations grows as well.
Special incentive measures (such as discounts or free minutes) motivate the use and
positioning of the bikes at certain points (e.g. charging stations for e-bikes). Companies
and universities also play a significant role in these considerations. They may create or
integrate their own incentive systems, encourage employees or students to use bike
sharing services and thus make an important contribution to the transformation of the
urban transport system.
Advantages:
 The increase of bike usage in general is a welcome development for the urban
transport systems, the overall health of the population (due to more physical
activity, air quality improvements and reduced congestion).
 Bike sharing services meet the increasing mobility demands and help to provide a
wider range of mobility options
 They reduce environmental impacts such as air- and noise pollution, emissions and
traffic congestion
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Bike sharing systems provide the missing link between existing points of public
transportation and desired destinations and therefore present a solution for “the
last mile”
The integration of smart systems can help to reduce vandalism and theft and help
to increase the users’ feeling of security
Bike sharing reaches a status trend & popularity among younger users, which
represent an important target group

Disadvantages:
 Even though GPS-trackers provide the benefit of locating stolen bikes, the
operators’ ability to track when and where the users are traveling may be a
concern for some prospective bike sharing users.
 Costumers might be confused by station-based and free-floating bikes and the fact
that bicycles and apps from different providers are not compatible, especially, if
the terms of use differ from one another.
 The coordination between operators and cities therefore has to be seen as a key
element. Bike sharing services need to be seen as a part of the city’s public
transport system (e.g. the integrated single smart card ticketing systems in Paris
and the Netherlands)
 The creation of the platform for European Bicycle Sharing & Systems (PEBSS) can be
evaluated as a step in the right direction.
User needs/mobility demands:
 Easy-to-use, comfortable and flexible travel
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.6.9

Personal mobility devices

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
Personal mobility devices (PMD) have grown from assistive mobility devices for older
people and people with mobility disabilities to an easy and fast transport mode that can
complement walking and cycling. PMDs already exist since 2001 when the first Segway
was produced. Recently it has been used as a way for tourists to visit cities and even
guided tours are organised in several cities. With the rise of foldable and smaller devices
and batteries, the opportunity grows for the use of last-mile connections to public
transport (Ibrahim, 2016). These PMDs are a good alternative to CO2 emitting transport
modes, especially for shorter trips. Thereby reducing the use of private cars for trips less
than 5 kilometres (Faulks et al., n.d.; Litman & Blair, 2004). PMDs run on batteries and
can ride up to 19 kilometres with a single charge (Ironside & Killoran, n.d.). They come in
many forms, such as a one-wheeler (e.g. Solowheel), a portable and foldable electric twowheeler (e.g. YikeBike (YikeBike 2017) ) and even a three-wheeler (e.g. Qugo).
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Using PMDs can be beneficial to tackle road congestion and safety risks, reduce
travel time and air pollution and overcoming the first and last-mile problem
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On the other hand, it is important to manage space for the non-motorized modes
in urban areas, such as bike lanes, sidewalks, paths and trails in order to allow
these novel motorized modes on the road. Besides space, many questions rise,
such as speed limits, driving permits and safety risks (Litman & Blair, 2004).
In many jurisdictions across Europe it is not allowed to use such systems on public
roads or pedestrian walks. Therefore, to increase usage on public roads the law
would have to be changed first.

User needs/mobility demands
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal choice
 Resilient and practical urban design (ability to walk or cycle) & lowering number of
required trips

3.6.10

Safe and accessible mobility through Internet of Things

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
The ageing population sets new challenges to European countries. One of the ways to
combat the increasing need for and cost of social services and transportation is
developing ways to support independent living and mobility. Motility, or increasing wellbeing and motivation to move based on individuals’ capabilities, is an important aspect to
consider when thinking about the mobility options of the future. Besides older people,
similar ideas can often support other mobility challenged people as well as provide
additional options for the average passenger. Integrating intelligence to everyday objects
and contexts can help avoid difficult learning curves and make it easy to implement new
solutions. Furthermore, connected applications can provide for more safety of all road
users but especially pedestrians and cyclists.
Solutions such as smart walkers (Science News 2015) that incorporate IoT technology to
monitor the activities, daily rhythm and well-being of the user support independent living
by allowing care takers to keep track of not only the whereabouts of the person but also
changes in behaviour and physical condition.
A smart reflector (VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland 2016) is an example of using
IoT to enhance everyday objects with completely new functionalities such as blinking
when wandering too far, indicating by colour which kindergarten group the child belongs
to, or acting as a visual notification that the correct bus is approaching the stop.
Connected infrastructure and solutions like BikeScout (Heijmans), for example, can
monitor cyclists or cars to notify one another about approaching traffic at intersections,
enhancing safety and traffic flow.
Intelligent traffic lights could adapt to the needs of cyclists and pedestrians and, thus,
protect them better but also motivating people to use active modes. Different age groups
of pedestrians or varying number of people need different time frames to cross the
street. The same is true for cyclists. Existing prototypes detect the amount of people
queuing in front of the traffic light and allocate more time for crossing if more people are
waiting. In the future, it might be possible to detect if special age groups are waiting for
the green light giving extra warning to approaching cars and more time to cross the road.
Traffic lights can also favor pedestrians and cyclists due to weather conditions.
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Further, intelligent crossings would work connected with other distant traffic lights for
pedestrians and cyclists pedestrian crossings. (Alan Evans).
Advantages/disadvantages:
 IoT has the potential to contribute enormously to the reduction of traffic fatalities
and allows for more efficient traffic organisation based on the analysis of traffic
flows, traffic behaviour, etc.
 IoT applications can also greatly enhance the accessibility and comfort etc. of
passengers.
 IoT applications can also motivate to use public transport and active modes.
 Issues related to data security and privacy remain a difficult topic that includes
data abuse by insurance companies and hacking.
User




needs/mobility demands:
Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable and exluded groups)

3.6.11

Smart Connected Bikes

Category: Technology
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
The smart bike combines a number of features, making cycling safer and connecting the
cyclist to the internet to provide additional online services. The bikes are equipped with
an often extravagant design, motion sensors as well as an on-board unit with GPS
tracking and wireless connection to a smartphone.
The motion sensors are able to recognize other road users, detect hazardous situations
and warn the cyclist via a vibrating seat or handlebars, in case a car or another cyclist is
coming too close and possibly causes a collision (e.g. TNO’s smart bike presented by
(Lori Zimmer)). With this technical equipment and the haptic feedback, the cyclist is also
enabled to perceive possible dangers from his blind spot, which makes the entire driving
experience more secure (Federico Guerrini).
Navigation on a bike is a difficult topic because of the serious harm that can be done
when distracted by a screen. Thus, vibrating actuators indicate left or right at the
respective hand or give other signals (such as built-in LED indicators in the handlebar) to
the rider. Bicycle lighting is an elementary component in the development of smart bikes,
since the lighting can enormously increase the safety of the cyclists when reacting to
surrounding light levels and making cyclists visible from all angles.
Trackers may communicate to the owner if the bike was stolen and where it was located.
This may be done for example through a smart pedal, an energy-autarkic solution that
sends data about its position when being moved. The technology is based on a chip that
connects to the internet by itself with no smartphone needed. An overarching (possibly
anonymous) collection of data could lead to real-time updates on the location of stolen
bicycles and make theft and wilful damage more delicate for thieves and vandals.
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Sensors for wear and tear of parts give alert via the bike’s app in order for the bike owner
to be able to order the parts right away via the app.
Furthermore, kits for upgrading of conventional bikes would allow a rather fast adoption.
Advantages
 The smart connected bike does not need a new infrastructure compared to
connected cars. Thus, implementation will be a lot faster.
 It does not only make bike riding safer through collision warning or hidden
passenger detection, it brings cyclists in the position of knowing which parts need
to be replaced.
 Routes can be planned based on the cyclist’s individual preferences. The data can
be used anonymously by cities to research which routes most bikes take in order
to plan a certain cycle highway for those routes.
 After a period of data collection by the provider, information about accumulated
accident sites can be reported back to the cyclists.
Disadvantages
 The screen on the bike could lead to unnecessary distraction. An eye-tracking
sensor could keep track of the time the cyclist’s eyes are focusing on the screen
for too long and then send out a reminder.
 It will stay premium product due to immense costs of all this sensors and the
refurbishing of an existing bike or for the new bike coming with all the features
from the factory. The costs may decrease over time.
User needs/mobility demands:
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
 Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.6.12
Urban design encouraging active modes and reduce
travel needs
Category: Policy
Transport mode(s): Urban mobility
Description:
Through innovative urban design, user-centered and sustainable transport can be
enormously supported, e.g. by motivating the use of active modes and public transport
through provision of infrastructure for pedestrians and cyclists (PASTA project).
Furthermore, spaces can be designed that make some trips obsolete. At the same time,
such urban design also supports the social inclusion and general well-being of citizens.
Mobility in this regard is not only seen as transport but as a way to be active and jointly
use public spaces (VitalCities project). Considering the long duration of infrastructural
projects, a holistic approach cannot only help mitigate risks but also shape societal
change from the beginning of the innovation cycle. We highlight the superblocks, transitoriented development, cycle highways and new design of interchanges below.
Superblocks are currently being implemented in Barcelona. They are mini-neighborhoods
in which the existing infrastructure has been repurposed to concentrate on the needs of
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active modes such as walking and cycling. This is achieved by active traffic management,
variably changing road signs, concentrating traffic on bigger roads only, changing bus
routes as well as the introduction of new cycling lanes. These mini-neighborhoods are
formed in a slow process, where traffic signs and routes are changed gradually. The
freed-up space can be reused by people for leisure activities, cycling, and community
events.
Transit-oriented Development is another compact urban development concept to
improve the share of public and active modes of transport organized around transit
stops, lines and networks. In most projects, the aim is to concentrate new housing and
offices built around railway stations and integrate several modes of transport such as
public transport, rail, car sharing, bike sharing etc. Such transit stops offer a one-stopsolution by bringing together facilities for work, leisure, shopping, transport, etc.
Cycle highways are another way to encourage active modes. Cycle highways refer to
roads designated exclusively for bicycles, rather than designated lanes on pedestrian
ways or roads used by motorized vehicles. Many big cities face the same problems, e.g.
accidents between different road users especially in rush hours. Cycle highways would
counter those problems when implemented correctly into the existing and mostly dense
infrastructure of big cities. The designated bicycle routes should offer both proximity to
work places and points of interest as well as enough distance to the big roads, street
crossings or public transport stations in order not to get involved in pedestrian collisions.
To find the optimal routes, streams of cyclists have to be analyzed quantitatively. The
results can be compared to cyclist surveys in order to find out, which roads or city areas
cyclists are bypassing or avoiding. Planning routes for areas, where cars dominate may
often shorten the way to cyclists’ destinations. London and Copenhagen advance the
implementation as best practice examples of today. Plans for London Tottenham High
Road for example contain a segregated cycle road beside the A10 (bicycle super
highway), allowing bicycles to take the same fast route through London, having been
reserved for cars only for years. Field test will show if special road rules have to be
applied when many cyclists with different speeds use the same cycling highway.
Another key element of infrastructure for pedestrians and cyclists is the design of
intersections. There are various design concepts that could make crossings safer for
vulnerable road users, thus also removing a barrier for people to actually use active
modes. Such concepts include raised intersections, walkways extending into intersections
as well as ideas for re-organizing the timings of traffic lights and the rules for crossing as
e.g. enabling diagonal crossing. (Rachel Dovi) Such safer road crossings can be further
enhanced through smart traffic lights.
Advantages/disadvantages:
 Safer cycling paths could attract more cyclists and improve safety.
 The superblocks form calmer neighbourhoods with greener environments
providing space for healthy communities.
 The conversion of existing infrastructure may be difficult and cost-intensive, but
given the benefits of fewer accidents and lower pollution and increasing fitness of
citizens, cities will find ways for an appropriate implementation. People with
reduced mobility are in need of transport solutions that work door-2-door.
 The solution can only work together with other multi-modal solutions and a policy
allowing for co-creation, citizen involvement and participatory decision-making.
References:
(Bausells 2016)
(Wang 2017)
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(ECF 2017b)
(ECF)
(Rene 2017)
(ECF 2017a)
User needs/mobility demands:
 Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.7 Novel and innovative solutions relating to freight
3.7.1

Co-Modality: Connecting transport of people and goods

Category:
 technology
 infrastructure
Transport mode(s) All
Description:
This solution is based on the use of people transportation means for transporting goods
at certain specific times/occasions in order to achieve an efficient use of time, resources
and infrastructure. Rail, trams, inland waterways and underground systems are likely to
have some role for the transport of freight for last mile delivery in the cities.
Examples of this are the urban distribution at night using tramway and clean vehicles, the
industrial freight transport by railway shared with passengers or the use of buses/ferries
for passengers in rush hours and for good delivery in off-peak hours.
Advantages of this solution are the more efficient use of resources and existing
infrastructures, the decreasing of traffic congestion and carbon emissions On the other
hand, to facilitate off-peak deliveries (such as at night), low noise technologies should be
implemented in the vehicles and this also needs to be taken into account for loading and
unloading operations. Furthermore, transhipment costs need to be taken into account.
Due to its flexibility road freight transport will probably remain the most important mode
also for last mile delivery.
This solution has already been implemented in many cities, taking into account their
specific characteristics and the already existing infrastructures.
Since 2007, Monoprix, a major French retailer, has reduced its reliance on lorry deliveries
and has been dispatching goods to its stores in Paris using trains and Liquefied Natural
Gas (LNG) vehicles for last-mile deliveries. The wagons are loaded in the evening and are
then moved by shuttle train to the Bercy terminal near the Gare de Lyon. The following
morning the loads are transported to the final destination using LNG (liquid natural gas)
powered vehicles.
In Zurich since 2003 the Cargotram provides waste disposal service for bulky refuse
around the city. Following the success of this service, an E-tram was introduced in 2006
to provide a waste disposal service for electrical and electronic goods.
Since in the city of Utecht there are hotels and restaurants that are immediately adjacent
to the city’s canal system, an electrically powered “beer boat” can deliver beverages and
catering products (ambient, chilled and frozen) from a distribution centre to the city
centre.
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Also in Dresden (CarGoTram) and in Paris TramFret experimentation with freight
transport via Tram has been done.
References:
(DG Move - European Commission 2012)
User







needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Co-Modality: Connecting transport of people and goods
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Economic empowerment of new player and innovation systems
Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models

3.7.2

GHG-emission calculator for freight transport planning

Category:
 methodology
Transport mode(s) intermodal
Description:
In 2012 the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) published the European
standard EN 16258 “Methodology for calculation and declaration of energy consumption
and GHG emissions of transport services (freight and passengers)”. This is as of today the
closest to a harmonized system for measuring carbon footprint. There is much activity
ongoing in this area; however, much of it takes place in isolation. This creates problems –
for example, confusion over the role of different programs, disagreement over the most
effective mechanisms that can be used to calculate and report emissions, where support
is most needed to encourage certain behaviours, or ignorance of practical measures
under development. The newly started European Project LEARN aims now to establish coordinated networks of industry, government and civil society Stakeholders and build on
existing initiatives to drive consistent and transparent emissions measurement and
reporting across the global logistics supply chain (COMM/RTD 2016) (European
Commission 2017) .Currently, LEARN project is working on reviewing and updating this
standard to take into account newest developments such as the ISO International
Workshop Agreement No.16 on Logistics Emissions, the MRV shipping Regulation, the
launch of the GLEC Framework for Logistics Emissions Methodologies, and the recent
ICAO announcement of an agreed approach to implement a global market-based scheme
in the form of the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation.
Advantages/disadvantages
Measuring carbon footprint of transport and logistics allows adding environment related
information to the regular data flow on operational supply chain management systems.
Accurate measurements of emissions can contribute to a much more accurate estimate of
the carbon footprint of cargo transported into Europe.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Transport protection climate, environment and health
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3.7.3
Harmonisation of urban goods distribution laws in
municipalities (in a region)
Category:
 policy
Transport mode(s) road
Description:
Policy measures in the field of urban freight transport are usually taken by local
authorities and not by national or federal authorities. This solution consists of
harmonising measures and legislation in a certain region or country and of structured
consultation between policy makers and transport operators.
There are two types of policy measures in the field of urban freight transport. The first
type of measures is usually restrictive and allows access to a certain area based on
specific vehicle requirements or time of day. These measures vary greatly from city to city
and their impact mostly depends on the combination of measures as well as on the
specific local context and morphology of the urban area. The most frequently
implemented restrictive measures are low emission zones (LEZs), time access restrictions,
vehicle restrictions based on vehicle size/weight and road charging schemes. Research
revealed that time access restrictions, for example, increase the transport cost and do not
result in a decrease of pollutant CO2 emissions especially (Quak & de Koster, 2006),
especially when each city takes its own measures. Strict vehicle restrictions can lead to
fewer polluting vehicles in a certain area, but transport users will use these vehicles in
other areas without restrictions or it will be burdened with high replacement costs.
Hence, smart municipal laws on deliveries are called for: trucks' weight and size do not
matter as much, while the age (i.e. pollution) of delivery vehicles are becoming a key
standard. Smart local laws also include: promoting off peak deliveries; better enforcing
delivery regulations, etc.
A second type of measures is not directly aimed at urban freight transport but impacts
the costs and operations of the transport operator in a city (e.g. a pedestrian area). This
type of measure requires consultation with transport operators on how to reconcile their
needs with the objectives of the measure under consideration.
Advantages/disadvantages
Measures can differ significantly between two neighbouring cities which complicates
urban deliveries for transport operators. Restrictive measures may lead to increasing
transport prices, but can reduce CO2 – Emissions. This solution enables an optimisation
of the environmental impacts of local urban freight transport policy and of the
operational cost of transport operators. Consultation between private and public
stakeholders on the one hand and between public stakeholders from different cities on
the other is necessary to achieve the harmonisation which may be difficult to reach.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health
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3.7.4

Logistics as a Service

Category:
 technology
Transport mode(s) All
Description:
“Logistics as a service” consists of individuals having their own logistics service provider
instead of being delivered by the logistics service provider of their (online) retailer. Today,
when you order something online, your retailer decides which parcel delivery company or
logistics service provider will carry out the deliveries. Since you do not have a direct
(contractual) relation with this service provider, you do not have a say in when or how
your purchases are delivered to you. This may not pose a problem when you only buy
online once a week or when you always buy from the same retailer, but knowing that by
2025, 20% of retail will happen through online channels and that nearly 70% of online
purchases are delivered at home, home deliveries will no longer be convenient but a
burden to consumers.
Many parcel delivery companies came up with measures. They provide you with a delivery
window so you do not have to stay at home the whole day or they call you when you are
not at home to discuss the most convenient delivery method. This will not be enough,
however, in the omni-channel environment of the future. Certainly because your home
deliveries are brought to your home by many different parcel delivery companies each of
them having an agreement with your retailer to deliver you as fast as possible.
A solution to those challenges consists of consumers having their own logistics service
provider. When you order online, you do not have your purchases delivered to your home
address but to the warehouse of your logistics service provider. You tell him where and
when to deliver, possibly in combination with other purchases you made.
Main advantages of this solution is that consumers are more in control; it raises the
convenience of home deliveries and facilitates the omni-channel shopping environment of
the future. A second advantage is that parcel delivery companies will transport large
volumes to the warehouses of the logistics service providers (using larger vehicles) and
that your purchases are brought to you in a consolidated way by means of small
environmentally friendly vehicles. A possible challenge is that the consumer will have to
pay the logistics service provider and will only be willing to do that when he experiences
actual benefits from the solution.
This solution is not common yet.
Recently, a few start-ups launched applications offering this type of service (e.g. Parcify).
These start-ups currently focus on the fact that the consumer can decide where and when
he receives his parcel so that he never misses one. They do not specifically focus on
consolidation yet.
The expected increase in online purchases and the evolution towards an omni-channel
shopping environment will open the way for this type of service and we expect that a
mature service providers will be operational by 2020.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-borders &
affordable data connectivity
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models
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3.7.5
Novel multi-modal, client-oriented business models
for rail freight
Category:
 policy
 technology
 infrastructure
 other: business
Transport mode(s) intermodal
Description:
According to Magretta a business model describes the function of individual components
of an enterprise and their interaction. A business model should therefore tackle value
creation, i.e. what are the benefits for customers, and how does the company make
money.
SmartRail project will develop novel business models for cooperation in the rail sector
within the supply chain. So far, the following business models have been identified:
- Freight train operator/3PL-model: the 3PL provider manages contracts with
customers, deals with capacity and bears payment risks
- Anchor customer model: train operators have direct contact with the customer
- Agent model: an agent acts on behalf of train operator(s)
- 3PL/4PL-model with intermodal operator
The main hindrances to that are (rank):
 Companies national bounded, not ready for/not willing to exchange information
 Lack of liberalisation in rail freight sector
 Lack of interoperability in infrastructure
 Lack of infrastructure (only in some cases)
Advantages
Supply Chain Visibility is key to integrate intermodal transport through better cooperation
between railways and the rest of the supply chain. Indeed, information and
communication technology (ICT) can improve interconnectivity within multimodal
transport chains and benefit the stakeholders by providing real-time visibility, data
exchanges, and better knowledge to react to unexpected hurdles and disruptions. Better
adaptability to fulfil environmental sustainability issues by long-distance-freight-train
multimodal logistics.
Creation of Regional Multimodal Service Committees (RMSC) as a tool to approach
demand that should complement TEN-T and Rail Freight Corridors (see iFreightMed
Manifesto and CSM Committee in Catalonia)
References:
(Joan Magretta 2002)
(smartrail-project)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to: Novel Business models in
transport
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal choice
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
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3.7.6
Organized platooning of heavy duty vehicles (Road
trains)
Category:
 technology
Transport mode(s) Road freight transport
Description:
A vehicle platooning is a road train with vehicles, where vehicles are autonomously
following a manually driven lead vehicle, driven by a professional driver. By means of an
online decision-making mechanism, which takes into account also historical and real-time
information about the state of the infrastructure , platoons aren’t composed just of
vehicles with common origins and destinations, but they are created dynamically on the
road, by merging vehicles (or sub-platoons) that share also only subparts of their routes.
Advantages/disadvantages
According to Volvo Group, which participated in the EU-financed SARTRE3 project,
platooning has the following benefits:






Improved fuel economy
When trucks can drive closely behind one another, fuel economy is improved as a
result of the reduction in drag. Drag accounts for up to 25% of a truck’s total fuel
consumption, and the closer the trucks drive to each other, the greater the fuelsaving potential.
Improved traffic capacity
Using wireless technology, the trucks can drive with less than a one-second gap
between the vehicles in a platoon. By communicating with each other, the trucks
automatically match each other’s speed and braking. This means that the reaction
time for breaking is reduced to zero, which in turn improves safety and minimizes
the ‘accordion effect’ in connection with traffic congestion.
Safer roads
Safety benefits would arise from the reduction in accidents caused by driver action
and driver fatigue, and the effective utilization of existing road capacity would also
potentially result in reduced journey times. Safety is also considerably improved in
congested traffic as the response time of the vehicles in the platoon is almost
instantaneous.
From the business/logistics point of view, The European Automobile
Manufacturers' Association (ACEA) describes the advantages of vehicle platooning
as follows:



3

Platoons have the potential to make the logistic process more efficient and
optimise the labour market.

www.sartre-project.eu
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Platooning is a cost-saver, as lower fuel consumption means lower fuel costs,
which currently make up 30% of total operating costs of a truck.
For transport companies, platooning means also a safer, more efficient flow of
their freight.
Under current legislation, drivers are either resting or driving. With automated
platooning, the drivers of the trucks following the leader have the possibility to
undertake other tasks, such as administrative work or making calls

Potential inconveniences are the difficulty in identifying an appropriate length of platoon,
for good interaction with surrounding traffic since very long road trains can block exits to
slipways for other vehicles. Also, drivers would feel less in control of their own driving,
being at the hands of computer software, or the lead driver. Finally, drivers may be more
inattentive than usual, and may not be able to react as quickly to adverse situations if the
software or hardware fails.
References:
(companion)
(Rolf Lockwood 2016)
(European Truck Platooning n.a.)
User




needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and (cross-border) networks
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Higher safety in freight and passenger transport in all modes

3.7.7

(Peri-) Urban freight consolidation hubs

Category:
 policy
 technology
 infrastructure
Transport mode(s) All urban freight modes
Description
Urban Freight Consolidation Centres are logistics facilities located within or close to
urban agglomerations, where separate deliveries are collected in order to enable
consolidation of deliveries into the target area: long distance freight can be carried by
larger, more efficient trucks or trains and inner-city deliveries by smaller vehicles, using
more of their potential capacity.
Micro-platforms are a special typology of urban consolidation centers. Located inside the
city they usually provide service to small areas such as neighbourhoods/districts or
commercial streets. An example of this was the pilot carried out in Sant Andreu district
(Barcelona, Spain) by the City Council. Embracing 190 commercial premises, the pilot
comprised a 200m2 warehouse adapted to store and forward merchandise for commercial
outlets along the High Street. Deliveries were made using electric minivans and bicycles
supplied by private sector participants.
Another key factor for success supposes accompanying measures in terms of local
policies. The introduction of restrictions more or less important in terms of access to the
city center facilitates the development of a UCC activities. To further help the provision of
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this new urban logistics, real estate, innovative architecture, landscape and real estate
business models must be identified.
Advantages
Consolidation centres can lead to reduced delivery times and to a reduction in the total
distance of delivery trips, i.e. Reduced traffic, emissions, fuel use and noise within the
city. They require cooperation, trust between the actors involved and may reduce delivery
flexibility and also requires financing for their establishment
Disadvantages
Business models to increase the profitability of these platforms will have to be developed
to enlarge the scope of their activities and to diversify their operating modes through
additional services. Because goods destined for a certain urban area or location are
transhipped onto (often smaller) UCC vehicles and transported into the city in a
consolidated way UCCs can combine high-quality deliveries with mitigating the negative
effects of motorized goods vehicles entering cities. However, previous research on UCCs
clearly shows that many of these freight platforms are granted only a short lifespan. The
cost of additional transhipment often prevents them of being cost-effective. Therefore,
they depend on governments willing to subsidize them because of their assumed positive
impact on congestion, emissions and shopping climate. Urban retailers also do not
always see the added value and therefore often opt out as soon as they are expected to
pay for the service. Often, transport companies are also not willing to pay for a UCC
service unless a regulatory framework (set by the local authorities) or the receiver forces
them to.
References:
(Sara Verlinde 2015)
User





needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and (cross-border) networks
Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
Transport protecting climate, environment and health
Resilient urban design supporting active modes and reducing travel demand

3.7.8

Physical internet

Category:
 Policy
 Technology
 Infrastructure
Transport mode(s) All freight modes
Description:
The Physical Internet is defined as defined as: “A global logistics system based on the
physical, digital and operational interconnectivity enabled by smart modular containers,
interfaces and protocols for increased efficiency and sustainability”. It takes its name
from the Digital Internet, which is based on the co-utilization of computer servers, all
transmitting standard packets of data under a standard TCP-IP protocol.
It is based on the principles of universal interconnectivity of physical objects through
modes and routes, standardized physical encapsulation of goods in containers and the
development of physical and digital interfaces optimized for universal interconnectivity.
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Advantages/Disadvantages
This challenging paradigm aims to work on the way that physical objects are moved,
stored, realized, supplied and used, in order to make it economically, environmentally
and socially efficient and sustainable. Specifically to:
 To improve the work conditions of logistics workers
 To increase load factors
 To increase and boost the use of co-modality
 To decrease greenhouse gases emissions
 To increase service levels and response times to local users in the supply chain
 To increase security and resilience of the logistics networks and supply chains
The business models and the sharing of risks and profits are essential issues as well as
data confidentiality.
References
(Eric Ballot et al. 2014)
(Benoit Montreuil 2012)
(alice - Alliance for Logistics Innovation through Collaboration in Europe)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and (cross-border) networks
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
 Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems
 Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of date
 Transport protecting climate, environment and health

3.7.9

Shared courier platforms

Category:
 Technology
Transport mode(s) Urban and road transit
Description:
Shareconomy courier platforms are web platforms connecting people needing items to be
delivered with drivers and couriers ‘going there anyway’. They are open to individuals as
well as to professional service providers (couriers, freight operators, taxi drivers) to act as
a carrier.
Advantages/disadvantages
 Flexibility, agility, elasticity, better capacity and capabilities utilization, ‘on-demand
logistics infrastructure’, one-off cooperation
 New hybrid business models, listing excess capacity (truck load, warehouse
capacity, and equipment, etc.) will be relevant to e.g. relevant to avoid empty
returns.
 Operational costs optimization, environmental protection, CO2 reduction
 More comfort and convenience through access to a broader range of high-value
products, services, and infrastructure
 Need regulation (mainly for the logistic “uberisation”)
 Changes and destructuration of the service providers’ sector
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 Working conditions (logistics’uberisation)
 Environmental benefits of this type of innovation are under debate when the crowd
does not take shipments on a trip they were doing anyway, but carry out a
dedicated delivery trips.
References:
(DHL 2014)
(Checkrobin 2017)
User





needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
Personalized mobility offers and (shared) ownership models
Economic empowerment of new players and innovation systems

3.7.10
Supply chain visibility enabling sustainable and trusted
supply chain
Category:
 Technology
 Infrastructure
Transport mode(s) All freight modes
Description:
Awareness of and control over end-to-end supply chain information – including insight in
sources of data and whereabouts of goods – enabling lean, agile, resilient, sustainable as
well as compliant and trusted supply chains. This also includes risk visibility, making
explicit where risks and vulnerabilities can manifest and how these risks are being
managed and controlled. Technologies such as scanning technology, container security
devices (RFID tags, for example) and other tracking and tracing technologies have
undoubtedly huge potential to contribute to supply chain security (ETP-ALICE; Roadmap in
sustainable, safe and secure supply chain).
In order to provide visibility, the concept of supply chain control tower is gaining lately
more and more importance. The control tower makes key data available to the partners in
a supply chain facilitating coordination of customer demand with supplier response.
Advantages/disadvantages
In complex and global supply chains, companies are required to work with various parties
within and outside the organization in order to meet the customer demands, and yet
reduce costs. Having end-to-end Supply Chain Visibility becomes imperative for an
organization’s success in meeting these objectives (Gopalakrishnan G). Points to consider
in this context are:
 visibility into the supply chain: removing system latency, recording every
transaction and event, and rapidly alerting planners of disruptions and deviations
from demand and operations plans
 reduce the amount of complexity for logistic planners
 emphasize visibility into one part of the chain at the expense of another
 how to overtake the fact that supply chains use separate systems for planning,
execution and business intelligence
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In most of the surveys about supply chain challenges, it is supply chain visibility that
consistently ranks near the top as most necessary. However, this ideal state so difficult to
achieve mostly because information in most organization exists in silos. This
fragmentation of data is designed to serve the purposes of the individual departments in
the organization instead of that of the entire supply chain. (Terry Weiner)
Many European-funded projects deal with the concept of security in transport. The project
Cassandra was about the actual needs and demands of intensified security in global
container transport movements by companies and by public authorities (Cassandra
2017). FP7-CORE project (Core Project 2017) aims to demonstrate how a powerful and
innovative Consistently Optimised REsilient ecosystem implementation, integrating
interoperability, security, resilience and real-time optimisation can produce cost effective,
fast and robust solutions that will guarantee the efficient and secure transit of goods
through the worldwide Global Supply Chain system. INTEGRITY (http://www.integritysupplychain.eu/index.php) intended to significantly improve the reliability and
predictability of door-to-door container chains.
For visibility being a reality, processes need to become more collaborative, with data
sharing and planning being done across departments as well as between organizations,
collaboration is needed to foster a level of trust between tiers and data should be
communicated up and down the supply chain for analysis and planning.
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Data security, privacy and transparency of the use of data
 Resilient urban design supporting active modes reducing travel demand

3.7.11
Urban
(drones)

airspace

utilization

for

goods

delivery

Category:
 technology
 economic
 network
Transport mode(s) the automated air transport mode and has effects on inner-city road
transport
Description:
 existing challenges of intra-city logistics are the increasing road congestion, air
pollution because of a decrease in air quality and an increase in greenhouse gas
emissions, noise pollution and safety aspects
 European Commission has set the policy target of “essentially CO 2-free city
logistics in major urban centres by 2030.”
 potential technology solution within inner-city logistics: UAVs (unmanned aerial
vehicles) one potential technology solution to offer new transport and warehousing
options within a city as well as in remote areas with rather bad logistics
infrastructure, enhancing performance efficiency and providing infrastructure
alternatives
 One example is the DHL Parcelcopter
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o

Prototype for UAV delivery in urgent and emergency cases, especially for
remote areas with fragmented infrastructure or in areas and regions which
have been affected by natural disasters

Source: (DHL 2014)





Another solution is the dynamic delivery routing and crowdshipping of deliveries,
driven by the attempts to provide same-day or even shorter delivery times, e.g.
Amazon prime now.
There is a huge research potential in this dynamic delivery topic since only a few
research attempts have been performed so far.

References:
(Müller 2012)
(DHL 2014)
(DG Move - European Commission 2012)
(Martin Savelsbergh und Tom Van Woensel 2016)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and cross-border networks

3.7.12

Urban cross-modal logistics utilizing all transport modes

Category:
 Other: different use of a traditional mean of transportation
Transport mode(s) Urban transit
Description:
This solution consists of using cycles and/or people walking for deliveries in city centres,
where trucks and vans are very slow because of congestion. Bicycles are currently used in
many cities for small packages and mail deliveries. For larger volumes of goods and
weight (up to 200 kg), tricycles can be used. These cycles often have electric assistance
and can be ridden on normal roads, on bike lanes and even in pedestrian areas (this has
to be specifically allowed in local regulations).
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An interesting example of this is the company “Koiki”. Their employees (intellectually
disabled people) deliver either walking or biking, using a Smartphone App to deliver the
parcels at the time specified by the final consumer.
Advantages/disadvantages
According to a study performed by the City University of New York:
 Cargo cycles may offer faster speeds and more reliable travel times in
congested traffic conditions or where regulations limit motor vehicle
operations.
 Where regulations allow, cargo cycles can often park closer to a delivery
destination – even on the sidewalk directly adjacent to a delivery location.
 Cargo cycles are much smaller than motor vehicles; as a result they consume
less road and parking space.
 Human-powered cargo cycles consume no fossil fuels and generate no
pollutants from fuel combustion.
 They also produce considerably less noise pollution than motor vehicles.
 Costs for vehicle purchase, parking, maintenance, and vehicle insurance are
likely to be much lower for a cargo cycle than for a motorized vehicle.
 While truck drivers face health challenges from idle behaviour, cargo cycle
operators improve their health through active operation of the vehicle.
 Cargo cycles do not require a specialized license or significant training to
operate; as a result, cargo cycle operations provide low-barrier-to-entry jobs in
a local community.
However, since this solution requires the coexistence of several transport modes, in order
to this happen urban planning is a key
 Cargo cycles and walking are only fit for short distance trips and therefore
usually require an additional transhipment point, which can increase
operational costs. Furthermore, cycling and walking couriers can only transport
limited volumes. They have to load a second or even third time during delivery
trips, which also increases operational costs.
 Cargo cycles and walking are only fit for small shipments. Transport companies
will need motorised vehicles to deliver larger shipments in the same
neighbourhood, which might decrease the environmental benefits considerably
as well as operational costs (depending on the diversity of the shipments a
certain company).
References:
(UEMI n.a.)
(koiki n.a.)
(Alison Conway et al. 2014)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Efficient and intelligently managed transport flows and (cross-border) networks
 Real-time travel information and travel planning services incl. cross-border &
affordable data connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
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3.7.13

Urban parking management app for freight transport

Category:
 Technology
 Infrastructure
Transport mode(s) Freight road transport
Description:
Inside many cities, there are parking spaces designated for loading and unloading, in
operation every week day between a certain time range, with a maximum parking time
limited (i.e., 30 min). Those parking spaces can be used by any vehicle loading and
unloading freight for delivery to nearby locations. Traditional parking disks are being
replaced by the use of an App or SMSs to record loading/unloading operations.
Advantages / Disadvantages:
This solution has several advantages versus the traditional parking disk made of paper: it
is possible to have detailed records of all your operations, view how much time remains
for parking and where the vehicle is located. The most advanced systems allow the
notification about the areas with free parking spots, saving both time and money and
reducing pollution and noise.
References:
(AreaDUM 2017)
User needs/mobility demands that the solution responds to:
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible travel
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility solutions & enhanced seamless end-toend-journeys
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4 Conclusions
A horizontal view on the solutions listed for the individual modes and especially for the
more horizontal categories collected in chapter 3.1 as well as the chapter on urban and
freight transport immediately shows topics and issues that are common to all modes.
Furthermore, the overview on solutions versus user needs (Tables in chapter 7 Annex 2)
points out where cross-modal approaches are relevant to meet requirements of the future
transport system.
In a general view, cross-modal approaches can enhance the impact of all solutions listed
in the opportunity maps in view of a user-centered multimodal transport system. This is
the case, since solutions were already identified having trends and user needs in mind.
Nevertheless, for the development and implementation of specific solutions, cross modal
approaches are even a strong enabler or they open opportunities for high additional
benefits. These are mainly solutions that are enabled or greatly benefit from
interoperability, standardization or technology transfer across modes which applies
especially to solutions in the urban or freight context or addressing horizontal issues as
e.g. safety, (cyber-)security, advanced driver assistance and automation, testing,
standardization, universal design etc.
This corresponds at the same time to a specific set of user needs:
 Efficient transport flows and networks
 Real time information and services,
 Interoperable seamless journeys.
 Safety
 Personalized mobility offers and shared models
 Protecting climate, environment and health.
 Resilient urban design
 Data security, privacy and transparency
In the following, four major clusters for cooperation and collaboration are provided:
Digitalization, new services and data
Issues of digitalization and especially data sharing and data availability are common to all
modes and especially important for delivering novel services that better serve users of
passenger and freight transport, create synergies between electrification, automation and
sharing as well as individual and public transport. Data needs to be turned into actable
knowledge. Thus, also new business models as well as local solutions tailored to citizens’
needs are enabled. Cross modal approaches will be urgently needed to address the issues
of enabling and intelligently managing flows of passengers, freight and data across
modes or across borders providing real time information and services and interoperable
seamless journeys. The same applies to personalized mobility offers and shared models.
Automation, IoT, Big data, ICT, crowdsourcing and sharing are key technologies enabling
integration, efficiency and sustainability in passenger as well as in freight transport which
calls for a broader cooperation strategy beyond the traditional transport sector.
Safety, security and beyond
Solutions for safety, security, but also within the individual modes strongly rely on similar
technologies and concepts that potentially can be accelerated in their development and
implementation through technology and knowledge transfer between modes. Here again
automation, IoT, AI, ICT, Big Data are key technologies that need cooperation and
collaboration also with actors from outside the traditional transport sector. The
opportunities of emerging technologies as e.g. blockchain have to be explored and
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utilized. Last not least, the deployment of these new technologies raises issues regarding
liability and ethical questions that need to be solved. Especially in view of solutions that
touch questions of privacy and cybersecurity, the user needs to be taken into account
from the start.
Low-/Zero-emission mobility
Technology transfer is further especially relevant for technologies advancing efficiency
and lowering emissions and noise of vehicles and thus contributing to protecting climate,
environment and health. Moving towards sustainability drives efficiency in passenger and
freight transport. Tools and business models are needed that enable the individual
stakeholders to tap this potential. Risks and uncertainties lie in the implementation of
renewable and alternative fuels infrastructure in all modes. Unclear situations regarding
incentives/restrictions for low emission vehicles and fuels in all modes need to be
countered.
Putting the user in the center
Consequent inclusion of the user in the entire innovation and development process will
be imperative to achieve the goals of a sustainable and integrated transport system. At
the same time, user-centric approaches have the potentially to also act as a driver for the
successful development and implementation of new technologies and services. For
instance, universal design putting the user in the center delivers not only inclusive
transport but improves mobility offers for all. To implement user-centric approaches,
methodologies, tools as well as impact assessments have to be developed. This includes
models for collaboration of users and the R&D&I community, the development of digital
co-creation tools to enable broad collaborations etc.
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6 Annex 1 – From trends to impacts to user needs
Table 1Display of trends and their sub-trends as well as the impact of the trends on future
mobility. The last column provides the user demands connected to the trend. Solutions listed
and described in the following chapter of this document answer to these user demands.
Trend
category

Name of
trend

1 Distribution
of wealth and
labour market
developments

1.1 Share of
the European
economy in
world
GDP
declines

Type of
trend

Impact on mobility

Econom
ic

More
flows
(esp.
freight) with changing
and more complex
patterns

User Demand
 Efficient and intelligent transport flows and
(cross-border) networks

 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice

1 Distribution
of wealth and
labour market
developments

1.2
Restructuring
working
arrangement
s

Econom
ic,
Social

Less
peak
flows,
longer trips, more
non-work
trips,
complexity for urban
logistics

 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys
 Cross-border, real-time travel information
and travel planning services & affordable data
connectivity
 Personalized, accessible and inclusive
(shared) ownership models
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice

2
Inclusive
society,
personalisatio
n, accessibility

2.1
Increasing
the
life
expectancy
of
the
population

Social

More
travellers
needing
assistance,
more
people using
individual transport ,
more elder transport
users from rural areas
,
Less active modes
usage (eldest elders),
More travelling
(increasing flights,
trains, ships),
Demand
fragmentation for
freight

 inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys
 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and
affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable and excluded groups)
 Economic/political enablement of local
solutions, meeting local needs through
transparent, democratic, participative
planning


Resilient and practical urban design (ability
to walk or cycle ) & lowering number of
required trips

 Personalized, accessible and inclusive
(shares) ownership models
 Efficient and intelligent transport flows and
(cross-border) networks
2
Inclusive
society,
personalisatio
n, accessibility

2.2 Migration
trend
generating
long distance
flows

2
Inclusive
society,
personalisatio
n, accessibility

2.3
Trend
towards
inclusion of
vulnerable
and excluded
groups

Social

Increase
of
distance and
border flows

long
cross-

 Cross-border, real-time travel information
and travel planning services & affordable data
connectivity
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys

Political

Regular
and
legal
enforcement
if
inclusion
(including
digital use)

 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and
affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable and excluded groups)
 Economic/political enablement of local
solutions, meeting local needs through
transparent, democratic, participative
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planning
 Personalized, accessible and inclusive
(shared) ownership models
2
Inclusive
society,
personalisatio
n, accessibility

2
Inclusive
society,
personalisatio
n, accessibility

2.4 Less car
use
by
younger
generations

2.5
Move
towards more
active
and
healthy
lifestyles

Social

Social/
Political

Less
owned
road

individually
cars on the

More active modes
usage
replacing motorised
modes

 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice
 Personalized, accessible and inclusive
(shared) ownership models
 Resilient and practical urban design (ability to
walk or cycle ) & lowering number of required
trips
 (Regulations on) energy efficient, CO2/NOXpoor transport
 Eco-friendliness & liveable environments for
humans
 Efficient and intelligent transport flows and
(cross-border) networks

2
Inclusive
society,
personalisatio
n, accessibility

2.6
Acceleration
and flexibility
of
liquid
modern
society

 Increase productivity and leisure time
Social

More leisure trips and
growing freight flows

 Cross-border, real-time travel information
and travel planning services & affordable data
connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice
 Increase productivity and leisure time
 Cross-border, real-time travel information
and travel planning services & affordable data
connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys

2
Inclusive
society,
personalisatio
n, accessibility

2.7
Personalisati
on of liquid
modern
society

Social

More Car and bike
usage, more complex
travel patterns

 Resilient and practical urban design (ability to
walk or cycle ) & lowering number of required
trips
 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems
 (Cost-) efficient maintenance and updating of
resilient infrastructures
 Economic/political enablement of local
solutions, meeting local needs through
transparent, democratic, participative
planning
 Personalized, accessible and inclusive
(shared) ownership models
 Efficient and intelligent transport flows and
(cross-border) networks

2
Inclusive
society,
personalisatio
n, accessibility

2.8 European
integration
facilitating
flows

Political

More long distance
freight and tourism
flows,
Flows
concentration
on
logistics hubs

 Cross-border, real-time travel information
and travel planning services & affordable data
connectivity
 inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys
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 Efficient and intelligent transport flows and
(cross-border) networks
 Resilient and practical urban design (ability to
walk or cycle ) & lowering number of required
trips

3 Urbanisation
and
smart
cities

3.1
Rising
and
expanding
urbanisation

Econom
ic,
Social

More
intense
and
longer urban flows,
logistics sprawl

 (Regulations on) energy efficient, CO2/NOXpoor transport
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice
 Economic/political enablement of local
solutions, meeting local needs through
transparent, democratic, participative
planning
 Eco-friendliness & liveable environments for
humans
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourney

3 Urbanisation
and
smart
cities

3.2
The
emergence of
Smart cities

Technol
ogical

More electric vehicles,
cargobikes,
carsharing, car-pooling,
less oil fuelled
vehicles, less vehicles
(due to sharing)

 Data security, privacy and transparency of the
use of data
 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems
 Personalized, accessible and inclusive
(shared) ownership models
 (Regulations on) energy efficient, CO2/NOXpoor transport

4
Environmental
protection

4.1
Stricter
regulations
for
environmenta
l protection

4
Environmental
protection

4.2
Limited
resources
require more
resource
efficiency and
circular
economy in
transport

Econom
ic,
Social

4.3
Away
from
fossil
fuels towards
energy
efficiency and
renewable
energies

Political
,
Econom
ic,
Technol
ogical

4
Environmental
protection

Social,
Political

Less
carbonconsuming transport

 Resilient and practical urban design (ability to
walk or cycle ) & lowering number of required
trips
 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems
 (Regulations on) energy efficient, CO2/NOXpoor transport

More local logistics
chains
(less
long
distance flows), more
electric
and
sustainably biofueled
vehicles

 Resilient and practical urban design (ability to
walk or cycle ) & lowering number of required
trips
 Economic/political enablement of local
solutions, meeting local needs through
transparent, democratic, participative
planning

 (Cost-) efficient maintenance and updating of
resilient infrastructures

4
Environmental
protection

5
Digital
society
and

4.4 Impact of
climate
change
on
transport

5.1
the

Rise of
Internet

Environ
mental

Technol
ogical

Impact of extreme
weather events on
infrastructure, flows;
breaks in the supply
chains

Increased efficiency in
transport operations

 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of
transport and for all travelers including
vulnerable to exclusion citizens and also for
supply chains(rising awareness for active
safety mechanisms)
 Resilient and practical urban design (ability to
walk or cycle ) & lowering number of required
trips
 Efficient and intelligent transport flows and
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internet
things

of

of Things and
big data

planning
and
infrastructure capacity
utilization

(cross-border) networks
 Cross-border, real-time travel information
and travel planning services & affordable data
connectivity
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice
 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems
 Efficient and intelligent transport flows and
(cross-border) networks
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice

5
Digital
society
and
internet
of
things

5.2
More
automation

Technol
ogical

More
safety
and
security,
improve
transport management
and
logistic
transhipment,
but
development
of
capacity not certain in
urban areas

 Effective and seamless measures to identify
and prevent threats
 Data security, privacy and transparency of the
use of data
 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of
transport and for all travellers, also VEC
(rising awareness for active safety
mechanisms)
 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems

5
Digital
society
and
internet
of
things

5.3
Expectation
of customers
and
digitisation
of mobility

Social

5
Digital
society
and
internet
of
things

5.4 New uses
of travel-time

6
Novel
Business
models
and
innovation in
transport

6.1
New
models
challenging
the individual
vehicle
ownership
model

Econom
ic,
Social

6
Novel
Business
models
and
innovation in
transport

6.2
New
players and
new business
models

Econom
ic

6
Novel
Business
models
and
innovation in
transport

6.3 Emerging
codevelopment
and
cocreation
of
new systems
by users and
economic
actors

Social

More freight flows,
fragmentation, instant
deliveries,
opportunities
and
challenges
of
connected traveller

Benefiting to public
transport,
until
automation
is
provided in the cars
sector

Less individual owned
vehicles
in
larger
cities, Uberisation of
logistics

 Cross-border, real-time travel information
and travel planning services & affordable data
connectivity
 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys
 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems
 Increase productivity and leisure time

 inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys
 Easy-to-use, comfortable, and flexible modal
choice
 Personalized, accessible and inclusive
(shared) ownership models

Econom
ic

 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems

A different approach
to the provision of
transport solutions,
possible disruption of
current players

 Economic/political enablement of local
solutions, meeting local needs through
transparent, democratic, participative
planning
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7 Safety
transport

in

7 Safety
transport

in

8 Security in
transport

7.1
The
persisting
issue
of
transport
safety
7.2
The
emerging
safety issue
in
complex
networks
with
new
vehicles
8.1 Growing
concern over
security
threats

9
Legislative
framework

9.1
Diversifying
approaches
of
governance

9
Legislative
framework

9.2
Legislative
models
adapts
to
new
transport
solutions and
businesses

Social,
Political

Social,
Legal

Transport safety will
remain an issue, but
no evidence shows it
affects
negatively
transport flows

Social

Attacks on transport
affects flows, but only
temporarily

Political
, Legal

public-private
innovation processes
and decision making
processes
involving
more
stakeholders
may
lead
to
preferential
development
of
specific
transport
means
and
to
localized solutions

Political
, Legal

Legislative initiatives
in order to facilitate
innovation
and/or
regulate
novel
solutions

 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of
transport and for all travelers including
vulnerable to exclusion citizens and also for
supply chains(rising awareness for active
safety mechanisms)

 Effective and seamless measures to identify
and prevent threats
 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems
 Economic/political enablement of local
solutions, meeting local needs through
transparent, democratic, participative
planning

 Economic empowerment of new players and
innovation systems

 Inter-operability and reliability of mobility
solutions & enhanced seamless end-to-endjourneys
 Effective and seamless measures to identify
and prevent threats

9
Legislative
framework

9.3
Trend
toward
harmonisatio
n
in
legislative
frameworks

 Statutory inclusiveness, accessibility and
affordability of mobility offers (especially
targeting vulnerable and excluded groups)

Legal

More interoperability,
facilitating transport

 Data security, privacy and transparency of the
use of data
 (Regulations on) energy efficient, CO2/NOXpoor transport
 Continuous demand for safety in all modes of
transport and for all travelers including
vulnerable and excludedcitizens and also for
supply chains(rising awareness for active
safety mechanisms)
 (Cost-) efficient maintenance and updating of
resilient infrastructures
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7 Annex 2 – Categorizing solutions according to
user needs
Within this Annex for each transport mode, urban and freight transport and the solutions
that relate to two or more modes, the categorization of solutions to user needs is
provided within a dedicated table.
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Table 2 Alphabetical List of solutions relating to more than one or all modes and which
user needs they respond to. The user needs have been introduced in chapter 2.

Advanced
cyber-security

x

x

mobility offers & shared
Personalized
models

Efficient infrastructures maintenance

x

x

Incentivizing
modal shift to
public transport
ADAS
for
operators/drive
rs of transport
vehicles
Simplified
testing,
certification &
authorization of
new
mobility
solutions
Smart
technologies
for
threat
prevention

Empower new players & innovations

Safety

Resilient urban design

Democratic, participative planning

Protecting climate, env. & health

x

Blockchain for
passenger and
freight
transport
Game changers
in materials

Smart
traffic
mgmt
and
forecasting with
big data
Standardization
for interop. and
multimodal
transport
Threat
prevention and
emergency
measures
Universal
design/design
for all

Data security/privacy & transparency

Inclusive, accessible, affordable

Eff. and seamless threat prevention

Interoperable seamless journeys

Easy-to-use and comfortable travel

Real-time travel info & services

Enable meaningful travel time

User demands that solutions respond to (full titles and descriptions in chapter 2)

Efficient transport flows & networks

Solutions
on
all modes
(full titles and
description
follow below)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 3 Alphabetical List of solutions relating to air and which user needs they respond
to. The user needs have been introduced in chapter 2.

Advanced
lownoise aircraft
Air
traffic
control
/air
x
traffic
mgmt.
virtualisation
All-electric
aircraft
Central airport
and inner-city air
transport
concept
Monitoring
of
environmental
footprint
Flight
cabins
and
zones
according
to
ind. needs

Empower new players &
innovations
Efficient infrastructures
maintenance
Personalized mobility offers &
shared models

Safety

Resilient urban design

Democratic, participative
planning

Protecting climate, env. & health

Data security/privacy &
transparency

Inclusive, accessible, affordable

Eff. and seamless threat
prevention

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Interoperable seamless journeys

x

Full automation
of
passenger
baggage
processes
Flying
communication
networks
Global
emissions
trading
&
offsetting
measures
Health
monitoring
of
aircraft
4-hour door-todoor journeys
Integrated
security
approach
Modernized air
traffic mgmt.

Easy-to-use and comfortable
travel

Enable meaningful travel time

Efficient transport flows &
networks

(full titles and
description
follow below)

Real-time travel info & services

Solutions in air
User demands that solutions respond to (full titles and descriptions in chapter 2)
transport

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
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Personalised
transportation
before, after and
during air travel

x

x

x
x

Renewable fuels
Seamless
security checks
at airports
Small
ondemand aircraft
Virtual reality inflight
entertainment
In-flight
communication
for passengers

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 4 Alphabetical List of solutions relating to rail and which user needs they respond
to. The user needs have been introduced in chapter 2.

Automated
maintenance
Automated
trains

x

x

x
x

Energy
efficiency in
electrical
infrastructure

x

Higher safety
and
eff.
through adv.
train control
& monitoring

x

Flexible
timetables

x

x

Modular
trains
and
cabins

x

x

x

x

x

mobility offers & shared
Personalized
models

Efficient infrastructures maintenance

Empower new players & innovations

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Reduction of
noise
and
vibration in
freight trains

Shared
operation of
trains
Inclusive
train design

Safety
x

Energy
efficient and
reliable train

Personal
rapid transit
& Hyperloop

Resilient urban design

Democratic, participative planning

Protecting climate, env. & health

Data security/privacy & transparency

Inclusive, accessible, affordable

Eff. and seamless threat prevention

Interoperable seamless journeys

Easy-to-use and comfortable travel

Real-time travel info & services

Enable meaningful travel time

User demands that solutions respond to (full titles and descriptions in chapter 2)

Efficient transport flows & networks

Solutions in
rail
mode
(full
titles
and
description
follow
below)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 5 Alphabetical List of solutions relating to waterborne and which user needs they
respond to. The user needs have been introduced in chapter 2.

Adaptable
modular
vessel
Ship2ship and
Ship2shore

Blue
shift

x

x
x

x

Resilience
mgmt

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

Energy
efficient and
low emission
ship

x

x

x

Hybrid
and
electrified
ferries
and
port vessels

x

Low
vibration/wave
s vessels

x
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&
offers
mobility
Personalized
shared models

Efficient infrastructures maintenance

Empower new players & innovations

Safety

Resilient urban design

Democratic, participative planning

Protecting climate, env. & health
x

x

Floating
delivery hubs

x

x

Autonomous
vessels

Drones
for
ship
supply
and loading

Data security/privacy & transparency

x

Alternative
fuels

modal

Inclusive, accessible, affordable

Eff. and seamless threat prevention

Interoperable seamless journeys

Easy-to-use and comfortable travel

Real-time travel info & services

Enable meaningful travel time

User demands that solutions respond to
Efficient transport flows & networks

Solutions in
waterborne
mode
(full
titles
and
description
follow below)
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Multi-skilling
and
competencebased
port
labour
training
schemes

x

Short-SeaShipping

x

Smart
connected
vessels

x

Smart
connected and
automated
ports

x

Vessels
exploiting
wind and solar
energy

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 6 Alphabetical List of solutions relating to waterborne and which user needs they
respond to. The user needs have been introduced in chapter 2.

Adaptive
safety
systems

Empower new players &
innovations
infrastructures
Efficient
maintenance
Personalized mobility offers
& shared models

x

Automated
and
connected
vehicles

x

Bus
rapid
transit
corridors

x

Dynamic
pricing of the
use of road
infrastructure

x

Future
generation of
electric
vehicles

Safety

User demands that solutions respond to
Efficient transport flows &
networks
Enable meaningful travel
time
&
info
travel
Real-time
services
Easy-to-use and comfortable
travel
seamless
Interoperable
journeys
Eff. and seamless threat
prevention
accessible,
Inclusive,
affordable
&
security/privacy
Data
transparency
Protecting climate, env. &
health
participative
Democratic,
planning
Resilient urban design

Solutions in
road mode
(full
titles
and
description
follow
below)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

On-road
charging for
trucks

x

Proliferation
of
car/ride/park
sharing
platforms

x

Small
vehicles
developed
fit-for-urbanpurpose

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Smart
Parking

Urban
electric
buses
V2X
for
safety
and
traffic mgmt

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
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Table 7 Alphabetical List of solutions relating to waterborne and which user needs they
respond to. The user needs have been introduced in chapter 2.

Co-Creation
involving
citizens

Personalized mobility offers & shared
models

Efficient infrastructures maintenance

Empower new players & innovations

Safety

x

Funding
Competitions

x

Resilient urban design

x

x

x

Democratic, participative planning

Protecting climate, env. & health

x

Data security/privacy & transparency

Interoperable seamless journeys

x

Inclusive, accessible, affordable

Easy-to-use and comfortable travel

x

Eff. and seamless threat prevention

Real-time travel info & services

Chatbots for
pass.
info
exploiting AI

Enable meaningful travel time

Solutions in
urban mode
(full
titles
and
description
follow
below)

Efficient transport flows & networks

User demands that solutions respond to (full titles and descriptions in chapter 2)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Gamification

x

x

Incentives
for
active,
low-emission
transport
and reduced
travel
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Intermodal
mega-hubs

x

x

x

x

x

x

Novel
concepts for
bike-sharing

x

x

Personal
mobility
devices

x

x

Mobility-as-aService

x

Safety
and
accessibility
through IoT

Smart
Connected
Bikes

Training the
elderly

Urban design
encouraging
active modes
and reduced
travel

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Solutions on
freight (full
titles
and
description
follow
below)
User demands that solutions respond to (full titles and descriptions in chapter 2)

Connecting
transport of
people
and
goods
x

Legal
harmonizatio
n
within
regions
x

Logistics as a
service
x

Novel multimodal,
clientoriented
business
models
for
rail freight
Platooning of
heavy
duty
vehicles
x

x
x
x

GHGemission
calculator
x

x

X
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14. (Cost-) efficient maintenance
resilient
of
upgrading
and
infrastructures
15. Personalized mobility offers
and (shared) ownership models

13. Economic empowerment of new
players and innovation systems

10. Support for local solutions
through transparent, democratic,
participative planning
design
urban
Resilient
11.
supporting active modes and
reducing travel demand
12. Higher safety in freight and
passenger transport in all modes

9. Transport protecting climate,
environment and health

inclusiveness,
Statutory
7.
accessibility and affordability of
mobility offers (especially targeting
security,
Data to
8.
groups) and
exclusionprivacy
vulnerable
transparency of the use of data

5. Inter-operability and reliability of
mobility solutions & enhanced
seamless end-to-end-journeys
6. Effective and seamless measures
to identify and prevent threats

3. Real-time travel information and
services
planning
travel
incl.
crossborder & affordable data
Easy-to-use, comfortable and
4.
connectivity
flexible travel

intelligently
and
Efficient
1.
managed transport flows and
cross-border networks
2. Enable meaningful spending of
travel time

Action Plan for the future Mobility in Europe

Table 8 Alphabetical List of solutions relating to waterborne and which user needs they
respond to. The user needs have been introduced in chapter 2.

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
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Urban freight
consolidation
hubs

x

Physical
internet

x

Shared
courier
platforms

x

Supply chain
visibility

x

Urban goods
delivery
through
drones

x

Urban crossmodal
logistics

x

Urban
parking
mgmt.
freight
vehicles

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

for
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